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ABSTRACT

An informìng motif in Hardy's better-known earlier fiction is the

visual experience. The most critical moments in the l'ives of the major

characters, and the turning points of the novels, are visual experi-

ences, or^r'in Hardy's words, "unadjusted impressions." Vision becomes a

work'ing metaphor for wisdom and'ins'ight; see'ing, observ'ing, and making

assoc'iations between seen experiences move each character to the level

of understanding Hardy desìgned.

The novels Under the Greenwood Tree, Far From the Madd'ing Crowd,

The Return of the Natjve, and The Woodlanders portray the nature of the

visual experience from several disparate points of view. It is'irr these

novels as well that the forming of Hardy's technique ìs most evident.

Characters as different from one another as D'ick Dewy, Francis Troy,

Eustacia Vye and Giles l'linterborne share simìlar flaws. All have the

defic'iency of a distorted view of realjty and of thejr experiences. All

experience the problem that, despite the limitations and d'istortions of

reality caused by indìvidual personality, those distorted 'impressions

are the onìy tools available through which to ga'in insight and wisdom.

Most fai I .

Hardy develops his technique by bujlding upon the jdea that experì-

ence is a visual miscellany. Under the Greenwood Tree establishes the

fact, in an adm'ittedly comic mode. Far From the Madding Crowd and The

Return of the Native include the complexities of different character

types, and an increasing emphasis on the involvement of an indifferent

universe. The Woodlanders inco rporates these facets of experience, and

adds the compìication of the involvement of the social order.
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Introduction

That Thomas Hardy was naturally visual'ly oriented, and an ìntensely

visual writer, has been well documented by his readers. His poetry'

fiction, and bìography reveal this sense everywhere. And he h'imself

implies that visual "impressions" point to meaning, both in art and in

life: "I have no philosophy," he writes in 1920, "on'ly what I have

often explained to be only a confused heap of impressions, ljke those of

a bewildered child at a conjuring show" (Later Years, p. 2I9). His

ana'logy is telling: a bewildered ch'ild at a conjuring show sees v'isual

images one upon the other; there is no obvious relation between events,

and no causal relationship. The images, or impress'ions, present them-

selves in'isolatjon; their meanings or causes are beneath the surface or

'invisible. Experience, therefore, js something not easily categorized,

nor is it easily understood. He further maintains, insofar as his own

th'inking and experience was concerned, that life is ordered by "a

thousand unconscious causes" rather than one consc'ious cause (Later

Years, p. 220). Yet he also endeavors, personaìly as we'll as artistic-

a'l'ly, to f ind meanìng through experience: "unadjusted impressìons have

their value, " he writes in his Preface to Poems of the Past and the

Present, "and the road to a true phiìosophy of l'ife seems to lie in

humbly recording diverse read'ings of ìts phenomena as they are forced

upon us by chance and change." (CP, p.84). These thoughts, that

experience is a "confused heap of ìmpressions" yet that one must
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endeavor to dec'ipher the phenomena of life's experiences, comprise an

informing idea 'in Hardy's art and thought. Despite the 'limìtations,

indeed, distortions, of one's own personality, those d'istorted and

confused impressions are the on'ly tools available to decipher exper-

ience. Ult'imately they are the only hope of achieving wisdom.

Hardy's novels are full of people experiencing the confused heap of

ìmpressions, search'ing for meaning in them, yet whose personaì I imìt-

ations come'in the way. Experience is difficult to decipher and to make

sense of for the most thoughtful of hìs characters, impossible to

decipher for the vast majority. The narrator brings these "confused

'impressions" to the fight, and encourages the reader to deveìop a

discerning eye to events to see that, ìn "unadjusted impressions" there

'is to be found the expression of a "thousand unconscious causes" of

life. This tension between the character's lim'ited personaì view and

the wisdom of the narrator's (and thus the reader's) ìarger point of

view becomes a controlled irony'in the novels. It is the aim of thjs

ana'lysis to show how this tension is expressed in the novels, how Hardy

brings together the prob'lems of ins'ight into the meaning of thìngs, and

how the sight of the experìences point to the mean'ing. I will show how

his intensely visual nature as a person is reflected in h'is art, and how

in h'is novels the acts of see'ing, observjng and being seen reflect the

levels of understanding achieved through visual experiences. Further,

I shall also show how the metaphorical function of vision (or lack

thereof) becomes a pervasive theme: the "confused heap of Ivisual]
'impressions" is difficult, if not impossible, to form into a working

philosophy of life.
As I have stated, Hardy's visual techniques, and the power of h'is
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,,hawk's v'is'ion"1 huu. been examined by many critics. Indeed' some

c¡itics have taken Hardy's visual techniques and related them to all

forms of "sjster artsr" even to those whiCh Hardy never experienced,

such as televjsion.2 A ujew of Hardy's portrayal of vjs'ion and vjsual

techniques as they relate to the characters' miscel'lany of expenience'

however, has been less well documented. Penelope V'igar toucheS upon

"the contrast between appearance and reality, what life is like and what

life 'is" in her full-length study of Thomas Hardy.3 Indeed, Professor

Vigar notes Hardy'S use of visual technique in "framing" his scenes'

seeìng the novels as 'narrative p'ictures":

Many of his most striking scenes--Tess in the fields, for
exampìe, or Eustacia on the heath--have a pecuìiar]y static
qualìty; all action 'is suspended while the subiect is beìng
examinêd and expounded on. L'ife and movement crystallize into
one ' fel t momenl ' 1t i s the impress'ion of the book wh j ch

remains, a v'is'ion of moments which rernaîfl-d=lstinctly in the
mi nd , a stri ng of outstand j ng i nc'idents . '

Norman Page finds this "peculiarly static quality" of much of Hardy's

writing as well, and details Hardy's "use of sharply visualized sit-

uations verbally rendered, not mereìy as a means of evokìng character or

scene, but as a method of telling a story."5 Dr. Page presents th'is

idea by describing Hardy's affinity with V'ictorian narrative painting,

and outl jnes the visual technique as a narratjve technique. While th'is

approach is noteworthy and useful , it does not entirely exp'la'in the

deeper s'ign'ificance of the technique w'ith respect to the development of

the characters in the novels. J. Hillis M'iller, while commenting on

Hardy's use of perspect'ive and point of view, Seems to come closer to

the metaphor of vision in the portrayal of the characters wh'ile yet

recognizing Hardy's visua'l techniques ìn the portrayal jtself:
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The character ultimately glimpses a covert design ìn his life
wh'ich has been invisiblè while he has been living that lìfe.
The artist brings that design into the ful I I ight of day. Tl',.

crit1c is the tñir¿ in a seiiçs. He is a watcher watch'ing the
watcher watch his characters."

Indeed, the reader, the narrator and the character all see the experì-

ence in a sl'ightly d'ifferent way. And what is as'important as the

action is who is seeing that action, and how--with what infjrmit'ies or

bl inders.T Yet it is the rare playerin a Thomas Hardy novel who

actually "glimpses a covert des'ign in his life." Most often the design

rema'i ns unrecogni zed.

Ian Gregor has also attempted to define the experience and exis-

tence that Hardy portrays.S Ì,lhile not ostensib'ly concerned wjth v'ision

or wjth a reader-centred approach to the fiction, Gregor provìdes an

interestjng concept derived from Hardy's not'ion of the human race as

"one great network or tissue which quivers'in every part when one point

'is shaken, Iike a spider's web if touched" (tarly Ljfe, p. 232). Gregor

consjders this "great web" to be "a provìsional design f'lung across the

vacancy of miscel laneous experience. "9 t,Jhi le Gregor uses his notìon to

supp'ly a form and overall structure to Hardy's major fiction, I would

like to examine, not the "provisional design" which Gregor presents, but

the miscel laneous experience itself.

Indeed, for most of Hardy's characters, experience is miscellaneous

and confusing. They never do arrive at the recognitjon of the provi-

sional design, but remain lost and disheartened by their "confused heap

of impressions." At times this bl'indness is willful, at times inherent

in the nature of the character. To understand the characters is to

exam'ine the characters'experience' what they see, what they do not, and
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to exam'ine how theY view jt.

Hardy,s statement that his philosophy is a "confused heap of

impressions, l'ike those of a bewildered ch'ild at a conjuring show"

prov'ides a visual'image, a v'isuaì rather than an intellectual

.impression. A close examinatjon of the novels reveals th'is sense of the

',conjuring show" in the I ife of every character: the repeated record'ing

upon the mind of a scene or static pìcture, the whole meaning of which

is not evident to the watcher (character), e'ither at the moment of

experience, or for Some, until it'is exp'ìained (if ever) by the

recording of further events. Qftentjmes the watcher, l'ike the

bewildered chjld, never sees the entire picture, understands the

meaning, or arrives at a "true philosophy of l'ife." Hardy's fiction

embodies the'idea of the bewildered child and presents expenience'in a

conjuring show of impressions. The most critical experìences are truly

visual , statìc, and often confus'ing on the surface. So it 'is that Grace

Melbury's knowledge of F'itzpìers' infidelity comes not only in the

whispered words of Felice Charmond in the woods, but also much earlier,

in the experience of seeing the figure of Suke Damson retreatìng from

her future husband's house'in her nightdr"ess. Mrs. Yeobright, on the

other hand, djes with the very fragmented knowledge gained by seeing

Eustacia's face in the wjndow and C'lym's furze-hook by the door. That

Mrs. Yeobright's impression is necessarily limited, and true only to the

essent'ial fact (that Eustacia d'id not open the door at that moment) is

borne out by the reader's knowledge of the causal relationships ìeadìng

to the closed door. Here the reader's wjsdom is gained, like Hardy's,

through "record'ing diverse readi09S," that is, seeing the event from

every possible po'int of v'iew, and making sense of them all. It js
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Mrs . Yeobri ght ' s unf ortunate f ate that she d'i es wi thout dec'i pheri ng

correct'ly her confused impressions. Simi'lar1y, Bathsheba Everdene

Troy's limited w1sdom is achieved by her recogniz'ing, as "forced upon

her by chance and change," that Gabriel Qak, and not Franc'is Troy,'is

the embodiment of what'is good'in a man. She obtains "flashes" of

enlightenment from the l'ightning which forces upon her consc'iousness the

form of Gabriel struggling with her to save her year's harvest; Troy's

actions toward herself and the dead Fanny Rob'in are thrown into lurid

relief in Bathsheba's mind when she sees him stand'ing'in her doorway;

s.im.ila11y, the ill-cons'idered actions of an id'ly sent valent'ine' a hasty

marriage to the wrong man, another promise of marriage made too soon'

come again before Bathsheba when she sees her returned husband'in the

doorway of Boldwood's home at the Chrjstmas party.

Again, the impressions of life Hardy's characters'experience are

largely visual impressjons. Moreover, the most critical moments in

their lives, and necessariìy the turnjng points of the novelS' are

v'isual experiences, "unadjUsted impress'ionS." Vjsion, and all its

degrees from blindness to clarity, becomes a work'ing metaphor for wisdom

and insight, and the experjences of seeing, observing, recording'im-

pressions and making associat'ions between them move the character to the

level of understandjng Hardy designs. V'isual experiences define the

level of understand'ing of each character at every crit'ical iuncture of

life, mirror the psychologica'l state of the character, and, if traced,

become the essence of his stories.

The artjstic personal ity behind th'is expression 'is easy to discov-

er. A man keenly sens'it'ive to his visual experiences, always f indìng
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associations between d'isparate events or things he witnesses, and

"humb'ly recording diverse readings'r of I ife's phenomena, 'is revealed

throughout his persona'l writings. "A letter lies on the red velvet

cover of the table;" he writes in an 1888 djary entry, "staring up' by

reason of the contrast. I cover it over, that'it may not hjt my eyes so

hard" (Early Life, p. 276). The same sharp vjsion, and a natural sense

of perspective and associatjon, are revealed in the next entry:

A service at St. MarY Abbots, Kensington. The red pl umes and

ribbon in two stYf i sh gi 11 s' hats in the foreground match the
red robes of the Persons rou nd Chri st on the Cross 'in the east
w'indow. The pa le crucified figure rises uP from a parterre of
London bonnets and artificial hair coi1s, as viewed from the
back where I am. The skY over Jerusalem seems to have some

connection with the cornf lowers in a fash'ionable hat that bobs

about in front of the C'itY of David when the
cong regation rises there is a rustl ing of silks ljke that of
the Devi I s' wì ngs i n Paradi se Lost.

Ea rl Life, p. 276)

The anecdote is typica] of Hardy, and s'imilar to h'is fiction, in many

ways. His initial connection (or contrast) between the fjgures in the

congregat.ion and the f igures in the w'indow is visual: the colours of

the girls'hats match the colours of the robes of the persons round the

crucified Christ. From that association the two images of the

representat'ion of Christ and the colours on the people in the

congregation are superimposed: "the pale crucified figure rises up from

a parterre of London bonnets" (italics added). The "artificial hair

cojls" are notjced wìth particular cynìcism as an indiscreet form of

vanity compared to the agony portrayed by the "pa]e cruc'ified fjgure."

He defines his personal perspect'ive, his point of vjew of the event:

,,viewed from the back where I am;" he recognizes that his
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particular experience is val id only from that perspect'ive. He cont'inues

with the visual connection between the scene in the stained glass wjndow

and the congregation with the associat'ion "the sky over Jerusalem seems

to have some connection with the cornflowers in a fashionable hat." His

entry ends with a chilìing assocjation between the art'ificiality and

vanity of the "fashion-conscious church-goers" and the Devils ris'ing

from the fiery floor of hell in Paradise Lost. The implied contrast

between that'image and the crucified figure in the east window is sharp.

The mass of v'isual impressions, the workings of a mind seeìng a con-

nect.ion between disparate visual images and looking for deeper associ-

ations between them, is ev'ident in Hardy's persona'l as well as artistic

wri ti ngs.

The v'isual experience can be jntellectually dis'interested, as'in

hìs experience at St. Mary Abbots, or intense'ly emotiona'l , as suggested

by Hardy's description of a Dorchester execution he wjtnessed when he

was eighteen. Biographers recognize this experience as a profound one

in Hardy's development,l0 und critics recognize jt as an 'important

ind'icatjon of Hardy's visual orjentation.ll I would suggest that

however profound the experjence may have been for the psychologica'l

development of the young artist, the visual techniques evident'in the

piece have not been fulìy acknowledged. An examination of the incjdent

is beneficial: the young Hardy, having rushed from h'is breakfast table

to a h'ill on the heath, puts the brass family telescope to his eye:

The sun behind his back shone straight on the white stone
t, and the form of the
oner and officials in
g invisible at th'is
e moment of h'is Placing
dropped downwards, and

dark cloth'ing and the crowd below bei
di stance of nearly three mì I es . At t
the glass to his eye the white figure

facade of the gaol, the gaìlows uPon

murderer in white fustian, the execut
i
i
n

h
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the faint note of the town clock struck
The whole thing had been so sudden that
from Hardy's hands. He seemed alone on

hanged man, and crept home wishìng he ha

e1g
the
the
dn

hr.
gìass nearly fell
heath wi th the

of been so curious.

Earl , P. 37)Li fe

Norman Page notes that the experience

has the ingred'ients of many an jncjdent in the fictjon: the
stark contiast of the figuies--the murderer in wh'ite fustjan'
iñà òtticials in dark suìts--l'ike a sketch by Goya or Daum'ier,

the sun reflected on 'the white stone facade of the gaol', the
ru¿¿.n, piercing glìmpse by a so1ìtary observer,.dìst12t and

unseen, bf a momeñt of dec'isive act'ion or revelation.'-

The visual clarity and sharp focus prov'ides a sense of immedjacy to the

action, to be sure. Integraì to Hardy's expression of experience is the

,,frame-l.ike" qua'l'ity of moments of crisis. The observer's reactìon,

however, 'is at least as important as his observation. Suddenly and

wjthout warning the young Hardy fjnds himself "alone on the heath with

the hanged man," whereas moments before he had expected an'impersonal

spectacle before h'is eyes. He becomes caught in the experience he

witnesses; in a Sense, be becomes part of it. The understatement that

he "crept home wishing he had not been so curious" confirms h'is emot'ion-

al involvement.

To be a watcher, then, 'is to become involved in what you observe,

and conversely involvement means watching or seeìng. Indeed, in a

fjctjonal death scene from Hardy, the same elements of sudcjenness and

horror affect the prevìous1y unjnvolved observer. It is the moment

following the niurder of Sargeant Troy by the deranged Boldwood:

0f those out of the house Oak was one of the first to hear of
the catastrophe, and when he entered the room, the scene was

terrjble. nil ihe female guests were huddled against the
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walls like sheep in a storm, and the men were bewildered as to
what to do.

(FMC, Ch. l'iv, p.402)

Gabriel's vision of Bathsheba w'ith Troy's head in her lap arrests him:

'Gabriel,,she said automatically, when he entered, turning up

a face of whjch only the well-worn lines rema'ined to tell h'im

it was hers, all else in the picture havinq faded ouite.

(FMC, Ch. liv, p.402; italics added.)

The same static effect, the same stark clarity of the maìn figure

surrounded by an jndefinite, at least indìstinct, "frame" is apparent in

that moment of crisis in Far From the Maddinq Crowd as in the equal ly

alarmjng--for the watcher as well as the reader--incident related from

Hardy's own experience. In that death scene, as in Hardy's re-teì1ing

of his observat'ion of the execution, is the "felt moment" to wh'ich

Penelope Vìgu. r.f.rrl3. She aptly notes "it is the impress'ion of the

book which remains, a vision of moments which remain distinctly'in the

mind, a string of outstand'ing incidentsl4. Th'is assessment returns us

to the bewildered child at the conjuring show. Hardy's characters,

whether watchers or not, v'iew the events of their lives as inc'idents jn

wh'ich they are child-l'ike observers: they often cannot grasp the

s'ignif icance of what they w'itness, do not understand the causal rela-

tionsh'ips from one'impression to the next, often find themselves hope-

less'ly confused, and sometimes find that they have tragically erred.

Thi s vi sual techni que i s f ound 'in most cons i stent app'l 'icati on j n

Hardy'S earl'ier works. Before mov'ing to the singìe, personal focus of a

M1chael Henchard, Tess Durbeyfield or Jude Fawley, Hardy dramatizes and

explores the nature of perception from d'isparate points of view in
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novels vrhjch have no single protagonist. Novels such as Under the

Greenwood Tree and Fa r From the Maddi Crowd identify problems in Per-

cepti on; The Return of the Natjve takes human blindness further, into

more disastrous conclusions. These works will be examined to reveal

Hardy,s treatment of human insight as a functjon of v'isual awareness'

and to determine a deveìopment in style. In addition, I shall examine

The Woodlanders as a work related to the earlier novels (by its date of

conceptìon--circa 1875--and by ìts basic form which focuses on a group

of characters) and as the achievement of a mature Hardy (he does not put

down hìs pen to f injsh that novel for Macm'illan's Magazine unt'il

February 1887).

Indeed, a close examination of the novels indicates a development

in h'is treatment of percept'ion. Under the Greenwood Tree establishes

the fact: human visjon is flawed; ìnsight is inextricably bound to

experience, and experience is visual. Dick Dewy, for examp'le, sees in

Fancy a vjs'ion which is considerably more wonderful than the real

person. Far From the Maddinq Crowd adds drama and the involvement of

character: wrong act'ion stems from lack of insight, tragedy from wrong

action. Because she'is a woman who wishes to control the percept'ions of

others, Bathsheba Everdene sends a valentine which captures too fu'lìy

the imagìnation of the repressed Boldwood. The Return of the Native

expands the concept further, add'ing the facet of an ind'ifferent

un'iverse--the forces of chance--to an already complex combination of

personal bljndness and the interact'ion among characters. The ante-

cedents of the closed door scene, for examp'le, are chance events as well

as the deficient insìghts of its participa nts. And in The Woodlanders

Hardy combjnes the techniques of its predecessors as well to add the
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dimension of environment and soc'iety to characters' problems with

percepti on. The def i c'iency of human i ns i ght becomes entangl ed wi th the

unalterable situation of birth: Little Hintock forms a backdrop behìnd

those (1.ike Gjles blinterborne) who cannot understand the surface of

socìety and those (1ike Fel jce Charmond) who cannot understand 'invis'ible

emot'ions.

Throughout these novel s the bewi l dered chi l d 'i s easy to i dent'ify:

he or she 'is the hopef u'l parent wi shi ng the best f or the chi I d , the

lover w.ishing fulfillment. The conjuring show changes: jt is at fjrst

the accident of a moment's chance or indec'ision, later the accidents of

bi rth and stati on. Yet throughout, the v'isual ef fect 'is strong: i t i s

the visual experience which jnforms us of our transgressions, whether

soc.ial or individual; it is the visible which iron'ically blinds us to

the real; and 'it js our bljndness which ensures the invjsib'le qualìty of

truth.



Chapter One

Under the Greenwood Tree

Hardy's penchant for the visual and an awareness of the psycholog-

ical impact of the "Seen" experience is evjdent in so early a noveì as

Under the Greenwood Tree. The tale, "penned so Iightly' even farcica'l1y

and fl'ippantly at times,"1 quite natura'l'ly reveals the distortions of

reality caused by the individual perspective. No single character,

hence no one, has a comp'lete and accurate view of realìty. To his

neìghbours old Tllilliam Dewy's character depends upon their own

part'icular frame of mind when they see hìm; Dìck Dewy's impression of

Fancy is based upon vjsual ìmpressions, often from afar; Fancy yields to

the temptation of Mayboìd's marriage proposal from a visual contrast

between the vicar and Djck. No one always sees what is really there.

Indeed, Hardy himself identifies the difficuìty of clear perception as

an unavo'idable fact of life:

The Hyproc'isy of things. Nature is an arch-d'issembler.
A chjld 'is deceived completely; the older members of society
more or less according to the'ir penetration, though even they
seldom get to realize that nothing is as'it appears.

(Early Life , p. 231)

The characters of Under the Greenwood Tree themselves relate to

experience through the way they see and what they see or do not see.

The ljmitations and distortions of indjv'idual human vision (insight) are

expressed and focused often through the uses of framing dev'ices such as
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doors and windows. In this chapter I shall examjne the visual

techniques Hardy applies to the crit'ical mome nts of Under the Greenwood

Tree, and to the 'interrelations of its characters--visual techniques

wh jch portray the l'imitations and d j stortions of the ind'ividual

perspectj ve.

Indeed, human distort'ions and limitations are expressed at a number

of points 'in the novel . His neighbours' opjnjon of him, for example,

depends, not upon Willìam Dewy's actions, but rather upon their current

psychological state:

to his ne'ighbours he had no characte
they saw him pass by the'ir windows when t
off-old mead, or when they had just been

men who might do anything 'in the world if
thought coñcerning him, 'Ah, there's that
man--open as a child!' If they saw him j
sh'illing or half-a-crown' or accidentally
of crockery, they thought, 'There's that
Dewy again! Ah, he's never done much in t
he þasied when fortune neither smjled nor
they merely thought him old l,Jill'iam Dewy.
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in particular. If
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(uGT, Part 1, p. 43).

The descrìption reveals the extent of involvement of the watcheLin the

experience; |rJill'iam Dewy's character changes but little, but the re-

act'ion of hjs friends changes accord'ing to theìr own experience.

Therefore the distort'ions caused by the jnd'iv'idual psychologies are

apparent. Barbara Hardy notes that this description reflects the

author,s sharing h'is "descrjptive authority provisionally with hjs

charactersn wh'ile reserving his own total knowledge."2 Professor Hardy

goes on to suggest that "good judgement and wjsdom are native to

Mellstock.,'3 Yet the very uncìear and untrue impressions h'is neighbours

hold of the elder Dewy seem to suggest quite the opposìte. The descrip-
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tion tells a much more sign'ificant truth: what you feel about others

depends upon your own relation to them and to reality at the moment of

vjsion. Th'is half-real view humanìty seems to have of itself for Hardy

is repeated jn the pub'l ic opinion of Gabriel Qak at the opening of Far

From the Maddìng Crowd:

to state h'is character as it stood in the scale of
opìn.ion, when his friends and crjtjcs were in tantrums,
cänsideied rather a bad man; when they were pleased, he

rather a good man; when they were ne'ither, he was a man

moral colóur was a kind of salt and pepper mixture.

(FMC, Ch. i, p. 41).

The way you v'iew your fellow man depends upon your own outlook at any

given moment. This kjnd of descriptìon has, of course, the much more

serious and dramatic analogue'in Fancy's reaction to the two men at her

school -house.

Hardy's emphasis upon the importance of v'ision and the visual

experi ence can be expressed dramati ca1 
'ly , 'in the Scene wh'ich tri ggers

Fancy's betrayal of Dick, or narratively, in Dick's grow'ing ìnfatuatjon

with the school mistress. Hardy's penchant for what is vjsible and how

it'is seen alSo appears in the more comical scenes, and provides a

background motif for the novel. Both D'ick Dewy in his first vjsit to

Fancy and the members of the qu'ire in their visit to the vicar are

painfully consc'ious of the watching eyes of others on their actions and

the'ir I ives. Dick, while desperateìy attempting to gain Fancy's

attenti on , al so attempts not to ga'in the attentì ons of her ne'ighbours:

he ,,disguised hjs feel'ings from some suspicious-looking cottage-wjndows

opposite by endeavouring to appear ljke a man in a great hurry of

business, who wìshed to leave the handkerchief and have done wjth such

pubì i c
he was
was
whose
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trifling errands" (UGT, Part 1, p. 83). Similarìy the group of musi-

cians call.ing upon the v'icar attempt to dìsguise their act'ions from

suspected watchers:

At Reuben's ring the more modest of the group turned.
as'ide, aàjusted theii hats, and looked critically at any shrub

iñui ñuppéned to l'ie 'in the I ine of vis'ion; endeavouring thus
to give'ä person who chanced to look out of the w'indows the
impiession that the'ir request, whatever it was going to.be,
was rather a casuaì thought occurring whiìst they were in-
ipecting the v'icar's shrubbery and grass-p1ot than a prede-
termined th'ing' 

(uGT, Part 2, p. 97)

These actions suggest the conflict between what'is our purpose in acting

and what we wish others' perception of that purpose to be. 0n the one

hand act'ions are rather obv'ious and open; th i s 'idea i s , of course , much

more ful'ly expressed by the mature author of The woodlanders: "in the

still water of privacy every feeling and sentiment unfolds in v'isible

luxuriance, to be interpreted as readiìy as a prìnted word by an intrud-

er" (W, Ch. ii, p.41). 0n the other hand, the knowledge of the

openness of one's actions brings forth a desire to d'isguise the motive,

to protect oneself from the watchful eyes of others. Whjle i do not

suggest that a comp'lex system of disguise, betrayal and limited per-

cept.ion is expressed jn the humourous description of the quire members

hovering about the v'icar's shrubbery, i would maintain that the author

of Under the Greenwood Tree is conscjously aware of the many nuances of

vision, and the effect of the visual experience.

Thjs idea is aga'in humourousìy portrayed'in the rather stilted

conversation between old t^l'illiam Dewy and Mr. Maybold. "Mr. Mayb1e,"

says the elder Dewy, "I hope you'll excuse my common way, but I always
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ljke to look things in the face." The two men stare uncomfortably at

each other, then out of the window: "Mr. Maybold and old lrlilljam looked

in the same djrection, apparently under the impressjon that the things'

faces alluded to were there vjs'ible" (UGT, Part 2, p. 100)' The fixed

gazes, the almost static scene, the constant orientation to vision--

these are Hardy's trademarks. And what js in these humourous scenes a

lighthearted treatment of the nature of vjsion surfaces in the portrayal

of the major characters of the novel.

Cons.idering that Fancy is a central characterin the novel ' we are

told very little of her feelings and emotions until she s'its down by her

wjndow to see D1ck com'ing to her house "wet through" and Maybold arrjv-

.ing beneath his sjlk umbrella. Yet of Dick Dewy we learn a great deal;

and his experience of the governing influence of h'is life, Fancy Day, is

careful'ly def ineated. The development of Dick's fascinatjon, infatu-

at.ion and I ove i s tol d through hi s react'ion to the v'i si bl e essence of

h.is Iove. He Iearns of her f irst through seeing her boot at the shoe-

maker'S, watches her in her window from below, and regards her as

someth'ing to be watched; in short, he]earns of her (if he learns at

all) through what he sees. That hjs impress'ions are somewhat short of

the truth.is revealed to him several times, but h'is hesitat'ions about

her are immedjate'ly dìsregarded upon further presentation of the visible

essence hersel f.

D.ick,s fascinatjon, as I stated, begins before he has even seen the

woman. He sees her boot at the Shoemaker'S, and surveys it "with a

delicate feeling that he had no right to do so without having first

asked the owner of the foot's permission" (UGt, Part 1, p.46)' Djck's

curiosity js further kjndled by the allusion to the attract'iveness of
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her face. "What about her face?" he asks of the shoemaker (p.48).

That face reveals itself in another dìst'inctìy framed scene as sharply

focused in the reader's mind as in Hardy's. The Christmas carollers,

among whom Dick is one, vjs'it the schoolhouse from which Fancy appears:

an increasing f ight made itself visjble in one of the
w'indows of the uppe
that the exact posi
the outside. Remai
upward from before
young g'i11 framed a

ness by a
her right
was wrapp
shoul ders
in a wild
inv'isible
erabl e.
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tio
nin
it'
SA

loor. It came so close to the blind
n of the flame could be perceived from
g steady for an instant, the bl'ind went
revealing to thìrty concentrated eyes a

picture by the window architrave, and
unconscjously il lum'inating her countenance to a vivìd bright-

edi
fel
dis
hou

candle she held in her left hand, cìose to her face,
hand being extended to the side of the w'indow. She

n a wh'ite robe of some kind, whilst down her
I a twining profusion of marvelìously rich haìr,
order wh'ich procìaimed it to be only during the
rs of the night that such a condition was djscov-

(UGl, Part 1, p. 55)

[,Jhile this description has been likened to the paìntìngs of the Pre-

Raphae'l i te Brotherhood i n 'its preci se descri ptì on of the beauty ,4 i,
also tells much about the watchers' sensibilities. They are all moved

by the beäuty of the young schoolmistress, the young Dewy most of alì,

who remains at the scene, enraptured by the view. He is found "leanìng

motionless against a beech tree. his arms folded, his head thrown

back, his eyes fixed upon the illumjnated lattice" (UGT, Part 1, p.58).

Fancy's introduction in this manner certainly does more than merely

befit her role as the "attractjvely iIIuminated" heroine, as Penelope
Ã

Vigar suggests." The importance of the expenience is emphasjzed in

Djck's reaction to the scene, where hjs mind plays "an exhaustjve

variation upon the'incidents that had passed that night in connectjon

with the school window" (UGT, Part 1, p.61). The fasc'inat'ion,

therefore, is based upon the visual impressjon of the woman at the
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window. Dick's view of her is similar to that of his father, who says

she is as "near a thing to a spiritual v'ision as ever I w'ish to see!"

(UGT, Part 1, p.55). Indeed, Dick sees her at the Christmas party as a

vision, Or, perhaps more accurate'ly' SeeS her as a person and is djs-

turbed that she i s 'in f act not a vi si on:

Dick cast his eyes over his grandfather's shoulder, and

saw tñe v.isjon of thê past night enter the porch-door as

ràiþo¿ically as if she had never been a vision at all. A new

atmosphere ieemed suddenly to be puffed. into the anc'ient
;ãiiìãô UV her movement, ivhich made Dick's body and soul

tingle with novel sensations.

(uGT, Part 1, p. 163)

His expectation of the "vision" he sees at the schoolhouse w'indow, and

hjs s.ight of her later are rather obvìous methods of dramatizing his

infatuat.ion; yet is is not diffjcult for us to anticipate'in this love

affair the infatuat'ion Eustacia Vye convinces herself she will

experience for Clym Yeobright before she ever sets eyes upon the man'

The "confused heap of ìmpressjons" of Fancy Day continue to appear

before Djck's eyes as he struggles to assure hjmself that this lovely

creature has deep feeling for him. He is sa'id later to recall in detail

the room of the christmas party "like a picture in a dream" (uGT, Part

1o p. 76) as he could the details of the Christmas morning service at

which Fancy was Present (P. 64).

The vjsual experience, then, informs D'ick that Fancy is a beautiful

and engag'ing woman. His'impressions, what he sees of her (or what he

allows hjmself to see--he admits that she must be po]ite enough to dance

with Farmer Sh'iner, even though he feels she is too accomodating) tell

him of a certain person. Two experiences p'lant doubt in his mjnd: the
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kind regard Fancy dispìays for the admiring'looks of Farmer Shiner and

hjs man a'ìong the road, and the disregard she djsp'lays for Dick when he

visits her for an afternoon out'ing. The first experience is enough to

cause Dick to wonder, "Was she a coquette?" while the actual scene

before h'im, the road and the scenery, become "as a thin mist over the

real pictures of his mind" (UGT, Part 2, p. 123).

The second experience is enough to provoke him into adm'inistering

what he thìnks is a harsh pun'ishment, not calling upon her at the

appo'inted time. H'is real'ization is insìghtfu'l : "far from being the

s.imple girì who had never had a sweetheart before [she was] a woman who

had had no end of admirers; a gir'l certainly too anx'ious about her

frocks". (p. 155). "In fact," we are told "it is iust possible that a

few more blue dresses on the Longpuddle young men's account would have

clarified Djck's brain ent'irely, and made him once more a free man"

(156). Despite this'insight he renounces his "freedom" at the sight of

the beautiful--though sincere'ly repentent--woman (157). The very

sincere repentence is followed--though unknown to Dick--by a very

serious shortcom'ing: Fancy's promise of marriage to Maybold. Yet the

young man will l'ive, happily, jt is assumed, despìte the fact that his

vision of real'ity is not a true one.

The weaknesses of human vision, and the power of the visual experi-

ence, then, are evident in this portrait of Dick Dewy. Despite the fact

that Fancy 'is essentìal ly saved from shame by the vicar's scrupulous-

ness, and that Dick's one move of "punishment" produces a profound

effect on hjs "coquette," the reader is left with a certain discomfort

in the awareness of the inadequacjes of the human insight.

The inadequacjes of human insight, and the distorted view of
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reality, are perhaps best expressed in the character of Fancy Day'

And the turnjng point of the novel--the moment which thrusts the novel

beyond the range of the pure]y comic--is Fancy's witnessing D'ick Dewy'

sojled by the rain, approach her house, wh'ile she also watches the vicar

appear beneath his s'ilk umbrella. The scene is remarkabìy precise:

Fancy is placed at her window (a characteristic techn'ique Hardy uses to

present an "unadjusted impress'ion" before his character's eyes, and to

focus a scene wh'ile removing extraneous information). She sees the mist

over the Grove and the approaching figure of helintended' Fancy's

basic sensjb'iljty, founded on appearances and surface truths, is grated

by the sìght of "how plain and sorry a man looks in the ra'in, with no

umbrella, and wet through" (uGT, Part 4, p. 181). Moments later she'is

unexpected'ly swayed by the contrast of the elegant and handsome vicar.

It is the v'isual contrast, experienced in a sharp'ìy framed'impressìon,

which creates the conflict in Fancy's mind and p'lays upon her weakness:

s.itt.ing here and thinking again--of her lover, or of the
r.nruiion sñe had created at ðhurch that day?--well, jt 'is

unknown--thìnking and thinking she saw a dark masculjne figure
arisjng into dislinctness at the further end of the Grove--a
man wj[nout an umbrella. Nearer and nearer he came, and she

perceived that he was'in deep mourning, and then that ìt was

D'ick.
As he van.ished she made as if to descend from her seat;

but glanc.ing 'in the other djrection she saw another form
ðomiñg a'lon! the same track. It was also that of a man. Hê,

ióô, *ut in-black from top to toe; but he carried an umbrella.
He drew nearer, and tfre ¿irection of the ra'in caused him

so to slant hjs umbiella that from her height above the ground

his head was invisjble, as she was also to him. He passed in
due time d.irectly beneath her, and in looking down upon the
eiierior of h'is úmbrella her feminine eyes perceìved it to be

ó1 iuperior sjlk--less common at that date than since--and of
ãl.gãht make. He reached the entrance to the bu'ilding, and

fañðy suddenly lost s'ight of him. Instead of pursu'in9 the.
.óâ¿*uv as oiäk had doñe he had turned sharpìy round ìnto her
own porch.

(UGt, Part 4, PP. 180-182)
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The scene is pich and deep in s'ignificance. 0f Dick Fancy not'ices on'ly

his "p'laìn and SOrry'look," and a "nasty patch of Somethìng" on hìs

shoulder. 0f the vicar, who bo'ldìy enters her porch rather than speak-

ing to her through the window, she notices the "warm flush upon his face

and bright flash in hjs eyes." The effect is an overpowering

temptat.ion for Fancy to accept the proposal of the vjcar.

This visual scene brings to the surface a tendency we have sus-

pected ìn Fancy al1 a'long: the tendency to love admiration, praise, and

refinement. She djsregards the motjvatjons of Djck's vis'it and js

affected onìy by his appearance; simjlarly, by being favourably

influenced by Maybold's appearance she disregards the deeper reality of

the dishonesty to herself, to Dick, and to Maybo'ld in her acceptance of

the marriage proposal. IThat the approach, departure, and another

approach of two men towards a school-house, watched by a woman sitting

at her wjndow, can have such a powerful emotional and themat'ic impact'

is a technique whjch Hardy of all wrjters can master.] Even in the

course of so ear'ly a novel there is a scene whjch, almost entirely

through visual associations, comments profoundly on the lack of human

ins.ight ìnto experience. The "little yawn" which Fancy covers with her

hand jarringly dramatizes her obtuse attitude towards a man who will

donate his best coat for a dead friend, give away his on'ly umbrella to

another, and walk a mile out of his way "from sheer wish of spend'ing ten

mjnutes in her presence" (UGt, Part 4, p. 180).

That brief visual experience at the school-house defines an under-

current of decejt in the novel which resurfaces' appropriately enough,

at the novel's end. Hardy clearly wishes to show that d'istorted or

wrong-headed vjsion will compromìse any wjsh for pure happiness.
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Fancy'S vow to keep no secrets from D'ick "from to'day" clouds the happy

resolution with which the novel closes and, as J. Hilljs Miller notes,

makes Under the Greenwood Tree "consistent with the other novels'in the

way the possìbility of tragedy f ies iust under the surface."6

The idiosyncrac'ies of individual character, then' prov'ide a dis-

tortion of reality which results in action not always approprìate for

that character. That we see the act'ion at times through the eyes of the

character (as with Fancy) and at times from the more distant view of the

narrator (as with the quìre and, at t'imes, wjth Dick), heightens the

jronic tone: the limitations of the personaì view are much more obv'ious

when vjewed from a larger perspective. Th'is is not to say that the

narratOr, or the reader, 'is omniscient. As Norman Page comments:

One of Hardy,s most characteristic narratìve devjces is
to i nvi te the reäder to contemp'ìate a nuñ[er õF- verbal 'pi c-
tures': the narrator is h'imself a spectator, not the
artist--and, like us, he seems to be driven tq make what
deductions he can from the visible evidence."'

Indeed, I would add that in addition to the reader and the narrator, the

character as well is driven to make what deductìons are possible from

the vìsible evidence presented. l^lhat the character, narrator, reader

and novel'ist see are all slightly different facets of the same stone,

rea'lity. Ultimately a true view can never be achieved; it can only be

approximated. And what'is suggested in Under the Greenwood Tree as a

general problem with PerceP tion 'is to be dramat'ized in Far From the

Madd'ing Crowd as a function of indiv'idual persona'l'ity. Djck's sìmp'le

desire to see Fancy as a vision is repìaced by Farmer Boldwood's

repressed personal ity, ready to 'leap to any convenient conclus'ion;

Fancy'S weakness for elegance is rep'laced by Bathsheba's very
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idiosyncratic method of viewing the worth of others. The distortjon

caused by personality and character produce, not comic irony as'in Under

the Greenwood Tree, but disaster.



Chapter Two

Far From the Madd'inq Crowd

I was thinking a night or two ago that people are
somnambul i sts--thai tfre ñaterial 'is not the real --only the
uitiule, the real beìng invjsible opticaì1y. .That it js

ú.ãuut. we are in a soñnambulistic halluc'ination that we th
the real to be what we see as real.

'ink

Later Years '
p. 243)

Th'is 1887 diary entry by Hardy'in many ways'indjcates the real

source of tragedY in Far From the Maddin Crowd: most of his characters

either do not interpret correct'ly what they see, or do not see what js

real at all. Because the real js jnv'isible, they make disastrous

mistakes, and awaken to the real when it'is too late to change the

course of thìngs. In Under the Greenwood Tree th'is idea was tentatively

touched upon: the influence of the vicar's appearance on Fancy leads

her to a dangerous pojnt, and Dick Dewy's v'isual impression of Fancy ìn

effect blinds hjm to her faults. This tendency to see on'ly the visible

part of real'ity, the surface, 'is explored on a deeper level , wìth more

d'isastrous consequences, in Far From the Madd'ing Crowd' Hardy again

forms his plot around a rural setting and a web of love affa'irs, but

thìs time adds a generous blend of conflict, bljndness and madness to

his story. The ,'confused heap of impressjons" is again placed before

the characters' eyes--the destructjon of a pastoral "k'ingdom," an idly

sent valentine, the mjdnight diScovery of a dead woman and child in the

same coffin, the sudden reappearance of a deserted husband. Yet for the

most part the characters miss the real and see onìy the visible; each is
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a bewildered child for whom the experiences occur from a sequence of

events misunderstood or entirely unseen. l,Jithout this know'ledge of the

sequence of events, these experiences are all the more devastating. It

is on'ly he who can pìece together the connect'ion between the real and

the vísible who can Iearn from experience.

In Far From the Madd'in Crowd Hardy develops the v'isual techn'iques

employed earlier. Almost every dramatic turn'ing point in the story ìs a

visualìy static scene viewed by one or more of the players, and the

player's reactìon to the scene becomes part of the expression. Gabrjel

paus'ing'in his despair over the destruction of his flock, Boìdwood's

arrested gaze at the red seal of an anonymous valent'ine, Bathsheba's

devastation on open'ing a coffjn hold'ing Troy's fjrst lover and jn-

fant--these are on'ly some of the "confused heaps of impressions" pre-

sented to them. Indeed, Ian Gregor identifies the power of Far From the

Madding Crowd in what he terms the "jnterior landscape" of the noveì,

wh.ich is the v'isual react'ion of the characters to experience. These are

for Gregor "still moments" in which Hardy "can concentrate the pass'ion

that surges through this novel":

It .is thjs intense projection of feel jng which 'is central
to our experience of the novel , energìs'ing it, driv'ing ìt
inexorably forward from crjsis to crjs'is, changing the_narra-
tjve and giving us alfirst, and domjnant, impression of the
novel as i t unfol ds. '

Those isolated visual moments comment on the development of the charac-

ters, mìrror thejr psycholog'ical states and, if traced' are the essence

of the story. It is the visual experience that distinguishes the levels

of understanding of the characters¡ and'it is the moments of crìsis in

Far From the Maddinq Crowd which show the power of that experìence.
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Hardy also prov'ides in Far From the Madding Crowd something he did

not in the earlier novel--indeed, something which he rarely provides--a

foil to the folly of others: Gabriel Qak. This character follows

Hardy's own edjct, that "the road to a true philosophy of fife seems to

l'ie in humbìy recording diverse readings of its phenomena as they are

forced upon us by chance and change" (CP, p.84). This is the artjst'ic

suggestion that a keen sense of perception and a clear mind can

carefully consider the m1scellany of experience and govern one's life

accordingly. That others in the novel fail to meet this standard

he'ightens the jrony and lessens the tragedy of their quite pa'infu1

experìenceS. Gabriel 0ak cannot control h'is experiences, granted, and

he cannot prevent disaster despite his insight (Boldwood's murder of

Troy'is an excellent example); but he does anaìyse the events of h'is

l'ife and govern his future actions accordìng1y. In fact, 0ak's

character and presence in the action of the novel actual'ly becomes part

of the ,'confused heap of impressions" the other characters experience.

He is most often'isolated, viewed by others from a distance, as removed

from their general pattern of life. They cannot understand him, nor, in

any rea'l sense, get close to h'im.

The open'ing of the novel , and our introduct'ion to Gabriel Qak,

provides an interesting insight into h'is character and establishes a

method of vjsual expression which pervades the novel. trle are first

presented with hjs appearance, then a short'insight into his character,

then an impression of how he is seen by others:

When Farmer Oak smiled, the corners of his mouth spread
till they were within an un'important d'istance of h'is
ears.

His Christian name was Gabriel, and on working days he
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was a young man of Sound judgment' easy mot'ions' proper dress,
äñã g.i'..ai good character . 0r, to state his character as

ii sioo¿ in irre scale of pub'lic opinion, when his frìends and

..iiics were in tantrums, he was considered rather a bad man;

when they were pleased, he was rather_a good man; when they
r,.iò nàiiher, hä was a man whose moral colour was a kind of
pepper-and-sal t mi xture.r-rr - 

Since he ljved six tjmes aS many working days aS Sun-_

days, OuLir appearance 'in hjs old clothes was most peculìarly
f,ii ó*n--the inbntal pi cture f ormed by hi s nei ghbours i n

imag'ining him being always dressed in that way'

(FMC, Ch. i, P.4l)

0ur impression of him, his own'impression of himself, h'is neigh-

bours' impression of him--these are all facets of the same person, yet

each different from the others, and none alone a complete statement'

This descr.ipt'ion of 0ak, and the "incident" which follows, is a paradigm

of followìng scenes, critical and incidenta'1, in Far From the Maddìnq

Crowd. The openìng chapter (not unl'ike the openìng of Under the

Greenwood Tree wh'ich contajns Dick Dewy's first romantic view of Fancy

Day) establishes the visual context of experience and visjon as a

method--sometimes the only method--of obta'ini ng 'informati on about

experience and about another person. The description of Gabrjel Oak is

on'ly vaì.id when we have seen him from many points of view. The refer-

ence to hjs neighbours'op'inion of hjm--that jt is very dependent on

thejr own frame of mind at any instant of view--re'inforces the'idea that

perception of realjty is distorted by the c'ircumstances of the viewer.

An jnteresting scene furthers this idea and rejnforces the visual

context as Gabriel, whose "moral colour" we have seen from different

angles, watches the yet unnamed Bathsheba as she watches herself in the

mirror atop her waggon. A pragmatic and observant Oak (he can te'l'l time

by the stars) qujte natura'l'ly draws a "cynical inference" from the
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scene:

There was no necessity whatever for her looking in the
g]ass. sr,. djd not adjust- her hat, or pat her hajr' or press

ã'äiñó1.-ìntó srrápe, oi do.one.thins.to sigllfy that any. such

ìni.niion had beeh her motive in taking up the glass. She

;i;óïi óUsãive¿ herself as a fair product.of Nature in the

i.rininã t ind, her thoughts seeming to glide 'into far-off
tñouglì i ì iely dramas Stj I I , thj s .was but coniecture,
ãnã i¡. wholä series of actions was so1d1y put forth as to
.ãf. it rash to assert that jntent'ion had any part in them at
all.

(FMC , Ch. 'i , P. 44 )

Gabrie'l,s qu.ite accurate statement shortly thereafter to the gate-keeper

that Bathsheba's greatest fault is vanity tells us as much about him as

about her: he was "perhaps a little pjqued by the come'ly traveller's

indifference,,and "glanced back to where he had witnessed her perfor-

mance over the hedges" (ru, Ch. 'i , p. 45)'

The layers of meaning in the "seen" experìence, the difficulties in

understandì ng others and experience 'itsel f (even Bathsheba' s moti ves 'in

admiring herself are only "conjecture"), are all present jn these ear]y

scenes. The profound effect upon Farmer Boldwood of an ìd'ly sent

valent.ine, Troy's entry upon Bathsheba besjde the coffin of Fanny Robìn

and her chjld, Boldwood's murder of Troy--al'l these scenes involve the

visual experience, misinterpreted or mjsunderstood according to the

.idiosyncracies of the partic'ipants. The "bewildered ch'ild" attempts to

construct .meaning from the coniu¡ing show of impressions, and often

fa'ils.

To explore how his characters fail ìn their perceptions of real'ity,

however, Hardy presents us with the fojl of Gabriel Qak. We have
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already seen how hjs character is v'iewed from several different angles.

He is one who, in the final analys'is, can see himself in a manner not

total ly se'l f -centred:

among the multjtude of interests by which-he was sur-
rounded, those which affected his personal well-being were not
the mosi absorbing and important 'in hjs eyes. Oak medita-
tìve1y looked upon the horizon of cjrcumstances wjthout any

speciâ'l regard to his own standpoint 'in the midst.

(FMC, Ch. xì'i'ii, p. 32I)

What sets h'im apart 'is the ab j I i ty whi ch he has gai ned through 'learni 
ng

from experience. l^lhat makes him human--and more credible as a charac-

ter--is his unflinching love for the very imperfect Bathsheba.

0ak arrives at thìs very true "ph'ilosophy of l'ife" partÍcularly

through an experience as devastating to him as the experiences of

Boldwood, Bathsheba and Troy are to them. The difference'is that Oak is

not l1mited by his own poìnt of v'iew. The first turning po'int for Oak 'is

the loss of his flock. The young farmer, alerted to danger by the bells

of his ewes, emerges from his hut and searches frantically but in va'in

for the two hundred pregnant ewes. The realizatìon of thejr fate'is

impressed upon hìm by the errant dog:

He passed through the trees
hjll. 0n the extreme summit, wh

converging hedges of which we ha

by meet'ing the brow of the chalk
standing against the skY--dark a

St. Helena.

(FMC, Ch. v, p. 72)

The dark silhouette aga'inst the sky, representing much more action than

it has, the sudden vision of that image by the watcher--these are

and along the ridge of the
ere the ends of the two
ve spoken were stopped short
pit, he saw the younger dog
nd motjonless as NaPo'leon at
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Hardy's trademarks. The "horrible conviction" which passes through 0ak

js the real'ization of the story represented to him by that motionless

figure.

0ak's basic 'insight, his intellìgence, if you will, is reflected in

his ab1'lity to construct, after a momentary stupor, hìs coming fate (and

the negatjon of the pastora'l ideal) and to recognize, as Daniel Schwarz

notes, "that the world'is not what he thought'it was."2 His experience

keenly impresses itself on his consc'iousness as he looks up, having

uttered his thanks for not having a w'ife to share his coming poverty:

By the outer margin of the pit was an oval pond, and over
it hung the attenuated skeleton of a chrome-yellow moon, which
had on'ly a few days to last--the morning star dogglng her on.
the lefi hand. The pool gl'ittered like a dead man's eye, and
as the world awoke a breeze blew, shaking and e'longating the
ref I ecti on of the moon wi thout break'i ng i t , and tu rn'ing the
ìmage of the star to a phosphoric streak upon the water. All
this Oak saw and remembered.

(FMC, Ch. v, p.73)

The dead and dying ewes, the mot'ionless dog against the sky, the inef-

fect'ive fence erected by human hands--"chance and change" in the form of

natural phenomena--have conspired to defeat the young farmer. And the

very stat'ic, visual 'impression he is left wìth impresses'its lesson of

universal indifference upon him. The contrast'ing'images of the pool

"like a dead man'S eye" and the awakenìng world perhaps also impress

upon gak a sense of his own insignificance in relation to the permanence

of larger things (indeed, he verbalizes th'is thought later when he

quest'ions the value of running risks against the elements when he

battles to save Bathsheba's harvest from rain). The knowledge that

a¡ises from this experience is one wh'ich Oak shares with few other Hardy
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characters: on discovering that the world is not suited to his own

self-interests and desires, he adjusts his interests and actjons accord-

ingly. As lan.Gregor notes, Hardy presents "a casualness 'in Qak, when

we first meet hjm, which never recurs."3 The foolishness of an un'in-

sured farmer, the carelessness of leaving a dead lamb as a meal for his

dogs, are replaced by the pragmatjsm, forethought and competence neces-

sary to manage, eventually, the affajrs of the two large farms of

Bathsheba and Boldwood. His "moment of vision" by the pooì is confirmed

when we encounter him two months after his tragedy:

He had sunk from his modest elevation as pastoral k'ing

into ihe very s1ìme-pits of Siddim; but there was left to h1m

a dìgnified äalm he had never before known, and that indiffer-
ànce-to fate which, though it often makes a villain of a man'

is the bas'is of hii sublim'ity when jt does not. And thus the
abasement had been exaltation, and the loss ga'in'

(FMC, Ch. vi, P. 75)

Gabriel applies a different technjque to h'is future actions: the

ability to see not only what isìmmediately before him, but also what'is

around hjm. He has the "indifference to fate" whìch comes from recog-

nìz'ing his own ìnsignificance in the larger scheme of things. This

insight actual'ly becomes a part of h'is jsolation: he a'lways sees more

than others see, he knows that his own role is insignificant. Yet he'is

sti I I powerl ess to control fate, to prevent Bathsheba' s fool 'ish act'ions '

or to stop the crazed Boldwood from shooting Troy.

Thus Qak's in'itial tragedy modulates his expectat'ions of life'

g.ives him an "indifference to fate," and makes hìm wary of the

indifference of fate. This exemp]ary human being is one who can govern

his own act'ions according to a sensible plan, one based not onìy on hjs
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own desires and impressions, but based as well upon his experience of

l'ife. Yet others do not so govern their lives, even when presented with

the example of Gabriel Oak (whose name suggests the very pos'it'ive

solidity he expresses'in his act'ions). They do not understand his way

of life; his example becomes lost as he himself becomes part of the

"confused heap of impressions" of the experience of others. As

previous'ly mentioned, the very concept of perception js explored'in the

first descrjption of Gabriel as he'is viewed by people of h'is parish:

the1r v'iews of Qak are distorted by their own disparate situations:

"when his frjends and critics were in tantrums, he was cons'idered rather

a bad man; when they were pleased, he was rather a good man" (FMC, Ch.

i, p. 41). Indeed, on the whole Gabrjel is viewed by others most often

as a function of their own personal situation than as himself' a

practical man with considerable wisdom. He becomes an isolated

character, removed from the general pattern of life. He is often seen

from a distance as an exampìe, granted, but as an exampìe whjch cannot

be followed because it cannot be understood.

Gabriel's isolation is suggested even on our first meetings with

him. Chapter two describes his shepherd's hut asrra small Noah's Ark on

a small Ararat," hìs isolat'ion evident from th'is early point. He is a

lone man atop a rick batt'ling a fire, a lone figure atop another rick

fìghting rain, a fìgure "like the black snuff in the mjdst of a

candle-flame" to an ag'itated Boldwood. H'is house'is viewed by

Bathsheba, anxiously awaiting his return to her serv'ices to save her

bloated sheep, as rra white spot on the oppos'ite hjll, backed by bìue

f irs" (FMC, Ch. xx'i , p. L72). In t'imes of others' 'inner stress and

storm, he appears aS a calm figure, a'lmost from another world, whose
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jnner peace contrasts with their existence, and whose superior wjsdom

rankles and confuses them. Indeed, this is exact'ly the experìence of

Bathsheba when she speaks to her at the grinding of the shears, hoping

at first for an acquiescence to her wishes to quell the rumours of her

association with Boldwood, then hoping for a declaration of love from

Gabriel. She must settle for neither: she comes expectìng her forsaken

lover to be on'ly a dutjful--and blind--servant, and finds a lecture on

her act'ions and a knowledge, wh'ich was unexpected, of her private

conduct. The exchange between the two is summarized in visual terms;

Gabriel could see Bathsheba'in "the cold morning Iìght of open-

shuttered disillusion" (FMC, Ch. XX, P.167). For Bathsheba, then, to

approach the static figure of "Eros" as "represented when in the act of

sharpen'ing his arrows" is to be reminded of her own shortcomings. Her

question'ing of 0ak and heril'logical and emotional reaction are

understood when we realize she actualìy dìd not wish such a reflection

of her inner self. She wjshed know'ledge--of a very limited and

half-true nature--to go one way only, from herself to him.

That Bathsheba is forced to recall him onìy twenty-four hours later

from the house whjch appears as a "white spot" to save her sheep empha-

sizes the strength of his character and his position. But his return to

her permanently, after her "w'inning smile", reinforces his humanity: his

love for this flawed woman, in a sense' prevents at this point, her

moral development. She had won another point from him.

Gabriel, however wise and pragmat'ic he is seen to be, is also

subject to the power of the visual experìence. It is the vjsual

reminders of h'is tragedy, such as the "pool ljke a dead man'S eye" which

impresses reality upon him. It is the vjsible reality of Bathsheba
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wh1ch keeps him near her, and most often effaces "hìs percept'ion of the

great djfference between seeing and possessìng" (FMC, Ch. viii, p. 105).

Indeed, hìs only errors beyond his injtjal tragedy are of'a mjnor

nature, and these most often involve Bathsheba. His love for her, h'is

loyaìty, and his weakness for her love are summarized in hìs entry to

the scene of the murder of Troy. hJe are told that when Oak "entered the

room, which was about five minutes after Boldwood's exit, the scene was

ter¡ible. AlI the female guests were huddled aghast aga'inst the walIs

like sheep in a storm, and the men were bew'ildered as to what to do."

(FMC, Ch. 1ìv, p.402). The central focus in $ak's vision, the "sole

spectacle" in the room, is Bathsheba:

,GA

turning
to tel I
qu'i te .
I bel iev
band.'

briel ,' she said, automatica'l'lY,
up a face of which on'ly the well
him it was hers, all else'in the

when he entered,
-known I'ines remai ned

'icture havi n faded
'R'ide to Casterbr ns nt v or a surgeon. It 'lSt

e, useless, but go. Mr. Boldwood has shot my hus-

(FMC, Ch. 1iv, p. 403; ita'lics added.)

The sharp focus on Gabriel's love, the "blurrìng" of all other v'isual

informat'ion--these elements define his visual experience and its emo-

tìonal'impact. lr4oreover, it is another "confused'impression¡" jt is

unexpected, powerfu'lly devastatjng, and for a goodly tjme inexplicable.

Gabriel's own questions as he rides to Casterbridge tell how l'ittle he

has gathered from that brief impression as well as how it has affected

h'is perception of another impression:

What had become of Boldwood? He should have been looked
after. t,Jas he mad--had there been a quarre'l? Then how had

Troy got there? where had he come from? How did this remark-
ablê ieappearance effect itself when he was supposed by many

to be at the bottom of the sea?. . He rode on, in the
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e
t
xcitement of these self-inquiries not discerning, when about
hree miles from Casterbrjdçje, a square fìgured pedestrian
ãtiing along under the dark hedge in the same direct'ion as
'is own.

(FMC, Ch. 'liv, P. 403).

p

h

The pedestrian is, of course, Boldwoodn on his way to "deliver h'imself

up" to the authorities. But at this point Oak'is as bewildered as

anyone w.ith less insight. He does not know the sequence of events which

led to the murder--a sequence the reader has seen in dramatic de-

tail--and his knowledge of the personalities involved could neither

predict nor prevent the tragedy. That he does not recognize Boldwood as

the "square-figured pedestrian" is admittedly of smal1 ìmportance;

however it does reflect the profound effect of the scene he has iust

w.itnessed. Even the sharpest natures m'iss some deta'il s.

Gabrjel's love for Bathsheba, and the watersheds of hjs relation-

sh.ip with her, are disclosed to a ìarge measure by visuaf informatjon,

and by his own efforts to make sense of his impressions of her' 0ften

we are told I ìttle of his fee'lìngs (such as when Bathsheba d'ismjsses him

from her employ for hjs bluntness concerning her actions towards

Boldwood), but when we are, it is in the form of one endeavoring to make

sense of a "confused heap of impressjons." Hjs experiences with

Bathsheba in sav'ing her ricks from ra'in, for examp'le, tells much about

Gabriel's perceptìon. That scene is strongly visual, despite the fact

that it occurs in darkness and the on'ly 1ìght provided 'is that of the

lightning flashes. Gabrjel sees a "female form" from his perch atop the

r.ick, and soon after sees the forms of hjmself and Bathsheba, sìde by

side. He recognjzes hjs insignificance, indeed, the insignificance of

"love, life, everythìng human 'in such close juxtapos'ition w'ith an
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infuriated unjverse" (FMC, Ch. xxxvi'i, P. 279). But he also recognizes,

and attempts to make sense of, his fee'lings for and association with

Bathsheba: "0ak had hardlY t'ime to qather u p these impressions into a

thought, and to see how strange'ly the red feather of her ha'ir shone jn

thìs light, when the tall tree on the hill . seemed on fire to a

wh'ite heat" (FMC, Ch. xxxvii, P.280; italics added). Oak attempts to

place every impression 'in juxtaposition wjth others. He is constantly

assessing h.is'impressions, and even though he cannot always interpret

them correctly, or even at times'interpret them at all, he recognizes

their.importance. These ìmpressions on the rick tell him agaìn of his

feel'ing for her, his respect for her natural courage, and, when she

tells him of her hasty marriage to Troy, of her honesty and candour.

possibly Gabrìel's most devastat'ing experience, save h'is wjtness of the

death of two hundred pregnant ewes' is his vjs'ion of Sargeant Troy

comfortab'ly surveyìng the morning scene from the window of Bathsheba's

bedroom:

Oak fancied he saw the opening of a casement'in one of
the upper wjndows. . A handsome man leaned 'idly from the
lattitb. He looked east and then west, in the manner of one

who makes a first morning survey. The man was sargeant_
f ioy. They stood Uy tfre gâte awh'i I e o Gabri el I i stl essly
staiing at the ground. His m'ind sped into the^future, and saw

there ãnacted 'iñ years of lejsure the Scenes of repentence
that would ensue lrom thjs work of haste. That they were

married he had'instant'ly dec'ided.

(FMC, ch. xxxv, P. 265-266)

The distance between Gabriel and the upper window defjnes the chasm

which has been placed between himself and his love, Bathsheba. And the

appearance of the man--the worst possible man--at a w'indow focuses

Gabriel's attention (and ours) on the unden'iable facts.
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The man at the casement' Sargeant Troy, l'ike Gabriel Oak beneath,

js revealed more through our witnessing hìs actìons than through knowìng

h.is thoughts. From his actions and his slick caioìery we learn that he

has lived his life according to the desires of the present and, "being

entire1y .innocent of the pract'ice of expectation, was never d'isappoint-

ed. His outlook upon time was as a transjent flash of the eye now

and then', (FMC, Ch. xxv, p. 197). He attempts neither to interpret the

past nor anticipate the future. For Hardy this'is the recipe for

djsaster. Troy seduces Fanny, and loses her; he beguiles Bathsheba and

ruins her. And it js only when he is presented face to face w'ith the

spectre of his past act'ions--when he enters his home to find his w'ife

standing over the coffin of his lover and'infant--that he real'izes what

he has done. Even then he escapes and abdicates h'is responsibif ity. He

returns more than a year later with scarceìy a recognition of the upset

he has caused. For the reader hjs end is the'log'ica'l conclusion to one

who refuses to look past the surfaces of h'is lìfe. Troy is one of many

bewildered children who cannot understand what is before them. The on]y

djfference between Troy and others of his k'ind is that for the most part

he watches the "conjuring Show" w'ith no des'ire to piece together the

confused'impressions of his existence. And he enioys the show until the

'image of the dead Fanny 'is raised before h js eyes.

An.interesting opin'ion regarding the characterizatjon of Troy has

been ra.ised by Peter Casagrande, who finds that the Sargeant compares

favourabìy w'ith Bathsheba, who "errs because she is a woman and there-

fore i nnately and i rremedi ab'ly f I awed" :

Troy is portrayed to a degree as one capab'le of better
thìngs w-tro nai been- pushed intó error by the c'ircumstances of
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Professor Casagrande, however, provìdes not a shred of ev'idence to

support this opinion. Rather, an exam'inat'ion of Troy's character as it

is expressed through his lack of insight and hìs experjences suggests

quìte the opposite conclusjon.

Even Troy's intelligence is a defect in this frame:

his birth, his profession as a soldier, and by the suscep-
[iUil ity óf womän to his gallantry. Hìs_va¡'ity and heartless-
ness are not seen as inherent olincurable.'

He had a quick comprehension and consjderable force of
character; but, w'ithout.the power to combjne themo the compre-

hension bácame engaged w'ith t¡ivialities whilst wajting for
the wjll to direci ìt, and the force wasted jtself in useless
grooves through unheeding the comprehension.

(FMC, Ch. xxv, p.198)

He spoke fluently and unceas'ingìy. He could in this way_

be one thing and seer¡l- another; forinstance, he could speak of
love and thínk of djnner; call on the husband to look at the
wife; be eager to pay and intend to owe.

(FMC, Ch. xxv, p.198)

It'is hjs own defic'iencjes, the lack of power to combjne h'is

comprehension with hjs force of character, whjch produces the waste.

Granted, there is within him a potent'ial for "better thìngs," as

Casagrande has suggested, but there is no suggestion that he has been

"pushed into error" by the circumstances of h'is exjstence; rather, he is

pushed into error by the very nature of his character'

Troy exhjbjts to others a persona'ìity quite different from the real

person; 'in th'is way he is the very embodiment of deceit:

Thjs short descrìption tells as much of our perception of reality as of

Sargeant Troy. Like Gabriel Qak, the true person js not what appears
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before the eyes of others (however, the description of Gabriel 0ak as

his neighbours saw hìm involved distortions caused by others'mood at

any given moment; in this description of Troy, the man himself is

respons'ible for the d'istorted impression others have of h'im). Troy's

true nature is brought to light for the readerin three short examp'les:

h'is is a nature jnherently insincere, dece'itful , and d'ishonest. Indeed,

the presentation of Troy as someth'ing d'ifferent from what he appears

prepares us for Bathsheba's alarming discoveries that, while attractive

and desirable on the surface, Troy js an incurable gambler' an

ìrresponsible farmer, and a man whose moral character does not withstand

close scrutiny. Even his dìsappearance' one may SUggeSt, is onìy the

appearance of death and is therefore approprìate to h'is

characterization. It is perhaps to Bathsheba's credit that of all

peop'le she is the least convinced of his death. Yet until faced with

his jmmoral behaviour in the form of the dead Fanny and infanto she too

is fooled.

Troy embodies, then, the not'ion Hardy himself puts forward that

"the materjal is not the real--onìy the visible, the real being invisi-

ble optical'ly" (Later Years, p. 243). Indeed, the "real" Francjs Troy

is one who is hidden behind the fluent soldjer. It is onìy when the

"somnambulistic hallucinatjon" is broken by the power of cjrcumstance

(Bathsheba's experiences, for example) that the real becomes evident.

The consequences of Troy's moral 'idiocy, his adherence to the

present on'ly,'is brought to him in full force by h'is discovery of the

dead Fanny and ch'ild being v'iewed by Bathsheba. The experience'is for

Troy a visual one; that experience, and the day of confused action that

follows, force him for once to face the consequences of his act'ions jn a
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way he has never had to do before. l.le turn to the moment of his arrival

upon the scene: we see him having been angered by, and only djm]y

concerned about, Fanny's break'ing 0f the'ir appointment at the bridge

near Casterbridge; and we see Bathsheba, fol'lowing tortured thoughts of

Fanny's last hours and her husband's actions, havìng opened the coffin

to find the worst possible truth:

He beheld it al1 by degrees, stared in stupefaction at
the scene, as if he thought it an illusìon ra'ised by some

fiendjsh incantation. So l'ittle are instinctjve guesses

the frujt of a legitimate induct'ion that, at this moment, as

he stood with the-door in his hand, Troy never once thought of
Fanny in connect'ion wìth what he saw. His first confused ìdea
was ihat somebody in the house had died. The candle was

stand'ing on a buieau close by them, and the light slanted
down, distinctly enkindl'ing the cold features of both mother
and babe. Troy looked in, dropped his wife's hand, knowledge
of it all come over him in a lurid sheen, and he stood still.

(FMC, Ch. xl'iii, P. 325)

The entire aspect of the scene--the powerful'impact of the visual

experience, the enkindled features of the dead suggesting'in the most

painfu'l way Troy's sins, his unpreparedness for the scene--brìngs Troy's

past actions into the present in one devastatjng sight. And, dìfferent

as they are in kind, this experience shares the same tenor as Qak's

entering upon the murder scene later jn the novel, and even young

Hardy's rais'ing a te'lescope to his eye to see a hanged man drop from the

gallows. 
.Experìence 

is visual; when one least expects it, the

"conjurìng show" provides a confused and paìnfu'l sight. Yet thjs js not

to say that Troy could not have been prepared for the experience- Our

narrator remjnds us that, wh'i1e Troy made an "instjnctive guess" that

someone in the house had died, the process of "legìtimate induction" may
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have suggested the possibility that Fanny, in breaking her appointment

may have been ill; if jl'1, perhaps dead; if dead, where else would her

body be sent but to the house'in whjch she served? Indeed, as we learn

later, jt is only moments before he enters the room that Troy suspects

that Fanny may have been "prevented by illness from keeping her promìse"

(FMC, Ch. xlv, p.336). Nevertheless, he is unprepared, and jn his

shock, remorse, and renewed love for Fanny thorough'ly reiects Bathsheba

and deserts her.

In mawkish remorse, Troy purchases a tomb and plants flowers over

Fanny' s new'ly-made grave. A second pai nf ul recogni t'ion of hi s real sel f

follows hard upon the first: he djscovers the next morning that hìs

sentjmental flower-planting has been circumvented by a heavy ra'infall

and the,'doings" of the gargoyle. It is a moment of insight whìch he

has before sedulously avo'ided but now cannot deny. His experience 'is

aga.in a visual one; having attempted a gesture of atonement to Fanny,

and fjnd.ing the result of his efforts to be completely undone, the tomb

splattered with mud, he views the grave:

The sight, com.ing as it did, superìmposed upon the other
dark scener! oi the piev'ious days, formed a sort of climax to
the whole pänorama, and jt was more than he could endure.
Sangu'ine by nature, Troy had a power of eluding grief by

ii*ólV adjóurning it. He could put off. the, cons'ideration of
ãny'pärtiðular sþectre til'l the matter had become old and

soitäne¿ by time. The planting of flowers on Fanny's grave
had been pärhaps but a spec'ies of elusion of the primary
gii.i, anb now'it was as'if his intention had been known and

ðircumvented it seemed to be only in the nature of
if,ingt that matters would rìght themselves at some proper date
an¿ ñind up well. This very mornìng the illusion completed
its d'isappbarance, and, as it were, all of a sudden, Troy
hated himsel f.

(FMC, Ch. xlv'i , p. 343)
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The very visual experience of his thwarted romant'icism reveals to him

the distorted way he has approached real'ity. And the revelation js

v'isual both in'its physical form and in its imp'l'ications: the sight'is

"superìmposed upon the other dark scenêFy," his "illus'ion" of h'imself

and his life "completed its disappearance" and he hates hjmself for what

he js, rather than, as he has in the past, loving himself for what he

can say and do.

He escapes Weatherbury, and'is plagued by thoughts of Fanny in

"vivid pictures which threatened to be indelible" (FMC' Ch. xlvi'i' p.

348). Yet little more than a year later, thjs man, so devastated by the

s.ight of unearthed flowers on a path, is ready to call the act'ions which

followed "humbugging sentiment" (FMC, Ch. li'i, p. 390). 0ur next--and

last--view of him shows a mind still firmly focused on the present,

bl'inded both to the past and to the future. Speaking to Pennyways, Troy

remarks on what the present has revealed to him: "She's a handsome

woman, Pennyways, is she not? Own that you never saw a finer or more

splendìd creature in your life" (FMC, Ch. lii, p. 386). He has forgot-

ten his reasons for leaving, the devastation and grief over Fanny, and

recalls only the physìcal environment that surrounds Bathsheba at the

preSent. "There She iSr" he remarkS to Pennyways as he prepares to go

to Boldwood's party, "with p'lenty of money, and a house and a farm, and

horses, and comforto and here am I living from hand to mouth--a needy

adventurer" (FMC, Ch. lii, p. 390). He has also forgotten Boldwood's

threats against him when he first marrjed Bathsheba, and Pennyways'

suggest'ion that the moody farmer js still in love with and again pursu-

ing Bathsheba. Moreover, he eìects to return to hjs wjfe "in the middle

of Boldwood's Christmasing." In short, he has all the information at
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hand to prepare h'im for--and avert--disastrous consequences. However,

as happened when he enters his home to find Bathsheba standing over a

coffjn, he ignores the logical deduction, part'ly because the truth does

not fit his present expectations, and partly because he js too obtuse to

recognize the very reaì danger in Boldwood'

Boldwood, the man who discharges the gun at Troy, is to a'large

measure the victim of h'is own weaknesses. Like Troy, Boldwood's method

of insight is remarkab'ly self-centred. However there 'is a real

difference'in the express'ion of the'insight. Troy endeavors not to make

sense of h.is ìmpressions, but rather allows them to glide before him in

an unceasìng panorama, ha]ting on'ly when he is absolutely forced to do

so. Boldwood, on the other hand, attempts desperately to make sense of

h'is'impressions, and to make them fit a predetermjned course' He is

shocked to discover that he is absolutely powerless to govern h'is

'impressions, and that his logic has been erroneous. The course of h'is

life is described to a ìarge measure in vjsual terms: he at first does

not see, does not even notice Bathsheba. However' once piqued into

notjcjng and seeing her, he sees noth'ing e1se. He governs h'is hopes'

his desjres and his conclusions accordjng to what we know is an idìy

sent valentine. His reiect'ions from Bathsheba confuse and madden him

because he has not understood others nor even the logic of events (hjs

second pursujt of Bathsheba involves a denial of the possìb'i'lity of

Troy's return). H'is obsession with Bathsheba to the obliteration of all

else makes hjs frenzy in murderjng Troy on the fated christmas eve

bel ievable.

Boldwood himself is again, like Gabriel Oak and Francis Troy, not

entire]y what he appears on the surface. However' we are cautioned that
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with th'is man the real'is perhaps dangerously c'lose to the visible as we

are told that Bathsheba has unwjtt'ingly enticed the wrong man:

Luckily for her present, unluckily for her future tran-
quilitv, r'.i understandìng hád not yet told her what Boldwood

üãt. ifó¡oAy knew ent'irelÍ; for though it _was poss'ible to form
quesses concern'ing hìs wiid capabilities from old floodmarks
Ëãiñlfv vjs.ible, ñe had never been seen at the high tides
wh'ich caused them.

(FMC, Ch. xviìi, P. 153)

Boldwood's repressed nature shows on h'is face, but because "he had never

been seen at the high tìdes" of emotion, hjs true nature remains hidden.

The',wì'ld capabilities" are thrown'into action by the carelessly execut-

ed but enigmatic effect of the anonymous valentine from Bathsheba.

yet before he is brought to notice her by thjs contrived device,

Boldwood does not see her at all, either in a physjca1 or an intellec-

tual Sense. He does not, am'id many who do, notice her at the market,

nor.in church. 0n overtak'ing her gig on the road, he "never turned hjs

head once, but with eyes fixed on the most advanced po'int along the

road , passed as unconsci ous'ly and abstractediy as 'if Bathsheba and her

charms were thin a'ir" (FMC, Ch. xii, p. 126).

Th1s "b1ind eye" js transformed into one which sees a red seal

bearing the inscript'ion "marry me" as "a blot of blood on the ret'ina of

h'is eye" (FMC, Ch. xiV, P. 132) when he rece'ives the anonymous letter'

This effect of Bathsheba's valent'ine 'is described in visual terms, the

physical act of Boldwood's eye rjveted on the seal and the letter

mirror.ing the sudden and irrevocable obsess'ion of thìs repressed man.

The entire scene of "the effect of the letter" is full of the vjsual,

imaginative assoc'iatjons tsoldwood makes of the presence of that letter
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in his home. Hardy establ'ishes Boldwood's grave mistake 'in thinking the

mot'ive of the valentine serious, and h'is jdentity as one "bew'ildered

child at a conjuring show," is reflected in a short editorial comment:

The vast difference between start'ing a train of events,
and directing into a particular groove a series already
started, is iarely apparent to the person confounded by the
issue.

(FMC, Ch. xiv, p.132)

Boldwood attempts to put a form to the sender:

The vis'ion of the woman writing' as a supplement to the
words written, had no individuality. She was a misty shape

whenever Boldwood dozed she took a form, and comparat'ively
ceased to be a v'ision: when he awoke there was the letter
justifying the dream.

(FMc, Ch. xiv, p.133)

So strong is his imaginatjve'impulse at these moment that he sees the

unknown woman's hand flow across the Pa9e, attempts to see her face,

attempts to put some meaning ìnto what we know is an'idle thought.

However, beyond the actual letter, the only form that appears before h'is

eyes is h'is own face, refìected in the weird light of his room, "wan ìn

express'ion, and'insubstantial in form. He saw how closely compressed

was his mouth, and that his eyes were wjde-spread and vacant" (FMC' Ch.

xiv, p. 134). Boldwood's crucjal error lies in not recognìzing and

checking a too intense feel'ing over a very flimsy conclusjon. Again, he

draws a concjusion from an imcomplete vjsion; he attempts to force

meaning onto a confused impression, and fails: the "Same fascjnat'ion

that caused him to think it an act which had deliberate motive prevented

him f rom regard'ing it as an 'impertinence" (FMC, Ch. x'iV, P. 133).
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Indeed, Boldwood continues, once he has seen her, to look for

meaning 'in Bathsheba's actions even from a distance. His confusion is

great:

perhaps in her manner there were s'igns that she wished to
see him--perhaps not--he could not read a woman. The cabala
of this erotic philosophy seemed to consist of the subtlest
mean'ings expressed in m'islead'ing ways.

(FMC, Ch. xv'iii, p. 155).

Bol dwood' s I ove-maki ng to Bathsheba i s descri bed 'in terms of s'ight.

tllhile we--and she--are aware that he is blind to the casual circum-

stances of h'is sudden affection for her, Boldwood is not. That he takes

th'is lack of knowledge--bf indness, in a sense--and considers it an

new-found visjon is both iron'ic and pathetic. "My life," he tells

Bathsheba after they have moved to a private spot away from the sheep-

washing, "is not my own since I beheld you, l'1ìss Everdene...we all

change, and my change, in this matter, came w'ith seeing you" (FMC, Ch.

x'ix, p. 159). It is little wonder that Bathsheba's agitat'ion on hearing

h1s declaration of love is great. l^lhile she is too keenly aware of her

Own careless advance, and Sees his visìon as false, he expresses h'is

love as a new-found vision. Boldwood's bl indness and confus'ion over

Bathsheba's reticence is again reflected in visual terms when hjs loved

one ends the interview: Boldwood "dropped h'is gaze to the ground, and

stood long. like a man who did not know where he was" (@, Ch. xix, p.

162).

Much later, after Boldwood has been once rejected by Bathsheba and

convinces her, by an emotiona'l'ly charged entreaty, to promise herself to

him, the same tenor of his first moments of fascjnation returns, and
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w.ith it the same visual associat'ions. Moments after he has extracted

her promise to marry him, and only seconds before the entrance of Troy

into the room, the farmer lapses agaìn into drawing conclusions wh'ich

are, at best, sjx yearS away, and at worSt, non-exiStent: he iS "So

absorbed in visions aris'ing from her promìse that he scarce'ly saw

anything" (fNC, Cfi. li'ii, p. 399). The shattering of these 'illusions

comes with Troy's arrival, brings "a frenzied look" to Boldwood's eye,

and causes him to shoot at his adversary.

That Boldwood is completeìy obsessed by Bathsheba, and that she'is

taken away from him--twice--by Troy, makes the murder a logical conclu-

s'ion to Boldwood's chapter. Indeed, his action is suggested as early as

h'is first disappointment, when he meets Bathsheba on the road after she

has wr.itten to him that an engagement cannot be between them. He rages

at the thought of Troy, threatening to punish him bodiìy for the "reck-

less theft" of h'is "one del'ight." He does not hear Bathsheba's pleas to

be kind to Troy because he is caught up'in another vjsjon, one of

v'i ol ence :

Boldwood's jdeas had reached that point of fus'ion at
wh jch outl ine and consistency entirely d'isappear. The 'impend-

ing night appeared to concentrate in his eye.

(FMC, Ch. xxxi, p.237)

To a reader conscious of these aspects of Boldwood's character, his

obsess'ion, a bl jndness to logical possibil ities' a mind focussed on

future events or past act'ions rather than on present realities (consider

the treasure-house of artjcles stowed away for "Bathsheba Boldwood"),

the murder comes as little surprise. This is not to say the scene lacks

dramatjc .impact: on the contrary, jt is marvel'lously orchestrated by
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Hardy; but in retrospect one can see the pattern of Boldwood's character

unfolding throughout the novel.

There js one moment, and one on1y, when Boldwood acts compìeteìy

for the present, and sees completely clearly. It is the moment after

Troy's arrjval at the Christmas party when Bathsheba draws away from her

husband's grasp, and Boldwood shoots him. For once Boldwood sees the

present in the light of the past, and possjbly foresees the future in

I'ight of the present: when "Bathsheba had cried Boldwood's face

of gnashing despa'ir had changed. The veins had swollen, and a frenzjed

look has gleamed in his eye" (FMC, Ch. l'iii, p. a01). Then he sees that

his only escape is also death, and he attempts to shoot himself. That

he is prevented "by a timeìy blow by Samway" from kilìing himself does

not detract from the appropriateness of h'is own deaths. He sees the

reality that Bathsheba w'ill never be his, in fact, has never been his,

not even momentarilY.

In the centre of these three men, the steady Gabriel Qak, the

sl i ck-tongued Franc'is Troy, and the repressed lrl'il I i am Bol dwood, 'i s

Bathsheba Everdene. Drawn by three such strong forces 'in three very

disparate d'irections, Bathsheba's character exhibits the only reaction

possible: confusion. She is drawn to Boldwood out of a sense that she

was',the one who began the game" with the valentine, and that the farmer

ìs an exemplary character. Yet she is drawn by Troy who provìdes

open-faced flattery of her and a spirit dash'ing enough to master her.

And she js constantly aware of the presence of Gabriel, of whose love

she is aware but whose self-control and right-m'inded conscience at first

vexes and, in the end, w'ins her.

Bathsheba is in the main a hjgh-spìrjted, intel'ligent and competent
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woman. Throughout the novel we are rem'inded of her superior nature and

abjljties. She is an "El'izabeth in brain and a Mary Stuart in spirit"

(FMC, Ch. XX, p. 16a); in a moment of cris'is when everyone is paraìyzed'

she reveals that "her philosophy was her conduct, and she seldom thought

pract'icable what she djd not practise" (Ch. 1iv, p. 402-3). As

Ann-Marie Coughìan notes,

Hardy's conscious creation of this superiority ln
Bathsheba commands respect and admiratjon. He clearly creates
a herojne whose wjlful soverejgnty makes the reader accept her
as a forceful indjvidual who is the embodiment gf human

strength--not merely an unusually gifted woman."

Indeed, Bathsheba is an extraordinary woman. She takes over the manage-

ment of a'ìarge farm and handles the corn-market w'ith poise and compe-

tence amid an astounded group of male farmers. She is also aware of her

superior competence; and yet herein perhaps lies her greatest fault and

her most dangerous lack of ìnsight. Superiority by definjtìon demands

comparison with and observation of others, and Bathsheba is aware of and

constantly monitoring how she is perceived by others. From this stems

the confusion wh'ich so troubles her l'ife.

Bathsheba is described as strik'ing a balance between van'ity and

dìgnity; attributes which of necessity involve the perceptions of

others. When she encounters Oak along the path at Norcombe, at an early

moment in the novel, she is keenly aware of his perusaì:

That the girl's thoughts hovered about her face and form
as soon as she caught Oak's eyes scanning the same page was

natural, and almost certain. The self-consciousness shown

would have been vanity if a little more pronounced, dignity if
a 1 ittle less.

(FMC, Ch. iii, p. 55).
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Indeed, even our first view of Bathsheba expresses this very self-

conscious sensibif ity: sitt'ing atop her waggon, she takes up a small

mirror to survey herself "aS a fa'ir product of Nature in the feminine

kjnd" (Fl'lc, ch. j, p. 44). To vjew herself as others see her, to be

aware of and control what others see of her--these motivations define

and determ'ine Bathsheba's actjons. Appropriately enough, it is Gabriel

Qak who sees her in the novel act of admiring herself in a m'irror

out-of-doors. And throughout, it is Gabriel's scrutiny which causes

Bathsheba much discomfort. On'ly a short tjme after their first meetìng,

we recal'l , gak wjtnesses Bathsheba's antics in 'ly'ing back on her horse

to pass beneath low boughs hanging over the path. During the conversa-

tion along the same path later, Gabriel reveals he has seen this rather

novel method of horsemansh'ip. She is embarrassed and angered by his

observatjon of what she is rather than what she appears to be.

Bathsheba subsequently avoìds the young farmer:

The young woman came regularly to milk the.healt
to attend the-sick one, but never allowed her vision
i n the d'irecti on of Oak' s person. H'is want of tact h

offended her--not by seeing what he could not help' b

lett'ing her know thãt he had seen 'it. For, as withou
there is no s'in, without eyes there is no indecorum;
appeared to feel that Gabriel's espial had made her a
indecorous woman without her own conn'ivance.

(FMC, Ch. ii'i , p. 56)

So thoroughly is Bathsheba's self-perception based upon what others see

of her that she appears--and further events confirm that she'is--upset

by others seeìng a less-than-perfect image of her. Indeed, she

frequently attempts to control the perception others have of her

character and her act'ions. She angrily bursts ìn upon an overheard

hy cow or
to stray
ad deepìy
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she

byut
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conversation among her servants to assert, confusedly, that she does not

love Troy (Ch. xxx). And she reacts adversely to Gabriel Qak, when

Bathsheba attempts to convince h'im, and have him convince others, that

she and Boldwood are not 1ike1y to be married. Not on'ly is she

frustrated that she cannot control his opinion of her, she is also

mystified and confused that he has such a clear view of her, and that he

can so easily (it appears) control his own feelings for her:

Bathsheba would have submitted to an ìndignant chastise-
ment for her lev'ity had Gabriel protested that he was loving
her at the same time; the impetuosìty of passion unrequited js
bearable, even if it stings and anathematjzes--there is a

tri umph 'i n the hum j I i ati on , and a

Th'is was what she had been exPecti
got. To be lectured because the I

enderness in the strife.
g, and what she had not
cturer saw helin the cold

t
n

e
sm0rnl ng l'iqht of open-shuttered di 'illusi on was exasperatìnq.

(FMC, Ch. xx, p. 167; italics added.)

The v'isual reference def i nes Bathsheba's emotion. She 'is exasperated at

being seen clearly by Oak through emotion which would have blinded a

lesser man. The embarrassment is the same kind as she felt at beìng

observed at antics jn horsemanship; greater, because her indiscretjon is

more blameworthy and the witness more self-assured. It is little

surprise that, in her ag'itated state, she dismisses Oak there and then

for his honesty. She is both offended and confused by his brutal

honesty. (That she eventual 'ly conf i des i n Gabri el about her fee'l 'ings

and her actions over Troy indicates that her moral development is of

some durabil'ity.)

Another person whose opinion and impression of her Bathsheba

attempts to control is Boldwood. Her actions towards him are also

expressed in visual terms. She is conscious, "without lookjng withjn a
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right angle of h'im," of Boldwood's 'indifference to her (FMC' Ch. xji, P.

125); and she is further annoyed that he does not deign to turn her way

in passing her gig on the way from the market or sitting in church the

following Sunday (FMC, Ch. xii, P. 126; and Ch. xiii, p. t29). Her

vexat'ion at this "black sheep among the flock" is thus described as a

vìsual experience: the farmer will not deign to look at her, and she

has seen h'is'indifference. Her des'ire to direct h'is v'is'ion and her

annoyance at his lack of feeling is a visual impression:

Boldwood's had begun to be a troublesome image--a species
of Dan'iel 'in her kingdom who persisted in kneel ing eastward
when reason and common sense said that he m'ight iust as well
fol low su'it with the rest, and afford her the off icial g'lance
of adm'iratjon whjch cost nothìng at all ìt was fa'int'ly
depressing that the most dìgnified and valuable man'in the
parish should withhold h'is eyes.

(FMC, Ch. xiii, p. 130)

Qnce she has thjs attention, however, she rues the seek'ing of ìt. As

early as the next market-day she regrets her impert'inence'in sending the

val enti ne. "Hi s eyes , she knew, were fol I ow'i ng her everywhere" ( FMC '
Ch. xvii, p.150); indeed, Boldwood's pursu'it is unrelenting until the

moment he lays down hjs gun after murdering Troy.

Troy provides Bathsheba with the unsought admiration she desires

from Boldwood, wjth none of the insight'into her faults she dreads from

Qak. Her first view of the Sargeant--and his of her--is vjsually

startling. Bathsheba is caught unawares, flattered by h'is unabashed

praise of her beauty and disarmed by his easy manner. The combjnation

masters her. She meets h'im when her dress becomes entangìed 'in his spur

as they pass each other a'long the dark path outside her home:
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A hand seized the lantern, the door was opened, the rays
burst out from their prison, and Bathsheba beheld her posìt'ion
with astonishment.

The man to whom she was hooked was brilliant in brass and

scarlet. He was a soldier. His sudden appearance was to
darkness what the sound of a trumpet is to silence.
Gloom . was now totally overthrown' less by the
lanternlight than by what the lantern lighte_d. The contrast
of this rõvelatjon with ner ant'icipations of some sinister
fìgure in sombre garb was so great that it had upon her the
effect of a fairy transformation.

(FMC, Ch. xxiv, P. 193)

The stark visual impress'ion of the dashing sold'ier has a remarkable

effect upon Bathsheba; the contrast between what she had been expectìng

and what she sees blinds her to Troy's affectatjons. This "fairy

transformation" reverses the contrast between expectation and reality

that she experienced in her conversat'ion with [ak on'ly days before;

whereas Oak's blunt op'in'ion of her conduct had contrasted with her

positive expectations, Troy's attractiveness is in contrast to her

expectations of a "figure in s'inister garb." That she'is attracted by

Troy's favourable "reflection" of her (whìch'in turn reflects his

personality--he is attracted by what the moment presents h'im, and'in

thjs case it is Bathsheba's beauty) is thrown into further relief by an

added editorjal comment which closes the chapter: it was "a fatal

om'ission of Boldwood's that he had never once told her she was beauti-

ful" (FMC, Ch. xxiv, p. 186). Bathsheba finds in Troy, then, a

favourable reflection of her own desires: she intenseìy desires

prai se; he offers I avi sh comp'l 'inlents.

Th1s response to Troy's attraction to her takes an interesting form

1n the scene of Troy's sword exercise. Bathsheba is both the entire

audience and obiect of the exerc'ise, a role she finds thrjlling and
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novel. The scene is descrjbed, from Bathsheba's point of view, as a

spectacular visual display of which she is the centre:

In an instant the atmosphere was transformed to
Bathsheba's eyes. Beams of light caught from the low sun's
rays, above, around, in front of her, well-nigh shut out earth
and heaven--all emitted in the marvellous evolutions of Troy's
reflecting bìade, which seemed everywhere at once, and yet
nowhere special'ly. These circling gìeams were accompanied by
a keen rush that was almost a whistling--aìso springing from
all sides of her at once. In short, she was enclosed in a
f i rmament of I 'ight , and of sharp h'isses , resembl i ng a sky-f u'l I
of meteors close at hand.

(Fl'lC, Ch. xxvi i i , p. 216)

Troy's ent'ire approach to her is one of complete attentjon to her

person, rather than Boldwood's self-absorbed pursuit and Gabriel's

cl ear'm'inded cri ti ci sm. It i s I 'ittl e wonder that she fal I s so com-

pletely in love with the gal'lant sold'ier.

That Bathsheba's self-centred way of looking at reality is neces-

sari ly I 'imi ted and d'i storted i s forced upon her on several d'if ferent

occasions. When she stands para'lyzed before Fanny's coffin, and then

sees Troy lean down to kiss the dead woman and say "in the sight of

Heaven you are my very, very w'ife" (FMC, Ch. x'liii, p. 327), Bathsheba

real'izes Troy's attraction to her has been very superficial indeed.

What is even more painful to her is that she has been ecl'ipsed in love,

beauty, and even the dignity of dying, by the frail Fanny lying jn the

coffin. And Troy's "you are nothing to me" is the most painful sting.

(FMC, Ch. xliii, p. 327). She cannot bear the painful scene'longer, and

flees to spend the night outdoors near the djsmal swamp.

Much later Bathsheba sees Troy again, this time when he comes to
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claim her. Already agìtated and confused by Boldwood's insistence upon

her promise of marriage--or at least of engagement--she sees Troy

re-enter her life as a vision. This time it is not the awareness of

others' perception of her which motivates Bathsheba, it is the awareness

of the consequences of her own confused actions. As Ian Gregor notes,

while the first half of Far From the Maddinq Crowd "belon gs to the

schemers, Bathsheba for Boldwood, Troy for Fanny and then for Bathsheba;

the second half releases forces where the schemers are no longer in

control."T Indeed, it is at this moment that Bathsheba finalìy rea'lizes

she has lost control: Troy has returned, rev'iv'ing her memory of the

terrible moments over Fanny's coffjn; Boldwood 'is nearby: Bathsheba is

wearing the heavy diamond ring the farmer has pushed her to wear as a

symbo'l of their engagement. Her experjence is a v'isual one, and the

react'ion to it a shock which deprìves her of vision:

The poor gì rl 's wretched
fancy or narrat'ion. She had
and there she sat, her mouth
f ixed vacant'ly upon him, as i

ness at this time was beyond alì
sunk down on the lowest stair;
blue and dry, and her dark eyes
f she wondered whether it were

. The truth was thatillusion.not all a terrible
Bathsheba was beyo
swoon. She was in

nd the pale of activ'ity--and yet not 'in a

a state of mental gutta serena; her mind
was for the minute tota'lìy deprived of light at the same t'ime
that no obscuration was apparent from without.

(FMC, Ch. xliii, pp. 400-401)

The vjsual shock Bathsheba experiences at Troy's reappearance is

part of the major cris'is of the novel. The scene reflects the very

imperfect vision and insight of all the characters involved and is

itself an almost static scene, h'igh1y charged with visual informat'ion.

The events leading up to, including, and shortly following the murder

are to the characters a very "confused heap of impressions" the causes
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of which are beyond their grasp. Each character brings w'ith him or her

part'icular motives whjch are either indifferent or in opposition to the

mot'ives of others, and the consequences of the convergence of these

disparate mot'ives are djsastrous. That the reader is aware of the

,,converging courses" and of alI mot'ives heightens the dramatic effect.

The murder scene illustrates and is the result of the very

self-centred and childlike percept'ion of all three major characters,

Bathsheba, Troy and Boldwood. Each person unw'ittingly has contributed

to the outcome, andìt is onìy Bathsheba (and Gabriel, who enters the

scene later) who has even the opportunity to put the pieces together.

The scene moves quickìy from Troy's entrance at the party to the

mu rde r:

There was an unearthly silence, all looking towards t
newcomer. . Nobody noted Bathsheba. She was lean'ing-o
the stairs. Her brow had heavily contracted; her whole fa
was pal1id, her l'ips apart, her eyes rigilly starìng at th
visitor. The scream had been heard but a few seconds
when.it was followed by a sudden deafening report that ech

through the room and stupefied them all. The oak partitio
shook-wìth the concuss'ion, and the place was filled with g

smoke.

(FMC, Ch. l'iii, PP. 400-401)
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The scenes are almost deprived of motion; indeed, on'ly Troy's movements

toward Bathsheba disturb the stillness of the scene. The party-goers'

silent stares at the unfolding drama, Boldwood's frozen look of despair

on the recognìtion of Troy, Bathsheba's "eyes rigidly staring at their

visitor",-all these fragments ind'icate the inevitability of the ensuing

gunshot and the helplessness of the particìpants. Bathsheba is reduced

to "a state of mental utta serena" the moment she real izes the

consequences of a valentine so careless'ly sent long ago, and the
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consequences of a hasty marriage to a man who would desert her and dare

to return. She is at that moment powerless to move in any directjon;

and aware, as she cries later that nìght in her distract'ion, that "it'is
my fau1t" (FMC, Ch. ìiv, p.405). For Boldwood, the event is even more

devastating. Having bl inded hinrself to everythìng but his passionate

love for Bathsheba, he is brought to face the harsh reality of the very

v'isible form of Troy'in the middle of the room. As the man for whom

Bathsheba represents the soul and compass of hjs life, and who until

this moment was "so absorbed in visions aris'ing from her promise that he

scarceìy saw anyth'ing" (FMC, Ch. liii, p. 399), Boldwood finds his

life's purpose has come to an end:

Troy next advanced into
his cap, turned down hìs coat
the face. Even then Boldwood
impersonator of Heaven's pers
once before broken in upon h'i
snatched his delight away' ha
second time. Troy began to I
Boldwood recognìzed him now.

(FMC, Ch. l 'i i i , p. a00 )

H'is distraction over Bathsheba and jealousy of Troy dash his hopes and

shame him. It'is no surprise that we learn:

When Bathsheba had cried out in her husband's grasp
Boldwood's face of gnashing despair had changed. The veins
had swol'len, and a frenz'ied look had gleamed jn h'is eye. He

had turned quickly, taken on the guns, cocked'it, and at once
dìscharged'it at Troy.

(FMC, Ch. l'iii, p. 40i)

The self-centred acts of the murdered man have also come to destroy

him. Troy has been motivated in almost every act'ion by a disregard (and

the
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d not recognize that the
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unawareness) of others, and by a childish attraction to whatever strikes

his fancy at any g'iven moment. He has passed off hjs desertion of

Bathsheba for Fanny's memory as "humbugg'ing sentiment" (FMC' Ch. Iiii,

p. 3g0) and plans to return to her to enjoy a life of affluence with a

beaut'iful woman. He disregards Bathsheba's possible feelings after a

year' s separat'ion , Bol dwood' s 'invol vement wi th hi s wi fe , and even an

',awful shudder" of premonìtion he feels before he sets out to Boldwood's

party (FMC, Ch. 'lii, P. 391).

Thus three people, w'ith three very different reasons for be'ing at

this p'lace, and three very different perceptìons of reality, collìde

wìth d'isastrous consequences. And the reader's way of see'ing the action

as told by one who moves his eyes from Troy in the doorway, to Bathsheba

at the sta'ircase, to Boldwood in front of the fireplace rejnforces the

drama of the "converging courses." Each pìayer reacts, 'indeed, each

p'layer must react, in a way which js compìete'ly self-centred. None is

aware of what is'in the minds of the others. Troy comes to take his

place as Bathsheba's husband, without regard for her react'ion or for

Boldwood's presence. Boldwood fjres the shotgun at Troy out of h'is

f eel i ngs of jea'lousy and desperati on . Bathsheba i s para'lyzed by shock.

Indeed, the very d'isparate perspectives of the three peopìe in-

volved, the hidden meaning behind the Scene, is emphasized by the

inaction, the very inability to act, of the party-goers, the witnesses

in the room. Their eyes, and ours, move from Troy to Boldwood to

Bathsheba (some among them having seen the drama unfolding outside and

at Warren's malthouse where Troy's face is seen jn the window). They

have an obtuse knowledge of Boldwood's love for Bathsheba and of Troy's

presence in the neighbourhood, but they have no real knowledge of the
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motivations of the three or the reason for Boldwood's party. To them

the scene is as much a distorted ìmpress'ion aS it is for the players

involved. To be sure, some had heard of and seen Troy's reappearance

before he entered Boldwood's home, and some Were aware of Boldwood's

distracted love for Bathsheba, but none were prepared for the horror of

the quiet and reserved farmer discharg'ing a shotgun b'last into the body

of the estranged husband. It is only Bathsheba's clear statement of

fact to Gabriel that "Mr. Boldwood has shot my husband" which sets "the

distorted images'in each mind present into proper focus" (FMC, Ch. liv,

p. 403).

The party-goers' 'larger perspectìve on expe¡ience' then, does not

offer any greaterins'ight into experience (tnis idea is brought out much

more ful 1y jn Return of the Native where Johnny Nunsuch, a boy who

understands nothjng of what he sees, witnesses the entjre sequence of

events leading up to the closed door scene). And the person who comes

upon this scene, Gabriel Oak, adds yet another dimens'ion to the scene's

sìgnifjcance: that even relativeìy compìete knowledge of an experi-

ence's antecedents cannot prevent what by chance and occasjon will

happen. Gabriel has suspected Troy's appearance i n I^Jeatherbury, he

knows of Boldwood's deathly strong w'ish for a promise of engagement fronl

Bathsheba, he knows that Bathsheba has resolved to pay her debt to

Boldwood by giving that promise--in short--he knows all the causes, but

cannot change the effect. Ì,,lhat appears to him as he enters Boldwood's

house is no less a static visual scene that what had been witnessed by

others moments before:

ln
ci

hi s w'ife' s I ap formed now the sol eTroy recumbent
spectacle in the sPa ous room.
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'Gabriel,' she said, automatical'ly, when he entered,
turning up u iac. of which onìy the well'known lines rema'ined

tò telÍ frim'it was hers, all eise in the picture having faded
qu i te.

(FMC, Ch. 1ìv, P. 403)

The language Hardy uses--Troy and Bathsheba the "soìe spectacle" 'in the

room, framed in his vìsion, "all else in the picture having faded

qu'ite"--reinforces the visual nature of Oak's experience. Indeed, we

are further told "Oak had in some measure been prepared for the presence

of Troy by hearing a rumour of h'is return iust before entering

Boldwood's house; but before he had weighted that informat'ion, this

fatal event had been superimposed" (ru, Ch. f iv, p. 403; jtalics

added ) .

Th1s moment of c¡isis, then, brings the participants face to face

w.ith real.ities they have until that moment 'ignored or missed. Boldwood

has denied the possib'ility of Troy's return and allowed himself to be

completely absorbed in his love for Bathsheba. Bathsheba has avoided

Bol dwood' s advances , and not reconc'il ed her f eel 'ings of jea'lousy of

Fanny and her belief that Troy is still alive. Troy has not taken'into

consideration the reports of Bathsheba's actions, Boldwood's advances,

or even any possib'le negative effects of h'is reappearance at

¡¡eatherbury. For none of these characters does this experience concur

with their expectat'ions. Yet it is in many ways the logica'l outcome of

thejr act.ions. And Hardy's method of intensely visua'l , statjc presenta-

tjon reinforces the idea that experìence is indeed a "conjuring show" of

impressions difficult to understand. For the witnesses, and this

includes Gabriel Qak, the scene is as well a confused impression, the

causes of whjch are invisible. For Troy and Boldwood, the outcome of
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thjs crisis is final. Troy lies dead on the floor, having ended wjth as

little knowledge as he began. Boldwood finds ìn Troy's reappearance'

and even his death, that his aim is hopeless; he gives hjmself up to the

authorities and "walked the wor'ld no more" (FMC, Ch. liv, p.402). But

Bathsheba, despite her later haunt'ing feelings of gui1t, can see in thjs

tragedy the confusions of her recent life laid to rest. Once she sees

the confl'icts over Troy, Boldwood, and her future resolved, she can

govern her actions again. Her true worth is revealed jn her stee'ly

composure following the murder:

The household convulsion had made her herself agaìn. The
temporary coma had ceased, and act'ivity had come with the
necessity for it. Deeds of endurance whjch seem ordinary in
phìlosophy are rare jn conduct, and Bathsheba was astonishing
àll around her now, for her phiìosophy was her conduct, and
she seldom thought practicable what she did not practise. She

was of the stuff of which great men's mothers are made. She

was ind'ispensable to high generation, hated at tea parties,
feared in shops, and loved as crises.

( FMC, Ch. 1 iv, p . 402)

Wh1le she goes through a period of shock follow'ing thìs experience, it

cannot be denìed that Bathsheba's superior quafities are evjdent at this

point. Peter Casagrande has, it must be said, maintained that Hardy's

descript'ion of her reactjon to Troy's murder is "limited praise" in that

"w'ith the appearance of three men [Oak, the surgeon and the parson at

her home] she ends her brief nloment of hero'iSm."8 Bathsheba's "brief

moment," however, is of some three hours'duration between the time Troy

is kjlled and the men arrjve at her home. During thjs time she has

marshalled the party-goers into actjon, brought the body home, and

dressed it'in burial clothes.

That Bathsheba recognizes the consequences of her flawed v'ision
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(she js heard throughout the-nìght of the murder crying "ìt is my

fault,') lends her a certain degree of humilìty which had previous'ly been

fore'ign to her. 0n Gabriel's notice that he is leavìng her she turns

back to hjm--not to attempt to control h'is impression of her, but

actual'ly to djscover what he thinks of her: "Gabrìel, I have been

uneasy in the belief that I have offended you, and that you are going

away on that account. It grieved me very much, and I couldn't help

com'ing" (FMC, Ch. lvi, P.417).

What Qak has had sjnce h'is tragedy, Bathsheba ga'ins in glimpses

after she has been forced to perceive several crjses. The'ir romance'

and Bathsheba's moral development, has grouJn up "in the jnterst'ices of a

mass of hard prosaic reality" (FMC, Ch. 'lvi, p. 419). It 'is this "hard

prosaic real'ity," and the unavoidable visual crises of our lives, which

may eventua'lly break us from our somnambulistic hallucjnation. The

tragedy of Far From the Madd'in Crowd lies with those who do not awaken.



Chapter Three

The Return of the Native

The Return of the Native, pubf ished four years after Far From the

Maddinq Crowd , reveals a marked development 'in Hardy's treatment of

perception and the vjsual experience. tJhat was in the earlier novel an

unfolding of the limits and nature of perception is in The Return of the

Nat'ive a portrayal of the kjnds of perceptual ìmpairment; it is an

uncomprom'Ísing narrat'ive wherein the protagonists' deficiencies are

brought to tragic, but log'ica1, concìusions. In Far From the Maddinq

Crowd, Hardy brings Gabriel 0ak, and even the Iess insightfu'l Bathsheba

Everdene, to the real'ization that the world is not su'ited to their

indjvidual wants. The novel's end shows, for both characters, an

adjustment to a realjty they have previousìy denied. The protagonists

of The Return of the Natjve, however' are unable to arrive at a fuller

understandìng of the reality they perceived when they began. Eustacia,

Mrs. Yeobrìght and clym are crushed as much by their own fajlure to see

beyond themselves as by forces outsjde of their control.

The change in tone between the two novels is evjdent even in the'ir

opening scenes. As is so typical of Hardy, 'it 'is the v'isual experìence

which informs us. In Far From the Maddin Crowd, we see Farmer Oak's

smile, his eyes showing "diverg'ing wrinkles extending upon his

countenance like the rays'in a rudimentary sketch of the risìng sun"

(FMC, Ch. j, p. 41). A more warm, jntjmate opening 'is scarce'ly to be

found in the body of Hardy's fiction. And it is the same Gabriel Oak
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against whose insight other characters' deficjenc'ies are portrayed. The

opening of The Return of the Native presents a backdrop which reflects

the novel i st's darker vi sion:

A Saturday afternoon 'in November was approaching the time
of twilight, and the vast tract of unenclosed wild known as

Egdon Heátn embrowned 'itself moment by moment. Overhead the
iróllow stretch of wh'itish cloud shutting out the sky was as a

tent which had the whole heath for its floor.

(RN, Bk. 1, I, p. 33)

The same sharp focus which informed the reader of the value of

Gabriel Oak's character establishes in The Return of the Nat'ive a

context of indifference and forebod'ing. The heath, wh'ile not a charac-

ter, stil I has "a lonely face, suggesting tragica'l possibil'it'ies" (RN,

Bk. 1, I, p. 35). Thus Hardy estab'l'ishes a difference in tone between

the two novels, both in the subiect of the opening and in the visual

impressìon we retain of it.
And it is over this "vast tract of unenclosed wild" that Mrs.

Yeobright travels on the fateful thìrty-first of August. She is stifled

by its heat, lost in its undulations, and bitten by an adder roaming its

floor. This is not to say that the heath is respons'ible for the down-

fall of Mrs. Yeobright, or for that matter, of any other character. But

just as Mrs. Yeobright fails to recogn'ize the physica'l dìfficulties in

reaching her son's home that day, she also fails to recognize the ìarger

causes of her experiençes, the consequenceS of her act'ions, and the

reasons for her downfall. Indeed, she is not unlike Clym or Eustacia jn

failing to see the forces actìng upon her and the force of her actions.

To use Hardy's metaphor, they are figurative'ly bìind to thejr

envjronment. They are unable to see that their actjons are interrelated
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with those of others, and that "their'lone'ly courses formed no detached

des'ign at all, but were part of the pattern in the great web of human

1

doings."' The constant emphasis in The Return of the Native upon sight

and bljndness reinforces the idea of philosoph'ical confusion. All three

characters are bl'inded: Clym to the'larger causes of the events of his

life, Mrs. Yeobright to the smaller details of hers, and tustacia to

things extraneous to her own desires. All three are gu'i1ty of

self-absorption and lack of ins'ight, and the djfferences in the kinds of

perception are more integra'l to the artistic design of th'is novel than

in the earlier works we have seen. In this chapter I shall examine the

kinds and degrees of insight portrayed by C'lym, Eustac'ia, and Mrs.

Yeobright, the causes of their downfall, and the moments of crisis,

v'isual ìy rendered, whìch shape their dest'in'ies.

The metaphorical functions of vis'ion and'its failure are summed up

in the returned native: Clym ìs physical'ly blind to the intricacies of

his tempora'l surroundings, and moral ly bl'ind to the effects which govern

his life. He sees the overall events, but has no notjon of the cause

and effect from which they resu'lt. Indeed, this'is C'lym's natunal

tendency, as his mother notes when follow'ing him from afar to his house:

He appeared as a mere parasite of the heath, fretting'its
surface'in h'is dai'ly labour as a moth frets a garment,
entìreìy engrossed with jts productso having no knowledge of
anything in the world but fern, furze, heath, lichens, and
moss' 

(RN, Bk. 4, p , zg7)

He is a creature who sees what is'immediately before h'im, and nothing

more. This blindness operates on a physicaì level from the point of his

vjsual incapacitat'ion, and on a psychoìog'ica'l level throughout, jn hjs
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relations with others.

Clym's lack of ins'ight is hinted at long before he becomes phys-

ica'lìy bl ind. Irlrs. Yeobright prophetical ly attempts to convince h'im

that her intujtion about Eustacia is correct: "'You are blinded, Clym,'

she said warmly, 'lt was a bad day for you when you first set eyes on

her"' (ru, Bk. 3, p. 216).

Clym is in fact a man who becomes blind almost as much because he

has seen too much and in thought internalized it as because he has

studjed too hard. Hardy's description of Clym's "singu'lar look" is both

important in our understanding of the character and rich in'its
2allusions;'it is also an ìmportant comment on l'ife experience as a

whole, and on the very visual nature of that experience. This richness

can only be seen by examin'ing what Eustacia sees through the ribbons of

her mummer' s v'i sor:

Without being thought-worn he yet had
from a percept'ion of his surroundìngs
unfrequently found on men at the end
of endeavor wh'ich fol I ow the cl ose of
Mental luminousness must be fed with
though there is already a physicaì ne
pìtìfu'l sight of two demands on one s
jtself here. As for his lookn i
cheerfulness striving against depress
qu'ite succeeding. The look suggested
revealed somethìng more. As is usual
de i ty that I i es i gnomi n'i ous'ly cha j ned
human carcase shone out of him like a

certain marks derived
, such as are not
of the four or five years
p'laci d pupi 1age.

the oi I of I 'ife, even
ed for it; and the
upply was iust showing
t was a natural
ion from without, and not
i sol ati on , but 'it
with bright natures, the
wjthin an ephemeral
ray.

(ru, Bk. 2, p. 162-3)

The entire psychological make-up of Clym js a visible essence: his

"parasiten thought" shows traces on his face; he is not quite

"thought-worn," but his appearance indicates that "thought is a disease

of the flesh, and indirectly bore evidence that ideal physical beauty is
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incompat'ible with emotional development and a full recognition of the

coil of things." t,lh'ile experience damages the "human carcase" from the

outside, 'introspection damages it from withjn. Yet Clym's fine nature,

which raises him to near-tragic status, is almost visible: "the deity

that I'ies ignom'iously chained within an ephemeral human carcase shone

out of him like a ray." Hardy's intentjon to portray C'lym as a charac-

ter with mature possibilities is ev'ident from this description. Wh'ile

it has been suggested that Clym is a representation of the prolongat'ion

of the fears and ineffectiveness of childhood,3 Cly*'s description at

this moment does not support such a reading.

tustacia, we learn, is "troubled at Yeobright's presence," by his

singular appearance. Th'is effect is remarkably'ironic. Eustac'ia at

this early po'int is affected by a look caused largely by Clym's growing

disillusjonment with the very life she covets. l,rle are soon to learn

that he is d'isgusted w'ith his part in the "nick-nack trade" and jt is

therefore little surprise that he renrains on Egdon Heath rather than

returnjng to Paris. Yet had Eustacia recognized that what she saw that

fjrst even'ing was the germ of his resolve to remain on Egdon Heath, she

would certainly have avo'ided af igning herself with him. Yet align

herself she does. 0n Clym's s'ide, he allows only that'information whjch

confirms hjs good op'inions of Eustacia to regìster in his mind. He

takes no not'ice, for example, that Sam recogn'izes Eustac'ia to be "quite

a different sort of body" than one who would enjoy teaching ch'ildren, as

C'lym wi shes to Oo (-B[, Bk. 2 , p.203 ) .

Clym's physical blindness is preceeded by a figurative one; Hardy

continues to descrjbe enlightenment in v'isual terms. Clym is complete'ly

abrare of Eustacj a' s desi re to I eave Egdon Heath. Al though h ì s knowl edge
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"robs him of many an otherwise pleasant hour," he does nothing to

confront the situation:

as his si
kindled about
perceive what
growths had to
plan for becom
fervid nature
though two of
preserve.

g

h

a

ht grew accustomed to the first blinding haìo
im by love and beauty, Yeobright began to
strait he was in. Three anta goni st'ic

i n him, h'is
ness. Hi s
of these,
hope to

be kept al ive: h'is mother's trust
ing a teacher, and Eustacia's haPPì
could not afford to relinquish one
the three were as many as he could

(¡U, Bk . 2, p. 223)

A]though he recognizes his strait, he alIows the "blinding halo" of his

love for Eustac'ia to rule his better judgement. In actual fact Clym is

mistaken even in judging his own "antagonist'ic growths." An impartìal

observer is quick to realize that by keeping any one of the three

"growths" aljve, he sacrifices the other two. Thus to retajn his moth-

er'S trust'in him he would have had to abandon hjs new callìng and

Eustacia as well; to ensure Eustacia's happiness he would have had to

forsake his mother's trust and his desjre to teach. Ult'imately he keeps

al'ive the one "growth" that js truly self-centred: h'is plan to become a

teacher. And'it is the striving for thìs goal that brings about his

physi ca1 bl i ndness.

Appropriately enough, he is spurred to apply himself firmly to his

books after a realization that his mother and wife have had a bitter

quarrel, ahd that, desp'ite her earlier protestations, Eustacia has

fostered a firm hope to go to Paris with him:

Th'is ind'ication of an unexpected mine of hope in
Eustacia's bosom disconcerted her husband. But his
jntention was unshaken, though he loved her well. All the
effect that her remark had upon h'im was a resolve to chain
himself more close'ly than ever to hjs books, so as to be the
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Sooner enabled to appeal to substant'ial results from another
course i n argui ng agai nst her wh'im.

(RN, Bk. 4, p. 269)

Soon after he devotes his attentions so closely to his studies, Clym's

eyes'ight fails. Yet by this "chain'ing himself" to his books he had

aìready turned a "blind eye" to the desires of both his mother and wife.

Before we even learn of h'is blindness, it is obvious that the course of

act'ion he has taken can end only'in failure. His desire to sway

Eustacia by proving h'is intellectual worth indicates an obtuseness in

Clym both concern'ing Eustacia's firm resolve (he considers'it a "whim")

and her i nabi I 'ity to be swayed by argument, I ogì ca1 or otherw'ise. Af ter

the onset of his blindness Clym's daiìy'life becomes "of a curjous

microscopic sort" (8[, Bk. 4, P. 273): his physica'l myopja matches the

psycho'log'ical one (he can only feel sad at Eustacia ' s di smay over bei ng

sequestered on Egdon rather than realizing, as he had ample opportun'ity

to do, that she saw him only as an escape from her "Hades").

Clym' s knowl edge (f im'ited to the barest f acts ) of Eustac'ia' s

actìons on the day of h'is mother's death, the rage he inflicts upon her,

and his own feel'ings of gu'iìt over hìs mother's death are as well

expressed in v'isual terms. His eyes become "'lit by a hot light, as'if

the fire in thejr pup'i1s were burning up their substance" from feelìngs

of guilt over hjs mother's death (8[,8k. 5, P.325). H'is agony is

symbolized by his memory of "a vivid picture of the face of the little

boy as he entered the hovel" where h'is mother dìes (ro,8k. 5, P. 339).

As in so many other scenes related by Hardy, we have again a stark

picture in the mind's eye, representing an event or crisis ìn life, the

memory of which again conjures up all the surrounding emotions which
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orig'inally accompanied the event. The "hot light" of guilt in Clym's

eyes deadens to an "icy shine" at the knowledge of Eustacia'S error in

not adm'itting his mother to their home. It is both his and Eustacia's

tragic fate that his intell'igence from Johnny of "the pa'le face of

Eustacia, a masculine shape unknown" (U, Bk. 5, p . 342), and h'is mother

walking away from the house js as sketchy as to the real reasons of the

event as before.

Cìym loses his mother, then Eustac'ia, in his blindness and

self-absorpt'ion. In a sense, he realizes this error much later, when he

consjders his lot--and Mrs. Yeobright's admonjshments--after the happy

Thomasin and Diggory Venn have left the wedd'ing ce'lebrat'ion at his

house: "events had borne out the accuracy of her iudgement, and proved

the devotedness of her care. He should have heeded her for Eustac'ia's

sake even more than for his own. 'It was a'l1 my fault,' he whìspered"

(RN, Bk. 6, p.422). He is not far wrong.

Eustacia as well exhibits a bl'indness, while not as physìcaì1y

debilitating as Clym's, certain'ly as willful. From our first meetings

with her, we find that she refuses to see what her eyes te'lì helis

there: she blinds herself to Wildeve's faults:

Whenever a flash of reason darted ljke an electric l'ight
upon her lover--as it sometimes would--and showed hjs'imper-
fections she shivered thus. But it was over in a second and
she loved on. She knew that he trifled with her; but she
I oved on. (S, Bk. 1, p . 92)

Eustacia knows that Wildeve is not her "del'iverer;" she feels he is

unworthy of her, but because her great desjre is "to be loved to mad-

ness" (R¡¡, gk. 1, p. 96), she idealizes bljldeve "for want of a better
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object" (p. 98). The better obiect arrives in the form of Cìym

Yeobright who comes from the "centre and vortex of the fash'ionable

world" as a diamond merchant. Her first encounter with him comes 'in an

evening meeting, by chance, along the road. A'lthough she cannot see

C'lym, Thomasin, or Mrs. Yeobright'in the dark, she listens to their

conversation, and "jt seemed as if her ears were performing the

funct'ions of seeing as wel'l as hearing" (B[, Bk. 2, P. 140). She allows

her imagination to roam over "a cycle of aspects, produced by a cycle of

visjons" of herself and this romantic personage (p. 141) and dreams of

danc'ing with him, the face yet unseen, as a knight in shining armour.

She becomes almost immedìately "half in love with a vision" (p. 143).

Yet again she does not respond to her own question'ing of Clym's true

character: "what could the tastes be of that man who saw friendliness

and congeniality in these shaggy hills?" (ru, Bk. 2, P. 141)

Indeed, Eustacia'a first real s'ight of C]ym is as incomp'lete and

airy as her dream was: she sees him surreptìtiously through the ribbons

of the Turk's visor she has donned for her mumming performance at the

Yeobrights'. Yet she sees his face on1y, "two feet in Rembrandt's

intensest manner" (ru, Bk. 2, p. 16I-2) , that part of C'lym which we have

seen reveals the most about his character. She is deepìy moved:

The effect upon Eustacia was palpable. The extraordinary
p'itch of excjtement that she had reached beforehand would,
indeed, have caused her to be influenced by the most common-
pìace man. She was troubled at Yeobright's presence.

(Rtrl, gk . 2, p. 163)

The combination of Clym's natural attractiveness and tustacja's fervent

des'ire to be attracted to h'im produces a profound effect. That short,
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very visual experience, and a short exchange outside the Yeobright's

home, cement Eustac'ia's des'ire to meet and fall in love with C'lym. She

recalls that she has that even'ing broken her promise to meet with

tr{ildeve, who appears to her aS the "rayless outline of the sun through

smoked glass" (RN, Bk. 2, p.170). Thus Eustacia's vision is clouded

(her new experience with Clym seems to provide the "smoked glass"

through which she sees l,Jildeve), partly through the occurrence of events

beyond her control (Clym's arrìval), but partly through her own

wil I jngness to be misled.

Quite beljevably, and aided by Eustacia's firm resolve to rid

herself of bljldeve (and Cìym of Thomasin), the two fall in love. The'ir

basic sensibilit'ies, however, are opposed, as the narrator warnS. "Take

all the varying hates fe'lt by Eustacia Vye towards the heath, and

translate thenr jnto loves, and you have the heart of Clym"" (RN, Bk. 3,

p. 187). Eustacia not on'ly allows herself the ìuxury of the

self-deceptìon that Clym wi'11 take her to a gay life 'in Paris, she also

implores him to deceive and be deceived. "Never m'ind what is--let us

only look at what seems" she asks hjm when they meet on the heath (&'

Bk. 3, p. 227). As if real iz'ing the error of th'is exhortatjon, Eustacia

later accuses Clym of deceiving her by not returning to Paris as she so

fervently hoped: "you deceived me--not by words, but by appearances'

which are less seen through than words" (RN,8k.4, p. 348).

Each desires, then, what the other would djscard, but both allow

themselves to bel'ieve that the effect of their actions will be as they

themselves wish. Their self-deception speaks both for their failure to

recognize external forces as well as for their fa'ilure to forsee effect

from cause:
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'Dear C'lym, you'ì 1 go back to Pari s aga'in?' Clym shook
his head, and looked at the eclipse. 'lf you'1.l go back again
I'll--be something,' she said tenderly, putting her head near
his breast. 'If you''lì agree I''l'l g'ive my promise without
maki ng you wa'it a mi nute I onger. '

'How extraordinary that you and my mother should be of one
mind about this!'said Yeobright. 'I have vowed not to go

back, Eustacia. It is not the place I disl ike; it 'is the
occupat'ion. '

'But you can go in some other capacìty.'
'No. Besides, it would 'interfere with my scheme. Don't press
that, tustacia. l,Jill you marry me?'

'I cannot tel I .'
'Now--never mind Paris; 'it is no better than other spots.
Prom'i se , sweet ! '
'You will never adhere to your education plan, I am quite
sure; and then it will be alì r'ight for me; and so I promise
to be yours for ever and ever.'
Clym brought her face towards his by a gent'le pressure of the
hand, and kissed her.

(n¡¡, gk. 2, p. 221)

Indeed, had Clym recogn'ized that the strength of Eustacia's desjre to

leave Egdon was even near the strength of his desire to stay, or had

Eustacja acknowledged the possibility of the power of Clym's feelings,

neither would have entered the marriage.

tustacia allows herself to be deceived by these appearances. And

when she refuses entry to Mrs. Yeobright on the thirty-first of August,

she is haunted by the "spectre of a worn out woman knocking at a door

which she woul d not open" (U, Bk. 5, P. 329). Her remorse and feel ìngs

of comp'lete frustration end in her taking her own life in Shadwater

t,Jeir.4

Mrs. Yeobright, the person on the other s'ide of the door, is

equa'lly as self-deceiving as are Clym and Eustacia. She 'is remarkably

prophetic in cautìoning C'lym against Eustacia, albeit for the wrong

reasons. She is opposed to the union main'ly on the grounds that

Eustacia is not a "good gi11." But Mrs. Yeobright exhib'its a type of
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bl'indness quite opposite 'in nature to Clym's, although no less

debilitat'ing: while Clym sees onìy what is immediate to hjs senses, and

does not see larger truths, his mother sees only the larger perspective,

and is blind to things immediateìy before her, such as her son's love.

"why is it that a woman can see from a distance what a man cannot see

close?" she asks when clym refuses to l'isten to her entreaties (RN, Bk.

3, p. 235). Hardy is remarkably astute in hinting early in the novel

that clym and Eustacia err while at the same time commenting on Mrs.

Yeobright's weakness. His description 'is a doubìe-edged sword:

She had a singu'lar insight into I ife, cons'ider
she had never mixed w'ith it. There are 'instances o
who, without clearideas of the things they critici
yet had clear ideas of the relat'ions of those thìng
cal I it intuition.
What was the great world to Mrs. Yeobright? A mult1tude whose
tendencies could be perceived, though not'its essences.
Communitjes were seen by her as from a distance; she saw them
as vast masses of be'ings, jostlìng, zigzaggìng, and
processioning in definite d'irections, but whose features are
indistjnguishable by the very comprehensiveness of the view.

(ru., Bk. 3, p . 212)

Mrs. Yeobright's perception of the world is therefore incomplete; her

vision of its goings-on is of "vast masses of beings, jostling,

zigzagging, and processìoning'in defin'ite directions, but whose features

are indistinguishable by the very comprehensiveness of the view" (RN,

8k.3, p. 212). Indeed, thjs method of seeing things--itself a blind-

ness to detail--never changes from beginning to end. The same perspec-

tive w'ith which she has viewed the events of her life is repeated as she

l'ies exhausted on the bed of shepherd's-thyme on the heath:

In front of her a colony of ants had establjshed a thor-
oughfare across the way, where they toìled a never-ending and
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heavy laden throng. To look down upon them was like observing
a city street from the top of a tower.

(RN, Bk. 4, P. 308)

Her fatal error is'in apply'ing this same mode of visìon to her experi-

ence on the day of her death. Rest'ing momentarily at the Devjl's

Bellows outside Clym's house, she views the scene: "from her elevated

position the exhausted woman could percejve the roof of the house below,

and the garden and the whole enclosure of the little domicile" (8['Bk.

4, p. 2gB)" Her view is comprehensjve in that she knows that there are

three peop'le in the house, and that Eustacja will not open the door;

however the v'iew is also necessari'ly'limìted as regards the unseen

detajls: the fact that C'ìym is as'leep, Wildeve's motìves for his visìt'

and Eustacia's hopefuì error in th'ink'ing Clym w'ill answer the door.

As I have shown, clym's fate js that he can see only life's

"microscopic" points: he sees only what is directly before h'is eyes'

both f igurat'ive'ly and I itera1ly. Mrs. Yeobright is quite the opposìte:

she can see from afar, can see the generalities, but'is bl'ind to the

specifics, and cannot see the smaller points of, for exampìe, Clym's

love for her. Thus each character vìews ljfe from a slightly different

ang'le, and with a slìghtly different infirm'ity. Through the operation

of chance, and their own blindnesses, the characters are drawn toward

three crucial points: to the dicing match, to the accidental encounter

between Eustac'ia and l,jildeve at the gipsying, and to the closed door.

And the visual effects and framed quality of these scenes again focuses

the story, mirrors the psychological states of the partic'ipants and

ref I ects thei r rel ati on to real 'i ty.

The d'icing match is an interesting and pivota'l pojnt in the novel .
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Here the 'interpìay of falljng-out between mother and son, iealousy'

jll-consjdered marriages, chance meet'ings, wins and losses collaborate

to achieve d'isastrous results. The scene of tllildeve, Christian and

'later Diggory Venn throwing dice onto a flat rock in the middle of the

heath by the I'ight of a'lantern brings into focus the manoeverings of

the three major characters: Diggory Venn, in order to save something

for hjs beloved Thomasin, plays against hlildeveo who is in love with

tustacja, for the money (sent by l'lrs. Yeobright) and meant partly for

Clym. The narrator holds up this "impression" for his reader to peruse:

we are given a sharply focussed dicìng match which we can examine in it

stark clarity; we are allowed to look jnto the eyes of the p'layers and

see their "moods of hope and moods of abandonment;" and we can also step

back and see thjs event in the scheme of things. The frame of darkness,

the focus of light onto the flat stone and the dice simultaneously gìve

the reader a larger perspective whj'le emphasizing the very l'imited one

of the players. Moreover, the clarity of distance of the disinterested

narration ensures the reader's involvement in the vjsual experience

while he rema'ins an observer of the act'ion: "Men are drawn from their

intentions even in the course of carrying them out' and it was extremel.y

doubtful, by the time the twent'ieth guinea had been reached, whether

Wildeve was consc'ious of any other intent'ion than that of winning for

his own personaì benef i t" (U, Bk. 3, p . 249; ital'ics added).

The dist'inct "frame" is repeated and condensed in the men'S eyes:

Both men became so absorbed in the game tha
heed of anything but the pigmy objects immed'iate
their eyes; the flat stone, the open ìantern, t
the few illuminated fern leaves which ìay under
were the whole world to them.

t they took no
1y beneath
he dice, and
the I 'ight,

(8!., Bk. 3, p . 248)
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The djcing match ìs portrayed in the strjking'ly visua'l fashion at

wh'ich Hardy'is so adept. Venn is almost motionless throughout the

match: "he would have been like a red-sandstone statue but for the

motion of his arm w'ith the dice-box;" h'is eyes are "reduced to a pair of

unimportant twinkles" (RN,8k.3, p. 252). The two players are so

'intent on the match , on what they see immedjately before them, that "the

eyes of each were then so intently converged upon the stone that one

could fancy the'ir beams were visible, like rays in a fog" (p. 252). The

unfolding action is actually arrested by the stat'ic descript'ion of the

two players: on one side is Venn, strugg'ling for what he believes will

he]p h'is beloved Thomas'in aga'inst her schem'ing husband; on the other js

Wildeve, harboring a vague feeling of vindictiveness towards Mrs.

Yeobright, and a feeling of animosity towards the reddleman. The larger

concerns are recalled by the reader because, regardless of the immediacy

of and visual focus of the scene, the distance between pìayer and reader

i s re'inforced: "one coul d fancv thei r beams vì,ere vi s'ibl e" (ìta'lics

added ) .

The cool distance, carefully focused, is expressed throughout the

scene. The entire "moods of hope and moods of abandonment" are v'isible

in the men's eyes during the match. "A comp'lete diorama of the fluc-

tuations of the game went on'in thejr eyes. A dìminutjve candle-flame

was mirrored in each pupil" (RN,8k.3, p.?53) The diorama, an'ilìu-

minated picture viewed through an opening in a darkened chamber, is an

excel 'lent image here: i t i s another careful 1y constructed "f rame" wh'ich

emphasizes the focus of the mind on the reality it perce'ives. The image

of the diorama is a sharp one, sharp enough for some critics to l'iken

the effect to another strongìy visual medium, the television.5
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Thus this crucial turning point is hìghly charged with v'isual

'informatjon. The focus on the eyes and vision of the players emphasizes

their relation to reality, wh'ile the obiects upon which they focus, the

dice, have qu'ite another relation to the facts of the novel. The match

serves both as a critical juncture in the plot (without this event, the

guineas would have been presented to their rightful owners that night)

and as a dramatic enactment of the operation of chance: the 100

guineas, originally meant by Mrs. Yeobright for her son and niece are

won from the inept Christian by chance. Christian is enticed into the

match because he encountered Fairway and the others on the road,

accidenta'l'ly, and won the raffle himself--by chance. hJ'ildeve loses the

guineas--his w'ife's as wel I as C'lym's--to Diggory Venn, with whom

"Fortune had unmistakably fallen in love" that night. (lt 'is interest-

ing to note, however, that'in both the dicing match and in the closed

door scene, Diggory Venn plays a well-meant though tragically crucial

part. Had Venn not interfered in the dicìng game, l,Jildeve would have

arrived home with the i00 guineas, and it'is not unrealist'ic to suppose

that they may have ended in the right hands: 'indeed, handing them to

Thomas'in had been Wildeve's vague intention at the outset. Later,'in

the closed door scene, Venn is indirect'ly responsible for the presence

at Clym's home of both Mrs. Yeobright and Wildeve, the former by overt

encouragement, the latter by the "silent system" of coercion.)

The metaphor of vision, then, and the operatjon of chance in The

Return of the Nat'ive are aga'in encompassed in a rjchly visuaì,

djstinctìy framed scene. It allows the reader to make what Hardy felt

was a most effective stepping stone to wisdom: to use the power of

observat'ion, the ab'ility to capture a sceneo to hold it' and to step
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back to observe its causes, elements and effects. That the characters,

Wildeve, Venn and Christian see little or nothing of the larger "frame"

of darkness within which they play, but everything of the immediate

scene, becomes part of the meaning of the sequence. Completely

un'intent'ionaì1y, indeedn in opposit'ion to their intentions, the three

p'layers sow irrevocable harm for themselves and others wh'ile engagìng ìn

the match. Yet, while the rattling dice are clearly framed on the

stone, almost illuminated by the "rays" of their vision, the effects

upon the l'ives of Clym, Mrs. Yeobright and Thomasjn are compìetely'in

darkness, conceivably comp'letely out of thejr minds.

Also important to the act'ion and to the portrayaì of the relation

to reality of the major characters is the chance meeting at the Egdon

gipsyìng of Eustacja and Wjldeve. Thjs framed scene is remarkably

simjlar to the scene of the dicing match, though the focus is large;

instead of a small lighted rock, there'is the dark grass lit by the

moon; instead of the abandoned rattle of the d'ice there is an abandoned

dance. Yet the scene reveals the paradoxicaì relation of the v'is'ible

and the rea1, what Hardy referred to as a "somnambul'istic hallucinatjon"

(Later Years , p. ?43).

A large part of the fasc'ination with which l,J'ildeve and Eustacia

view each other (and have viewed their mates) rests on the notion of

inaccessibility, and nowhere does this notion break into their under-

standing more than in their accidental meeting at the village gipsying

at East Egdon. Again, the understanding of the other's desirabìlity

comes as a new vision, and the scene is tightly framed, lit by a brìght

moon and surrounded by an area of darkness:
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The pale ray of evening'lent a fascination to the experi-
ence. There is a certain degree and tone of'light which tends
to disturb the equilibrium of the senses, and to promote
dangerously the tenderer moods; added to movement, it drives
the emotions to rankness, the reason becoming sleepy and
unperce'iving in inverse proport'ion; and this I ight fel I now
upon these two from the disc of the moon. All the dancing
g'i11s felt the symptoms, but Eustacia most of all. The grass
under her feet became trodden away, and the hard, beaten
surface of the sod, when viewed aslant towards the moonlight,
shone like a polished table. . A clear line of difference
div'ided 'like a tangible fence her experience within this maze
of motion from her experience without it. She had
entered the dance from the troubled hours of her late life as
one might enter a brilljant chamber after a night walk'in a

wood. As for Wildeve
Obstacles were a ripening
moment in a delirium of ex
five m'inutes what was anot
the year was a kind of th'i

js feelings are easy to guess.
to h'is love, and he was at thjs

site misery. To clasp as his for
man ' s through a 1 

'l the rest of
he of all men could appreciate.

(RN, Bk. 4, pp. 283-84)
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The distinct visual frame of darkness, the scene of the dance ìighted

w'ithin, again provides the focus for the emotional experience, and lends

'it a fantasy-'like atmosphere: the "players appeared only in outl ine

against the sky. The pretty dresses of the maids lost thejr

subtler day colours and showed more or less of a nlisty white." (RN, Bk.

4. p. 283). It is the "certain degree of tone and light wh'ich tends to

djsturb the equjl'ibrium of the senses," and it is the light on the very

scene wh'ich "fell now upon these two from the djsc of the moon" which

is responsible for the delirjous abandon the estranged lovers feel.

indeed, Eustacia's emotions are kindled by vjsjble attraction of the

scene: "she had entered the dance. . as one might enter a brilliant

chamber after a night walk'in a wood." She is not fu'lly aware that it
is mainly the scene which has kindled her emotjons for l,Jildeve (as Hardy

would indicate): the "tone of ì'ight . tends to djsturb the

equilibrjum of the senses the reason becomfes] sleepy and
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unperce'iving 'in inverse proportion this l ight fel I now upon these

two from the djsc of the moon." Indeed, she revels in the fact that her

reason has become "sleepy and unperceiving": "whether his persona'lity

supplied the greater part of this sweet'ly compounded feeling, or whether

the dance and the scene weighted the more therein, was a nice point upon

which Eustacja herself was entireìy in a cloud" (RN, Bk. 4, p. 283).

0n Wildeve's side the scene as well provides a renewed focus for his

emotions: "obstacles were a ripening sun to his love," as he, too,

becomes caught in the same "tone of l'ight" which captures Eustacia.

Indeed, the powerful effect of this framed scene, and the converse

effect of the "vast, unenclosed tract" of Egdon Heath, js reinforced in

Hardy's descriptìon of the two walkìng away together: "to an eye above

them their faces would have appeared amid the expanse like two pearìs on

a table of ebony" (RN, Bk. 4, p.286). The glow of the'ir attraction,

and the highly emotional and sensual scene, ììngers on the'ir faces and

is brought into relief by the darkness that surrounds them. Yet while

Eustacia and Wìldeve take away from the'ir experience much by way of

emot'ion, they take away little by way of insight: the sjtuatìon of

neither changes, and we see them return, rather uneasily, to a spouse

for l,Jildeve made less attractive by access'ibìljty and to one for

Eustacia incapacitated by physicaì infirmìty.

0f course, the most striking and most'important event'in The Return

of the Natjve, possibly in all of Hardy's fiction, is the closed door

scene. The culmination of the causes set into play by chance meet'ings,

lucky and unlucky, by renewed love attractions, and by midnight

manoeverings, occurs on the thirty-first of August, when Mrs. Yeobright

attempts a reconc'il iation wi th C'lym and Eustacia by vi si ti ng them. The
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causes are indeed multifarious, and the scene itself complex. All three

major characters, Cìym, Eustacia and Mrs. Yeobright, exh'ibit the same

lack of understandìng and ins'ight with which they begin. As Penelope

Vigar notes, such Scenes are dep'icted by Hardy with purposeful c'larity:

he selects or blurs the detail as it is relevant or
irrelevant to his picture. By his altering of perspective and

l ight'ing, he can show the d'ifferent visions of I ife mingl ing
or-in iionic tens'ion with each other, so that the unexpectçd
and dreamlike contrast v'ivìdly wjth the real and probable."

In the closed door scene the different visions of life do indeed come

Ínto ironic tension wìth each other. Eustacia is jarring'ly presented

w'ith three conf I i cts i n one: her romant'ic attachment to hli I deve, novl

revived, her relatìonshjp to Clym, now weakened; and her animosity

toward Mrs. Yeobright, who presents herself at the door. And the

conflicts seen from other points of view are no less stressful: Wildeve

has at last found a method of presenting himself to Eustacia without

fear of bodiìy harm from the reddleman, yet finds himself in an

uncomfortable position at Mrs. Yeobright's knock. Mrs. Yeobright, too,

finds her own expectatìons shockìngly overturned. Yet jt is not so much

the techn'ique of I ight jng (as Vigar would have us bel ieve) 'in this scene

that controls it; rather, it is Hardy's masterful control of d'iffering

perspectives which 'informs us of the "different visions of I ife." ['Je

see and experìence the inc'ident from each character's po'int of view

(Clym's onìy later, however), thereby at once be'ing, as J. Hill'is l'f iller

notes, "a coìd observer, spatia'lly detached, seeing w'ithout being seen'

and yet at the same time able to share the feelings of the characters,

see with their eyes, and hear with their ears."7 The point of view and

each person's degree of v'ision or bljndness becomes necessarily part of
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the meaning of Hardy's expression. Experìenc'ing both the'larger scene

and the individual perspective saves the reader from cynical

Índifference on the one hand and from melodrama on the other. The

reader's nrind is harkened back to a similar distant yet personally

profound experience in Hardy's own ljfe: the shocking vision of the

Dorchester execution from a vantage poìnt on the heath some three m'iles

away.

Hardy is ruefully precise in hjs description of the larger scene.

Mrs. Yeobright fol'lows C'lym to his house, watches from the Devil's

Bellows as Clym enters and l^lildeve momentarily foìlows, then approaches

the house herse'lf, knocks, and is not admitted despìte the appearance of

Eustacia at the window. The scene has a dist'inctly static quality; as

Ian Gregor points out, "when Mrs. Yeobright's knock comes it
dramatically 'freezes' the scene, and for an instant the emotional

complex of the Yeobrìghts and l,rlìldeve'is laid bare."8 The house sitting

in the sunlight 'is stjll; the on'ly movement 'is in the air above on the

Devjl's Bellows. Each character is fatal'ly caught 'in his or her own

folly: Mrs. Yeobright in delaying her reconciliation with her son and

daughter-'in-law; Eustacia in her romantjc attentions, lrlildeve in his

impulsive romantjcjsm, and Clym'in hjs self-absorption.

The moment is a turning point for each character: Mrs. Yeobright

walks away, crushed and exhausted, to her death; Eustacia and l,J'ildeve

unw'ittingly embark on a course of events which lead them to death as

we'll, and Cìym is jarred from his self-centred ex'istence to tragedy and

a life of remorse. The experience follows each one as a haunting visual

memory which cannot be shaken from the mind but which cannot be fu'lly

understood. Mrs. Yeobright turns from Clym's door, "within her two
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sights were graven--that of Clym's hook and brambles at the door, and

that of a woman's face at a window." (RN,8k.4, p.305) The other

woman, Eustacia, is plagued and tormented by her remorse over her

inaction, and by what she has seen from the other side of the wjndow:

"the spectre of a worn-out woman knocking at a door which she would not

open" (U, Bk. 4, p. 329), Clym's disturbance is at first subconscious,

yet terribly ironic, as he relates to tustacja his dream about his

mother, and gazes out of the very window from which Eustacia saw the

elder woman standing at the door (S, Bk. 4, p. 310). After Mrs.

Yeobright's death, Clym struggìes with his conscience, but'is haunted by

the guilt caused by Johnny Nunsuch's innocent re-telling of Mrs.

Yeobright's last words: "there was housed in his memory a vjvid picture

of the face of a little boy as he entered the hovel where Clym's mother

lay" (8!.,8k.4, p.339). Similarly, Ì'Jjldeve's romantic attachment to

Eustacia, and his sympathy for her agony over the affair is summed up in

his vision of her as he some days'later drives away from C'lym's house

with Thomasin:

Wildeve I ifted hi
from one of them he co
him drive away. It wa

yes to the bedroom windows. Looking
discern a pale, tragic face watching

ustacia's.

se
uld
sE

(RN, Bk. 4, p. 333)

Thus the experience of each part'icipant is isolated in their minds, and

the emotional power of the visual experience 'is strong.9 The visual

remi nder i s the emot'ionai scar.

It is fitting that no single character has a full and compìete view

of the events of the thirty-first of August. Indeed, even the reader,

who watches Mrs. Yeobright approach Clym's house, is unaware that there
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is another watcher, the boy Johnny Nunsuch, who remains unrevealed for

some three weeks in the novel's tjme span.

The scene itself is presented as a complex series of Chinese boxes:

as the external observer, the reader sees Mrs. Yeobright watch Clym and

hlildeve enter the house while she g'l'impses Eustacia looking back at her

from within. Mrs. Yeobright knows the two men are inside with Eustacia,

but does not know that Clym is sleepìng; nor does she know Wildeve's

identity or motives. Similar'ly, Eustacia sees Mrs. Yeobright but does

not know her moti ves f or bei ng there nor her physi ca'l cond'it'ion.

Neither does she know, from her retreat in the other room, that Cìym is

not awakened by his mother's knocking. t,Jjldeve knows that he is'in an

uncomfortable situation when Mrs. Yeobright knocks, but knows noth'ing of

the extent of Eustacia's discomfort on see'ing the elder woman (an

animosity stemming part'ly from the quarrel between the two women).

Clym, the centre "box," is asleep and knows nothing of what unfolds

around him. Ironically, it ìs he who later unearths the prevìous1y

unknown container of all the vjsual information, Johnny Nunsuch. Yet

Johnny, who has as'large a visual perspective as the reader, has the

least knowledge of the event; it ìs to h'im truìy a "confused heap of

impressions" as much as to the other characters. Thus a full view of

the facts has for Hardy little to do w'ith the ab'ility to acqu'ire w'isdom

or insight.

The degrees of knowledge, insight, and involvement, therefore, are

in the closed door scene closely intertwined with the degrees of visual

information each character absorbs. But there 'is no direct correlation:

the ability to "see from afar" does not necessarily denote an abilìty to

comprehend; indeed, it usually produces confusion for those l'ike
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Mrs. Yeobright and Johnny. Here it is only the story-te'ller--and

ultimately the reader--who can dec'ipher the "confused heap of

'impressions" and find some sense of the comp'lex forces of human folly

and chance--Hardy's "d'icing Time"10 at work in our lives. That Clym,

the holder of the least visual 'information, uìtimately discovers l'1rs.

Yeobright's, and Johnny's visual "impressions," but arrives at the wrong

conclusion as to Eustacja's involvement, re'inforces Hardy's contention

that visual experience is confusing and misleading. Mrs. Yeobright's

informat'ion, her "impression" of the event,'is passed from Johnny to

Clym, from the larger Chinese boxes to the centre one. Her words are

echoed by Johnny as he enters the hut moments after Mrs. Yeobright dies,

when Cìym's emot'ions are at a feverish peak:

'I've got something to te11 'ee, mother,'he crjed in a

shrill tone. 'That woman asleep there walked a'long with me

to-day; and she sa'id I was to say that I had seed her, and she
was a broken-hearted woman and cast off by her son . '

(8!., Bk . 4 , P. 323 )

Those wordsn innocently spoken and painful'ly accurate, at first drive

Clym into a ranting despair, then haunt hjm, as he constantly reca'l1s

"the round eyes, eager gaze, the piping vo'ice which enunc'iated the

words" and which "operated like stilettos on his brain" (RN,8k.4,

p. 33e).

in a desperate attempt to d'iscover more about hìs mother's death

and her feel ings toward him, C'lym returns to Johnny to extract wltat

become the decisive facts in the breakdown of his marriage. But he errs

in obta'inìng the visual facts onlyn behind which are the myriad of

causes, motives, and conflicts that temper the visual jnformation. He

discovers, for example, from Diggory Venn that Mrs. Yeobnight knocked at
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his door in the hope of reconciliation; he learns from Johnny that

another man was inside h'is house at the tìme and that Eustacia saw his

mother but djd not open the door. But to the causal factors of the

event, and to Eustacja's full part in the ep'isode, he ìs as blind

intellectually as he is physicaì'ly, having obtained the informatjon frorn

one who does not understand the meaning behind what he sees any more

than does Clym.

Iron'icallyn Clym actual'ly recognizes, before speakìng to Johnny,

that the information he needs to solve his mystery wi1'l be beyond the

boy's comprehension:

To probe a child's m'ind after the lapse of six weeks, not
for facts which the child had seen and understood, but to get
at those which were'in thejr nature beyond him, d'id not
promìse much; yet when every obvious channel is blocked we
grope towards the small and obscure.

(_B!., Bk. 5 , p. 339 )

Yet once C'lym hears only what the boy has "seen and understood," be

'ignores the poss'ibil'ity of the facts "which were in their nature beyond

him," that is, he discovers the immediate causes for the change in his

mother's thìnking during those last hours, but not the deeper meanìngs.

He does not know, nor does he attempt in any sincere way to discover,

that hjs mother and Eustacia had argued over money lost, that Mrs.

Yeobright had wrongly assumed that Eustac'ia had received the money front

lrli I deve, that Mrs. Yeobri ght had gi ven those treasured fam'ily gui neas

into the hands of a "slack-twisted, slim-looking maphrotìght fooì" for

delivery to her son (8[,8k. l, p. 53), that Wildeve was in the house at

that t'ime because of a justifiable fear of bodily harm from Dìggory Venn
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if he attempted a vis'it at night, that since their marriage Eustacia had

actualìy been fa'ithful, and that when his mother had knocked Eustacia

had believed that he had gone to the door himself after mutterìng

"mother" in his sleep. In short, he sees only the surface of the truth,

just as he sees only the surface of life, and not the substance.

This self-deception, a stubborn refusal to see that events will

fall where they must, is evident throughout the personalities of all

major characters in The Return of the Native. A smal'l point of compari-

son to this willful blindness and fantasy can be seen, however, in the

figure of Thomasin. While she is scarcely the same fo'il to others'

folly we have in Gabriel Oak, she does, however, exhibit a character

whose visjon is sharp, whose sense of purpose is keen, and who does not

blind herself with imaginings. She is a bright spot in a brown world:

The loft was lighted by a semic'ircular hole, through
which the pigeons crept to their lodgings in the same high
quarters of the premises; and from th'ís hole the sun shone in
a bright yellow patch upon the figure of the maiden as she
knelt and plunged her naked arms into the soft brown fern,
which, from its abundance, was used on Egdon in pack'ing away
stores of all kinds. 'Dear Clym, I wonder how your face
looks now?' she said, gazing abstractedly at the pigeon-ho1e,
which adm'itted the sunlight so d'irectly upon her brown hair
and transparent tissues that it almost seemed to shine through
he r.

(RN, Bk . 2, p. 136)

The fondness of the tone of that description and the'image of Thomasin's

figure framed and focused by the sunlight, so well reinforces our

perception of her simple virtue that the reader can scarcely be'lieve she

is even perce'ived as a "lost" woman. She has stron g fee'lings of regret

for the failed attempt at marriage between herself and Wildeve, but she

remains practical, wise, and pragmat'ic. "Why don't people judge me by
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my acts? Now, look at me as I kneel here, p'icking up these apples--do I

'look l'ike a lost woman? I wjsh al'l good women were as good as I!"

(q, Bk. Z, p. 137). She marries tJildeve (although she makes clear "l

don't believe ìn hearts at all" (U, Bk. 2, P. 180), bears his child'

and'is the first to ensure good reìations between herself and Mrs.

Yeobrìght. t^Jhile her efforts are ultimately without effect, it js no

insign'ificant matter that jt is Thomasin who ajds in inducing Mrs.

Yeobright to attempt reconciliation with Clym, Clym to attempt to bring

Eustacia back, and who raises the alarm that someth'ing is gravely wrong

on the second sixth of November.

Thomasin, however, does not succeed. Hardy wishes us to realize

that vision cannot be g'iven or loaned; it must come from withjn. Yet

the external aids, the events of our lives' are there as "diverse

readings of its phenomena," whjch are "forced upon us by chance and

change." (CP, p.84). Thonlasin's "l don't believe in hearts"'is a

result of her "unadjusted 'impressions¡" Eustacia's "I have tried and

tried to be a sp'lendid woman, and how destjny has been aga'inst me!", and

Clym'S "it was all my fau1t" are the result of theirs (Rtt, gk. 5, P.

372, and Bk. 6, p. 42!-22 respectjvely). It is easy to see whose lives

rema'in a I'confused heap of impressions. "



Chapter Four

The Woodl anders

The Woodlanders was first pubìished in book form in 1887, nine

years after the publication of The Return of the Nat'ive; however, it'is

general1y acknowìedged that it was conceived and'in part created'in the

1870,s.1 This novel is therefore an excellent point for an examjnation

of Hardy's v'isual techniques. In form, concept and overall pattern it
js clear'ly related to the novels of the earlier decade.2 The central

perspective, the closeness bótween characters and narrator, narrator and

reader which 'is found in Tess of the d'Urbervjlles, Jude the Obscure,

and even The Ma.y or of Casterbridqe is not adopted in The t'loodl anders

rather, l ike many of the earl'ier novels, 'it focuses on a number of

character responses to reaìitY.

The characters, from Marty South to Giles, George Melbury, Grace,

Fitzpiers, and Fel'ice Charmond, form a continuum of sensìbilìty and

insight. Between Marty the eternal woodlander and Felice the

unequivocal outsider the djfference 'is clear: Marty whoììy devotes

herself to an inaccessible romant'ic ideal (Giles) and is left with a

dream; Felice devotes herself to the attainment of ephemeral pleasures

and .is defeated (lìterally) by them. The gradations from the woodlander

through to the outsider are d'ifficult to discern, but'it'is the

characters' responses to reality, to their visual impressions of

experience, whjch define the differences. Giles is a romantjc

woodlander who cannot grasp the surface of real'ity, but who wishes for
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some of its pleasures (marriage to Grace). George Melbury s'imilarìy has

a chjld-like naivete which prevents him from seeing clearìy the surfaces

which so impress hjm (his daughter's education and Fitzpiers' soc'ial

stand'ing, for exampìe). Grace is the mìd-point, the person who reflects

the very "Hardyan div'ision between sophjstication and rustic
2

sìmp1icity"" but who eventually rejects the latter for the former.

Fitzpiers is an outsider who, whjle not whol'ly villainous, is st'ill

almost completely motivated by surfaces, by appearances and, ìike

Sargeant Troy, by what the present moment offers h'im. Felice is, of

course, the final extension of thjs cont'inuum. The subtle interpìay

between and among characters emphasizes the d'ifferences as well as the

connections. Marty's only surface attract'ion, her hair, finds its way

to the head of Felice Charmond who is eventually mocked by Fìtzpiers for

this deception¡ Fìtzp'iers' 'ignorance of John South's fear of the old

tree results in med'ical advice wh'ich jndirectly ruins G'iles as wel I as

lrlarty; and George and Grace Me]bury have associations w'ith them all,

drawn by the attractions of a higher social class but drawn as well to

the rustic s'imp'l'icity by nature.

The difference, then, between those who see the jnner heart of

th'ings and none of its surfaces, and those who see the surfaces and not

the heart, becomes part of the expression of The Woodlanders. In this

chapter I will show how insight and moral bjjndness'is expressed as a

f,unction both of character and situatjon, or environment. In Under the

Greenwood Tree and even Far From the Madding Crowd lack of insi ght was

expressed as an idiopathic, personal phenomenon; in The Return of the

Native the environment, the ever-present heath, acted on 'its p'layers

more as a metap hor of universal ind'ifference. The ï,Joodlanders brings
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the environment directly into the realm of the "conjuring show"'itself:

Ljttle Hintock and its environs helps shape the characters' prevìous

development and reveals another facet of the source of their

deficiencies. Those who are inextricably linked to the isolated

s'implicìty of the woodlands are defeated by those who can see the

surfaces and have the power to change their environment; those who come

from the outs'ide are blind to the intricacies of the'inner hearts of

others and are often defeated by their very obtuseness; and those who

attempt to tread the fine line between the two are confused and isolated

from both sides. There are tantalizing yet te'll-tale s'igns along the

way in this novel which tell us at tjmes that ìt is, or perhaps should

be, easy to read the truth beh'ind the nature of th'ings, but more often

they tell us it'is'imposs'ible to do so. It is important to examine

these signs, this back-drop to reality, before exam'in'ing the relation of

the pìayers to that back-drop.

The scene is set in'it'ial'ly by the peop'le in Mrs. Dollery's van,

whose private conversations are public:

Looking at the van from the back the spectator could
see, through its'interior, a square piece of the same sky and
landscape that he saw wjthout, but intruded on by the profi'les
of the seated passengers, who, as they rumbled onward, their
lips moving and heads nodding in animated private converse,
remained in cheerful unconsciousness that their mannerisms and
facial pecu'liarities were sharply defined to the pubìic eye.

(hl, Ch. i, p. 37)

The frame of the wjndow, separating the spectator from the passenger yet

open'ing the passenger's "private converse" to public view, and the

un'iqueness of the indjvidual perspective--these are motifs which will
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repeat themselves in The Woodlanders. The owners of ma ny houses in

Hintock, for examp'le, leave their windows without curtains, on the

premise that "very few people except themselves passed this way after

dark" (hl, Ch. i, p.38). It is th'is openness which enables Barber

Percombe to locate Marty. Private life is open as a spectacle for

pubìic scrut'iny. Indeed, Hardy seems to reinforce this idea by

describ'ing Marty's face as hav'ing "the usual ful lness of expression

which'is developed by a life of solitude in the still water of

privacy every feeling and sentiment unfolds in visible luxuriance, to be

interpreted as readjly as a printed word by an 'intruder" (U, Ch. ii, p.

41). The isolated Hintock, then, by'its very nature, unfolds its heart

and I eaves 'it open.

It has been noted that such statements establ ish "the notion of a

commun'ion without words as a fundamental presupposítion of the novel."4

Yet Hardy takes great pains to warn us by numerous statements that it'is
not easy to see what another is thinking or fee'ling. As a geographic

location, Hìntock may be'isolated from the "eyes of the multitude" (l,J,

ch. ii, p.41), but it is also isolated from the reveal'ing rays of the

sun. "Except at midday the sun was not seen comp'lete by the Hintock

people, but rather in the form of numerous l'ittle stars staring through

the leaves" (W, Ch. xx, p. I74). The constant darkness' or shade, is

another symbol for the "wandering and unconsciously deluded human

characters. "5 Indeed, the place itself defines the sensibil ities of its

nati ves:

It was one of those sequestered spots outs'ide the gates
of the world where may usualìy be found more meditation than
action, and more listlessness than meditation; where reason'ing
proceeds on narrow premi sses , and resul ts 'in 'inf erences wi l dly
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imaginat jve; yet where, from time to t'ime, dramas of a

grandeur and un'ity truly Sophoclean are enacted 'in the real,
by virtue of the concentrated passions and closely-knìt
'interdependence of the lives therein.

(1,J, Ch. 'i , p. 38)

The life of Little Hjntock may be in some ways obvious and trans-

parent, but in essence it is d'ifficult to understand. Even the rumor of

the affair between Fitzpiers and Mrs. Charmond is not open to scrutiny:

the people are subiected to half truths and half-seen th'ings:

"Tantalìzing phenomena, at once show'ing and concealing the reaì rela-

tionships of the persons concerned, created a d'iffusion of exc'ited

surprise" (l^J, Ch. xxxi, p. 253).

The remoteness of Little H'intock, then, creates an environment that

affects the sensibil'itjes of its peop'le rather than mere'ly serving as an

ind'ifferent universe, as was the case with Egdon Heath. Hintock creates

an openness (the easy view of the passengers of Mrs. Dol'lery's van, or

the transparency of Marty's face, for examp'le); yet s'imultaneously

conceals (in 'its overgrown darkness and the half-seen affair between

F'itzpiers and Felice). The openness js translated in the natives as

naivete and s'implicity, and the concealment in the'ir very obtuseness to

the visible phenomena of society.

Marty South, of course, is the prime examp'le of the chjld-like

s'imp'licity of Hintock. She can survive within the woodlands in a way

wh'ich Felice Charmond and even Grace cannot (she takes up her father's

spar-mak'ing eas'i'ly and lends an expert hand to the tree-barkjng); but

the workings of the social order are beyond her, unseen. Our first
description of Marty reveals this vulnerability:
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Her face had the usual fulness of expression which is
developed by a life of solitude. Where the eyes of a

multitude continuously beat like waves upon a countenance they
seem to wear away jts mob'i'le power; but in the still water of
privacy every feeling and sentiment unfolds in visible
luxuriance, to be interpreted as readi'ly as a printed word by
an i ntruder.

(hJ, Ch. ii, p. 41)

hJhile on the surface this descript'ion may seem to romanticize the

natives of the woodlanders (the terms "fulness of expressjon" and

"visible luxuriance"), I would suggest that this openness indjcates a

vulnerability to the outside world. Indeed, that Marty's face can be

"interpreted as readily as a printed word by an intruder" is confirmed

by Barber Percombe's ready conclusion that Marty will not sell her hair

because she wishes to be attractive to a man.

Marty's "feeling and sentiment" are, as Barber Percombe d'ivines,

directed towards Giles Winterborne. This romantic attachment is

followed by an almost immediate denial: following her jnterview with

the hair-cutter and a ìong night's work Marty overhears George Me'lbury

tell his wjfe of the arranged engagement between the man Marty loves and

Me'lbury's daughter Grace. Once she learns "the secret of it all" she is

willing, despite the surface fact that Me'lbury admits he does not wish

the marriage, to renounce her desire. She unmercifully cuts her own

hair, for which the barber had left two go'ld sovere'igns'in exchange,

thereby sacrifìc'ing her one pretension to physical beauty.

From th'is point Marty is portrayed as one who, while firm'ly

associated with the woodlands and its deeper realitjes, is completely

outside the social orbit even of Hintock itself. She declines to take

part with the other gir'ls in the Midsummer-eve's ant'ics; she is heard by
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Grace and Fjtzpiers as a disembodied vojce saying of two singed b'irds

rising from the fire in the woods, "That is the end of what is called

love" (l.J, Ch. xix, p. 173). And her isolation and romanticism are

clearly confirmed in the novel's end, where she is seen alone in the

dark, Grace having deserted Giles by returnìng to Fitzpiers.

She is, it seems, happier at this last moment than at any other

point jn the novel . She is alone with the memory of G'i'les, unencumbered

by the presence of others or even of the man himself who never returned

her love: 
¡

'Now, my own, own love,' she whispered, 'you are mìne,
and only m'ine; for she has forgot'ee at'last, although for
her you died! But l--whenever I get up I'll think of 'ee, and
whenever I lie down i'll th'ink of 'ee again.

(!, Ch. xlv'iji, p. 393)

Marty's sol'i'lìquy confirms her position as the "woodland" end of the

continuum of characters. She is from first to last removed even from

the social order of Little Hintock, firmly attached to the deeper,

romantjc realities of her life. Neither does the social order appear to

her as a confused heap of impressions; rather, it js invisjble ('in her

sighting of the pheasants at the fire jn the woods, she misses the

presence of other peopìe, Fjtzpiers and Grace). Her characterizatjon js

ne1ther pathetic nor tragic. Indeed, as Da'le Kramer notes:

She incarnates the strength of Hardy's peasant stock, who
feel deeply but quietìy, accepting stoically whatever fate
gives them. But since she never experiences even the
poss'ibility of.choice, she cannot perforn calamitous and
*iIIfrl er-ror.þ

Marty's rustic s'impìicity also comments upon the error of the next
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woodl ander, Gi I es f,l j nterborne. Li ke Marty, Gi I es f eel s deep'ly and

quiet'ìy, and has a certain stoic acceptance of his fate. He is,

however, conscious of the social world above him, and attempts to deal

wjth it. His character is strong, but he is doomed because he cannot

comprehend the surfaces of reality; and his simplicìty and

incomrehens'ion make him truly "a bew'ildered chjld at a conjuring Show."

Giles is a man who knows his own heart and can live with his rugged

existence, but he knows little of the surfaces of the world around him.

He is comp'letely in harmony w'ith his natural world--he is endowed with

"a gent'le conjurer's touch" 'in tree-planting--but he js woeful ly

unperceiving of the social one. This deficiency, and the passivity it
is coupled with, is noted by Richard Hannaford, who writes that Giles

"lacks that finer sensjbility given to the imaginat'ive which allows them

perception into human character and motivation."T Indeed, to many sìgns

of humanity and soc jal contact G'iles exh'ibits a bl indness which is his

most glaring fault, and which is h'is most obv'ious reason for fa'ilure.

0n his vjs'it to Sherton Abbas to meet Grace on her arrival from school,

for example, he sees the aspect of the town:

He . drove on ahead into the streets; the churches,
the abbey, and other mediaeval buildings on this clear bright
morning having the I'inear distjnctness of architectural
drawjngs, as if the original dream and vision of the
conce'iving master-mason were for a brief hour flashed down
through the centuries to an unappreciatjve age. Giles saw
thejr eloquent look on this day of transparency, but could not
construe 'i t.

(hl, Ch. V, p.66)

Hardy provides a clear contrast here between the obvjous clarity of the

associat'ion with the vision of the master-mason centuries before and the
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"ljnear distinctness" of the buildings that day. Moreover, he gives

Giles perception enough to notjce thejr "eloquent 1ook," but shows that

Giles' vision stops there: he cannot make the association. He js not

capable. The additjon of the phrase "on this day of transparency" both

implìes that the association is clear; noth'ing should hinder one's

apprec'iation of the "vision of the master-mason," and comments upon the

day's events jn Giles' life. The vision of the master-mason is clear,

and so is the fact that Giles should have paid more attent'ion to the way

his external appearance will strike Grace. Grace's bas'ic difference

from him and from the gir'l she used to be is clear, as we'll as her basic

jnaccessibì'l'ity. But he misses--iust--on every point. The pains Hardy

has taken in the short time of relating the day's events of this fìrst

meetjng set the tone for the entire novel, and do much to establish

Gìles' characterization. As we shall see later, he is not a wood-god;

he is a man with blinders which cause him as much grief as the failure

of vi s'ion causes any other character. indeed, he knows h'is heart but i s

unable to djScern its intricac'ies: that same morning' as he drives to

Sherton Abbas, he does so "without elation and without discomposure:"

Had he regarded hÍs inner self spectacularly, as'lovers
are now daily more wont do do, he might have fe'lt pride'in the
discernment of a somewhat rare power in him--that of keepìng
not only judgment but emotion suspended in difficult cases.
But he noted 'it not.

(U, Ch. V, P. 65; ital ics adoed. )

Again, the association between the real and the visible is there: "had

he regarded his jnner self spectacularly" he would have recognized his

inner strength. He does possess the rare power of keeping his judgement

and emotion suspended'in difficult cases, but he does not recognjze that
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power. Hardy cìear1y wishes us to realize that, while Gìles has the

potentìa'l for ful I insight 'into his I ìfe, that potential remains

untapped. It is a common method of Hardy's to show this human

condit'ion: he gives h'is characters the tools for success, the

capabilities of ins'ight and vision, but he also shows how those tools

remain unused because the characters do not recognize the tools, the

si gns , or the s'ights. They cannot connect the'ir "conf used heap of

'impressions" into mean'ing.

W1nterborne is completely at home in h'is natural woodland environ-

ment, but he is most often seen reacting to the social problems which

pressure him to lose his beloved and his house. And these are problems

whjch he neither fulìy appreciates nor understands, despite the fact

that the tools for understanding are within his grasp. 0n first recog-

n'izi ng Grace ' s reserve i n response to hi s rough appearance at the'i r

meeting he momentarily realizes his folly:

It had sometimes dimly occurred to hjm, in his ruminating
silences at Little Hjntock, that external phenomena--such as
the lowness or height or colour of a hat, the fold of a coat,
the make of a boot, or the chance attitude of a limb at the
'instant of view--may have a great influence upon feminine
opinion of a man's worth, so frequently founded on
non-essentials; but a certain caustic'ity of mental tone
towards himself and the world in genera'l had prevented to-day,
as always, any enthusiastic action on the strength of that
reflectjon; and her momentary instinct of reserve at fjrst
sight of hjm was the penalty he paid for his laxness.

(tJ, Ch. v, p. 68)

The envíronment in which GjIes I'ives necessarily makes the "external

phenomena" of appearance extraneous; they are "non-essentials." Yet to

impress or even attract the woman who has been sophisticated to the

point where appearance is important, Giles would have had to overcome
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his natural bent. He does real'ize, or at least it has "dimly occurred

to him," that the external visible self is often the basis for another's

judgenrent of worth. But "a certa'in causticity of mental tone" prevents

action. This passiv'ity, and the dimness of understanding of any other

point of view than his own, will ultimately destroy him.

That Gjles is too rigidìy connected to his own perspective, and

therefore blind to surface realitjes, is emphasized at his Christmas

party and at the auction the day following Grace's return. He blunders

at the auction in the woods, embarrassing Grace and annoying her father

because h'is romant'ic rapture over snowflakes falling on Grace's hair

makes him blind to the reality of "whether he had bought faggots, po1es,

or log'wood" (t,l, Ch. vii, p. 85). Gilesr d'istorted vis'ion of rea'lity,

or perhaps, rather, his lack of insight,'is reiterated in his erroneous

anticipation of the Christmas party: having invited all sorts of

people, he sees too late that Grace is completely out of place and that

the loud and unruly dominate the scene. "In h'is mind's eye, before the

event, they had been the mere background or padding of the scene; but

somehow'in the reality they were the most prominent personages there"

(U, Ch. X, p. 106). The iarring awareness of the 'inadequacy of reality

versus the expectations of the'imagination, combines to embarrass Giìes,

but h'is na'ivete makes the revelations no more than a "confused heap of

impressions."

The Christmas party fajls, not.so much because it is the wrong

affair (which it'is), but also due to his own backwardness. His

off-hand invitation to Me'lbury results in the honoured guests arrìv'ing

several hours too ea11y, and hjs servants'manner of clean'ing, polish-

ing, and serving are almost offensive to the refined tastes of
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Grace--they are certainly offensjve to the tastes of her father. Hjs

real error, though, is in not foreseejng the actual events accurate'ly:

had
not
had
not

Gìles himself, since the untoward beginning of the feast,
not quite ljked to see Grace present. He wished he had
asked such people as Cawtree and the hollow-turner. He
done it, in dearth of other friends, that the room might
appear empty. In h'is mind's eye, before the event, they
been the mere background or padding of the scene; buthad

somehow in the real'ity they were the most prominent personages
there.

(t^l, Ch. X, p. 106)

H'is party has turned from a tasteful celebratjon surround'ing the renewed

affection between h'imself and Grace to a rowdy country "randyvoo" in

wh'ich his guest of honour is comp'letely out of place. Again, his error

is expressed in visual terms: the offens'ive guests were to have been

"background or padding of the scene" in GiIes' 'imagination, with Grace,

supposedly, occupying the spotììght. That the reality 'is quite opposìte

to G'iles' imagination, and that Melbury attributes Grace's aborted

friendsh'ip with Felice Charmond to her presence at this assembly, turns

the tide wel'l against Winterborne.

Giles makes another attempt; he offers the horse, Dar'ìing.

Despite the fact that his action "upon the whole strengthed his posi-

tion," at least with Grace, the scene offers up more evidence of Giles'

lack of insight, his blindness to the social world. He appears at the

Melburys' home as a figure which darkens their window (hJ, Ch. xi, p.

113), interrupting their morning meal. He imposes his presence upon the

household until Grace's, "I have to go and help my mother now, MF.

['Jinterborne," brings h'is eyes "suddenly upon her" and forces his re-

alization that he is out of tune with the social world, and wjth his

fellow humans in general. This realization 'is again expressed in visual
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terms:

0n their faces, as they regarded
thei r suspended thoughts and compound
could he have read them through those
noth'ing: his features iust now were,
with a red smile at some other idea.

Giles, were written
feel ings concern'ing him,
o'ld panes. But he saw
for a wonder, 1 it up

(t,J, Ch. vi, p. 113)

The "compound feelings" are, of course, Melbury's belief that in promis-

ing Grace to Giles he'is "ruining her for conscience sake;" and Grace's

"involuntary" kind regard for him. He sees nothing because he is

'infused with a bel'ief in the appropriateness of his g'ift, and devoid of

an understanding of the motivations of those watch'ing him at that

moment.

For all his rigidity, G'iles loves Grace dear'ly. But he consents to

watch her from afar for the most part, making very few active moves to

woo her when Fitzpiers pursues her so expert'|y.8 This passive watching,

coup'led with h'is very dim recognition of the social element, establ jshes

a d'istance between the two which is never closed and an isolation of

Giles which is never mended.

It is through windows, which at once separate and draw closer, that

the d'istance 'is symbo'ìized to a bewildered Winterborne. It is through a

window that Giles sees Grace on the eve of her vis'it to Hintock House

(l,J, Ch.ii!, p.86-87). It is an opened window that reveals Giles'

knowledge of Grace's identity to the curious Fitzp'iers (hJ, Ch. xvli, p.

148). It is through a window that he chastìzes Grace for hai'ling him

when she returns from her wedding journey (tJ, Ch. xxv, p. 207). It is a

vision of her through another window that causes him to linger over

thoughts of her when Fitzp'iers is first hailed to Hintock House (¡l, Ch.
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xxvi, p. 216). And it is through the lattice of his window at

Qne-Chjmney Hut that he last communicates wjth Grace (hl, Ch. xl'i , p.

334). These wjndows, tantalizing in their transparency, vexatious in

their physìcal existence, sum up the conflicts within Giles and his

basic sensibi'lity. Grace is unattainable (she is separated from him

physica'lly and socially)¡ yet she is the object of his love and respect

(the w'indow shuts out all extraneous 'information, focus'ing on Grace as

G'iles watches below). Unfortunately for him Gjles never assimilates the

visual messages he receives; he merely gazes at his loved one in honest

hope at times and in frustration at other tjmes.

Shortìy after Grace's arrival in Hintock, for example, Giles

approaches her home with the purpose of paying a visit. Her mind and

mood, however, are focused on an antithesis to Giles, on Felice

Charmond, mistress of Hintock House:

0n drawing near the gate hìs attention was attracted by
the sight of one of the bedrooms blinking into a state of
illumination. In it stood Grace'light'ing several candles, her
rÌght hand elevating the taper, her left
her face thoughtfu'l'ly fixed on each wick
she saw ìn every flame's growth the rise
ty.

(þJ, Ch. vjj, p. 86)

Giles'association between her thoughtful look and the jdea that "she

saw'in every flame's growth the rjse of a life to maturity" is an

accurate one; 'indeed, Grace is at that moment ruminating on the pos'

sib'il'ities of a friendship with the great 1ady. The scene pìaces Grace

as far fronr Giles as she will ever be, in a different social sphere as

well as in a different sphere of sensjbil'ities. He recognizes this

d'issocjation, yet'in a way cherishes it as he looks upon Grace as some-

hand
asi
ofa

on her bosom,
t kìndled, as if
life to maturi-
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th'ing above him, an impression or vision of a woman rather than flesh

like his own.

G'iles does not see Grace insjde the house on that visit, and

recejves a rather forced promìse from her father who says "she's yours,

Giles, as far as I'm concerned." 0n leaving the house, G'iles again

sees, through her w jndow, what is supposed'ly "h'is":

Grace, surrounded by a suffjcient number of candles to
answer all purposes of self-criticism, was standing before a
cheval g'lass that her father had lateìy bought expressìy for
her use; she was bonneted, c'loaked, and gloved, and gìanced
over her shoulder into the mirror, estimating her aspect. Her
face was lit with the natural elation of a young gì11 hoping
to inaugurate on the morrow an intjmate acquaintance with a

new, interesting, and influential friend.

(hl, Ch. v'ii, p.87)

This second "framed" scene also echoes, in Grace's "estimating her

aspect" over her shoulder, a deficiency in G'iles we have seen before.

Here Grace takes pains to v'iew herself from a different angle, from the

angìe of the new, influential friend. It is just Giles'inability to do

this--to see himself from a djfferent perspective at an "instant of

view"--which accounts for his rough appearance and her initjal reserve

at their first reunion. That their sensibilities are so separated, and

that his presence in her house is not even enough to bring her down-

stairs, bespeaks a relationship whjch is neither fruitful nor "symbolic

of future bloom and growth."9

Thus Giles exhibits a remarkable lack of comprehension in his

I ife,10 und a passiv'ity which will destroy him. He acqu'iesces to

Grace's rejection at South's tree by removing himself farther and

farther from her view into "that gloomy Niflheim or fogland which
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i nvol ved him" despi te the probabi'l i t'ies "that somethi ng m'ight have been

done by the appearance of hlinterborne on the ground beside Grace" (I,

Ch. xiji, p. L26). In the final ana'lysis he adheres to a strict moral

code by not saving h'imself and s'leep'ing in 0ne-chimney Hut with the

wil l'ing Grace. His onìy rea'l act of rebel I ion--save reaching out "with

the abstraction of a somnambulist" to touch a flower on Grace's

dress--is to break down and kiss her passionately, knowing full well she

belongs to another man. And for both actions he harbours almost

unbearabl e gui'lt.

Giles' last act, giving up his cottage for Grace, is hjs most real

and effective declarat'ion of love, and it is what brings Grace's love

for hjm into the open, to a point where she is willing to share her bed

w'ith him. Yet these scenes dramatize that Giles remajns as passive and

unperceìving in his last days as he was when we first encountered hjm.

Again he misses what he sees, and lets the latticed window stand between

himself and Grace. Furthermore jt is h'is own act--that of locking Grace

jn his hut and locking himself out--that final'ly separates them and

ensures his death. As he was when Grace first returned to H'intock, he

is on the morning after she arrives at his cottage, content to see her

from afar:

At seven o'clock he tapped at her w'indow as he had
romised, retreating at once that she mjght not catch sight of
im. But from his shelter under the boughs he could see her

p

h

very we'll , when
wi ndow and the
ness of her eye

,i
I 'ig

ss

n response to h'is s'igna'l , she opened the
ht fel I upon her face. The 'l angu i d 1a rge-
howed that her sìeep had been l'ittle more

than his own, and the pinkness of their lids that her waking
hours had not been free from tears.

(l,J, Ch. xiì, p. 332)
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As'in his earlier sights of her through the windows of her father's

home, Giles sees his love in the "frame" of the w'indow: all extraneous

visual informatjon is unseen¡ only her and her eyes have meanìng for

Giles because through them he feels a communion with her. But thjs

romantic feeling of communion does nothing to bring them closer. Admire

her from afar he does easily; defile her by taking her phys'ica'lly he

wi I I not.

G'iles'way of see'ing a'lso dramatizes that his deep love for Grace

borders on worshjp and dramatizes hjs najvete about the social order.

Indeed, he d'ies (not unl ike Mrs. Yeobright) with an incomplete v'is'ion of

his loved one, never knowing that Grace finds hjm in his rough she'lter,

guides him back to his hut, and sacrjfices her safety from discovery by

calling her estranged husband for medical aid. In his dying hours Gìles

does nOt recognize her, and Seems "to look upon her as Some angel or

other supernatural creature of the v'isionary world in which he was

mental'ly l iving" (tlJ, Ch. x j ì i , P. 341). Looking back on previous

events, can we say that Giles has ever viewed Grace different'ly? 0n the

even'ing of her arrival in Hintock, for example, Giles watches her

through the door of her parents' home; her aspect from his point of vìew

i s al most di vi ne:

The fire was as before the only 1ight, and jt irradiated
Grace's face and hands so as to make them look wondrously
smooth and fair bes'ide those of the two elders; shining a'lso
through the loose hair about her tempìes as sunlight through a

brake.

(lrl, Ch. vi, p. 76)

The chojce of the term "irradiated"--itself almost a suggestion of'lìght

shjning from within--and the precise visual scene of the glow around
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Grace's face, hands and hair are eas'iìy suggestive of a divine creature,

at least in the eyes of the watcher. One recalls tustacia Vye's first
glimpse of C'lym Yeobright as "two feet in Rembrandt's intensest manner."

The face of that returned native, we are told, revealed "the deity that

Iies ignomiously chained w'ithin an ephemeral human carcase" which "shone

out of h'im like a ray" (U, Bk. 2, p. 163). Giles' romantic, unreal

attraction to Grace is actual'ly repeated in his last hours:

He never for a moment recognized her, continuing his
rapid conversation to himself and seeming to ìook upon her as
some angel or other supernatural creature of the visionary
world in wh'ich he was mental'ly 1iv'ing.

(hl, Ch. xi'ii , p. 341)

Thus he dies with much the same lack of insight into h'is own situat'ion,

the social sphere, and his loved one as he began. Indeed, h'is death is

perhaps as much a reflection of his failure to assimilate his experience

of rea'lity as'it'is a re-integration of a woodland sensibility to its

origina'l hor..11 Giles does,'it must be admitted, see her "heart

symptoms like books of large type" (t,'l, Ch. xij, p.334), but through his

own "causticity of mental tone" and the unfortunate turn of events he

never wins Grace. His vision is limited; his lack of understanding is

fatal. His acquiescence to the decrees of a djmly understood social

order, and an undue reverence for Grace (both expressed in visual

terms ) , prevent him f rom act'ing at cruci al poi nts; those same tra'its

prevent him from sharing his bed with Grace. And the reader's knowledge

of the real Grace l'1elbury, a being as erring in her ways as l.l'interborne

is in his, only serves to heighten the sense of irony and pathos at his

end.
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The informing attitude of Grace Melbury js confusion: as Dale

Kramer notes, she "contains within herself the Hardyan division between

sophìstication and rustic simplicìty."12 In many ways she enjoys her

past as the "raw country gjrl" and, like Giles, is motivated by a desire

for romance and the deep affections of others. But her sophisticatjon--

acquired outside the bounds of Hintock--allow Gjles' rustic appearance

to offend her refined tastes, and she only comes to a complete awareness

of his worth after he js dead. This blindness to Giles' inner virtues,

a l'istless acceptance of her father's social'ly amb'it'ious energ'ies, and

her acceptance of a man whose "external phenomena" are as attractive as

Gi I es ' are unattracti ve, 'lead her to make deci s'ions whi ch she wi I I

regret bitterly.

Like Clym Yeobright, Grace Melbury is shown clearly to have the

potential for right actìon, for governing her lìfe as the wise and

thoughtful mìstress of her act'ions. But she fails to achieve wisdom due

to a psychological bljndness to the truth beneath the surface of things,

and an acqu'iescence to the energies directing the surface affajrs. She

develops morally, emotionaìly, and intellectualìy more than any other
1)

character," bnt her ambiguous end suggests that real ìnsight'into the

forces governing her life js beyond her.

The potentiaì Grace possesses, and the complex sensjbility within

her, are careful'ly dramatjzed in a visual context in our first meeting

with her. Like Little Hintock itself, Grace holds within her the

juxtaposition of the obvious and the visible and the concealed and

invisible. Hardy warns us, that from "the highest point of view, to

prec'ise'ly describe a human being, the focus of a un'iverse, how

imposs'ible!" (U, Ch. v, p. 69). The wonlan, we are told, is beneath
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what is vis'ible in a "cursory vieuJ":

tJhat people therefore saw of her in a cursory view was
very ìittle; in truth, mainly something that was not she. The
woman herself was a conjectura'l creature who had l'ittle to do
with the outlines presented to Sherton eyes; a shap
gloom, whose true quality could onìy be approximate
putting together a movement now and a glance then,
patient attention which nothing but watchful loving
ever troubles itself to give.

e in the
dbv
in that
-ki ndness

(hJ, Ch. v, p. 69)

l.Je are invited, rìây urged, in this short description to be aware of the

"outlines presented," to be aware that they influence other"s, but also

to exercize that "watchful loving-kindness" which leads to the truth.

In her very aspect, then, Grace embodies the main conflict of her

ìife, the confl'ict between the visible and the real. Indeed, Grace,s

gravest mistakes are'in acting upon the vjsible as though it vrere the

real. She arrjves at her old home with a degree of cultivated reserve

at the "good old Hjntock ways." The reserve is encouraged by her

father's wish to rise above their social station in her associations

wjth Felice charmond, then Edred F'itzpiers, and by his desire to avoid

the'country boy' G'iles Winterborne.

Grace's reserve at her intended lover Gj'les is indeed based upon

the external phenomena of his appearance, his dress and his occupation.

However, wh'ile she perceives that Giles is not the sum total of h'is

appearances--she herself reproaches her father silently for crueììy

noting the rough iifestyle of winterborne (t^l, ch. xi, p. 112)--she does

I'ittle to act aga'inst it. A certain moral lassitude js hinted even in

our first meeting with her. "Her look expressed a tendency to wait for

others' thoughts before uttering her own; possibly a'lso to wa'it for
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other's deeds before her own doings" (t^J, Ch. v, p.69).

Yet just as she allows herself to be swayed against Gjles, on bases

which she knows are wrong, she allows the same external phenomena to

influence her attraction to Fitzpìers. Her init'ial awareness and

curiosity about Fitzpiers'existence is based on the blinding fight from

his house on the hill which she notices on her first night home. That

her curios'ity fajls w'ith the light of day foreshadows her later aware-

ness through marriage of "how much that was humanly not great could

co-exjst wìth attainments of an exceptional order" (l^.l, Ch. xxx, p. 249).

That realjzation, though, is a long t'ime in coming, and her first
thoughts of the strange alchemist-surgeon are a fascinat'ion whìch,

unfortunately, will not dje soon enough.

"Anything," J. H'illis Miller notes, " which is a true or false sign

of the existence of another may be a means of entering the loverinto

fascinated longing. rr1{ In Grace's situatjon the fascinat'ion is based

agaìn on the physical, vis'ible evidence of a refined, cultivated man

'living within the environs of her humble home. And nowhere is th'is

feeling expressed as dramatica'lìy as in thejr first meetìng jn the

surgeon's house, the surgeon s'leeping while Grace is accidentally

ushered into the room:

The windows of Fìtzpìers's soul being at present shut-
tered he probabìy appeared less impressive than in his hours
of animation; but the l'ight abstracted from his material
features by sleep was more than counterbalanced by the
mysterious influence of that state, in a stranger, upon the
consciousness of a beholder so sensitive. So far as she could
cniticize at alI she became au/are that she had encountered a

specimen of creation altogether unusual in that ìocality.

(ti, Ch. xviii, p. 157)
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If he is not a creature from a supernatural world, he has the attraction

of being a creature from outside the Hintock world; moreover, he is of a

"stamp" of men much more refined than any she has previously encoun-

tered.

0n seeing in his mirror that "the eyes of the reflected image were

open gaz'ing wonderingly at her," she experiences an "undescribable

thrill" and becomes "as if spell-bound." The frame of the mirror, the

reflected image, the sleeping stranger--these are almost the ingredients

of a fairy tale. Grace's attraction to the interesting Fìtzpiers at

thjs moment strengthens into a strange magnet'ism. However, the mirror

has no depth; it is itself a surface to reflect surfaces. That Grace's

romantic sens'ibjlity is awakened by this superficial impression confirms

her vulnerabiìity and her error. Like the woodlanders she has deep

feelings; but l'ike the sophisticated outsiders she is ìmpressed by

surfaces. The combjnation makes her vulnerable to Fitzpiers' advances,

which are considerably less sincere than she believes.

Fitzpiers' qual ity as the attractive al ien lover is rejnforced in

Grace's mind throughout their next meetìngs. Some time after the first
meeting, for example, Grace comes upon h'im when she returns to the woods

to search for her lost purse (appropriately gìven her by Wìnterborne):

She approached the heap of ashes, and acting upon what
was suggested by a still shinjng ember or two she took a stjck
and stirred the heap, which thereupon burst into a flame. 0n
looking around by the'lìght thus obtajned she for the first
tjme saw the illumined face of Fitzpiers prec'ise'ly in the spot
where she had left him.

(þJ, Ch. xix, p.171)

Thìs i s the second t'ime she has caught an unexpected, sudden sight of
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the surgeon. in his house she had been alarmed at seeing the man

s'leep'ing on his couch; in the woods she finds h'im, suddenìy ìlluminated

by the fire she has rekindled (ttre latter experience having an effect

not unlike G'iles' views of Grace from her window, illuminated by the

'l'ight of candles in her bedroom). The unreal scene is made even more so

by the accident of the two birds tumbling into the ashes at their feet,

and the unseen voice (Marty's) noting "the end of what is called love"

(l^/, Ch. xix, p. 173). The bjrds, the unexpectedness of the scene, the

"frame" of darkness surrounding an iIIum'inated Fitzpiers--these elements

focus upon the peìson beginning to influence her life. And yet she has

only seen his surface.

Grace is affected, then, by what appears before her as visible

essence: G'i les' roughness, Fitzpiers' attractjveness, even Mrs.

Charmond's H'intock House and the lady herse'lf. The sense of irony in

Grace's errors l'ies in our awareness from seeing Grace herself that it
is impossible to discover truth from a "cursory view."

tnlhat moral development Grace ach'ieves is dramatized by scenes and

ideas highly charged wjth visual information. Her awakening to the

realjties of her life is expressed as a sharpened vision, and the scenes

p'laced before her are framed and vjsually precise; they dramatize the

confl'icts of her l'ife and (momentariìy) shed light on her confusion.

Indeed, Grace's moral maturation is based upon the recording of her

"diverse readings" of l'ife's phenomena. After she has seen signs of her

husband's jnfidelity, Hardy reminds us that "her husband's character

. shaped itself under the touch of tjme" (hJ, Ch. xxiX, p. 239). The

"shaping" of Fitzpiers' character, and the shaping of her own op'inions

are forced upon her consciousness as vjsuaì experiences; they are
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"unadjusted impressions." EVen before she has any reason to suspect

Fitzpiers' fidel'ity she ga'ins an awareness that her vis'ion'is flawed in

some way. After they quarrel over Grace's wjsh to be married in church,

she again recognizes that she has seen her future husband in an unreal

1 i ght:

As he receded and was c'lasped out of s'ight by the filmy
shades he impressed Grace as a man who hardly apperta'ined to
her existence at all. Cleverer, greater than herself, one
outs'ide her mental orb'it, as she consi dered him, he seemed to
be her ruler rather than her equal, protector, and dear
fami I i ar fri end .

(hl, Ch. xxiV, p.196)

Thìs ìmpression is true to a large measure. The psychological and even

social d'istance between them, establ'ished in their f irst v'iew of each

other in Fitzpìers'mirror, has not been narrowed: he is "outsjde her

mental orbit." Hjs surface attractiveness at this point confl'icts wjth

her very romantic--and naive--desire for an "equa1, protector, and dear

fami I iar friend. "

Follow'ing this realization is a visual revelation which confìrms

this distance as well as his unworthiness as a future husband. The next

morning she sees Suke Damson leave the front door of Fitzpiers'house'in

her njght-dress. The scene without is framed by Grace's window, and

Hardy takes pains to include every vìsual and emotjonal detajl of the

background scene:

The tree-trunks, the road, the out-bujldings, the garden,
every object, wore that aspect of mesmeric pass'ivity wh'ich the
quietude of daybreak lends to such scenes. Help'less jmmobjlity
seemed to be combined w'ith'intense consciousness; a meditative
'inertness possessed aì'l thìngs, oppressìvely contrasting with
her own active emotions.

(ti, Ch. xxiV, p. 196)
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The telescoping clarity of the scene she witnesses confirms the "intense

consciousness" of the still morning, while her distance from the scene

(Fitzpiers' house is "beyond the road . . . over the app'le trees beh'ind,

high up the slope"), the fact of her crucial timing in waking and

Iooking out, and her own "he'lpless immobif ity" refIect the scene

outside. Indeed, here it js the very openness of the Hintock environs

whjch reveal a truth to her, just as the passengers of Mrs. Dollery's

van are open to pubìic scrutiny through the window of the carriage.

The action Grace witnesses is as disturbing to her as another scene

was to the young Hardy who witnessed a Dorchester execution through hìs

telescope. The suddenness of the sight, paradoxical'ly far away yet

excruciatingly near, powerful'ly moving--these elements comprise Grace's

first s'ign that her husband is one th'ing on the surface, another in

substance:

Something broke the stillness. The front-door of the
house she was gazing at opened softly, and there came out into
the porch a female figure, wrapped'in a large cìoak, beneath
which was visible the white skirt of a'long garment like a

night-dress. A grey arm, stretching from within the porch,
adjusted the cloak over the woman's shoulders; it was with-
drawn and disappeared, the door closing behind her.

(t41, Ch. xxiV, p. i96-98)

To Grace there is a s'icken'ing association between that "grey arm" and

the dressing-gown F'itzpìers wore at their first meet'ing. She falls into

a reverje, agaìn returning to that "mesmeric passivity" the morning

wears and into which she wìll lapse aga'in in her life. Yet the scene is

one of very few in her life which prod her into active rebelìion against

the forces governing her. She is ready, before hearing her father's

argument, to break off her engagement and return to Giles.
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Despi te Fi tzp'iers' ì ngeni ous handl 'ing of her impl i ed accusatì on ,

the experience is enough to give her "little cark'ing anxieties" about

the'ir coming marriage; her doubts indicate a certain maturation wjthjn

the young gìrl. She recognizes her compromjse in marrying the imperfect

mair by recognizing the inadequacy of the real to I ive up to the expec-

tations of the imagination. The irony is dramatjzed wjth visual infor-

mation similar to lllinterborne's recognition that he was uncomfortable

with Grace's experience at h'is Christmas party. The conflict between

imagined and real is expressed as past antìcipation and present fact:

l,lhat an attenuati on th i s col d pri de was of the dream of
her youth, in which she had p'ictured herself wal king .in state
towards the altar, flushed by the purple light and bloom of
her own passion. Everything had been clear then, in
imagÍnatjon; now someth'ing was undefined.

(W, Ch. xxiv, pp. 202-3)

A romantic picture, clear in imagination, is aga'in unfulfìlled in

reality. That a certain degree of her motivation ìn marry'ing Fìtzpìers

was engendered by thjs romantic image is cer"tainìy true. Also jnfluenc-

ing Grace is the person himself, the smooth, cuìtivated surgeon from a

famj]y of well respected antjquity,'if not wealth. Thus she enters the

marriage having acted upon the appearance rather than the substance of

reaìity. And she pays for it dearìy by aligning her fortunes wjth a man

she w'ill nejther trust nor respect, but of whom she wjll be unable to

rid herself.

The awareness of Fitzpiers' unworthjness is juxtaposed later with

the figure of winterborne as "autumn's very brother." The vast differ-
ences between Giles and Fitzpiers are dramatized before Grace's eyes in

a v j sual di spl ay of contrasts. Fitzpiers recedes i nto the d'istance, the
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emotional chasm between them symbolized by the physical one, Fitzpiers'

barren insensitiv'ity symbolized by the dead chalk ridge over which he

rides. Out of the same picture rises Giles, tanned and smelling of the

fruit on which his trade depends. As Jean Brooks notes, every "deta'il

of colour, movement, gesture and speech in the chapter contribute to a

pattern of association that opposes the vitality of a controlled rela-

tionship with nature's ferti'lity to its abuse in Fitzpiers'

infatuation. "l5

Yet Grace rejects the tenderness Giles offers and denies the

valid'ity of her renewed awareness by repulsing his instinctjve advance:

Her abandonment to the seduct'ive hour and scene after her
sense of il'l-usage, her revolt for the nonce agaìnst social
law, her passionate des'ire for primitive life may have showed
'in her face. Wjnterborne was looking at her, his eyes linger-
ing on a flower that she wore'in her bosom. Almost wjth the
abstraction of a somnambul'ist he stretched out his hand and
gently caressed the flower.

She drew back. 'What are you doing, Giles Wjnterborne?'
she exclaimed, wjth severe surprise.

( , Ch. xxviji, p. 236-7)

The immediate and uncompromising revoking of the marvellous scene

preceeding this exchange emphasizes the basic error of Grace's v'ision.

The attraction to Giles is one which has no association with the social

world, and thus she denies the insight to her real desires by adhering

to the surface truths of her existence, her marriage.

Grace will later flee from Fitzpiers to Giles but again refuse to

break her marriage vow. Another moment of decisive crisis, in which she

calls to Gjles that "I don't mind what they say or what they thjnk of us

any more" (tJ, Ch. xli, p.337) is followed by a fuìl twenty-four hours

of waiting in the hut for fear that "some stray passenger or woodman
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should encounter her in such a reconnoitre" (p. 338). It js plain that

she does care what others think of her.

Her eventual return to Fitzpiers shows a dubious maturity. she

recognizes that her husband has changed, and has recons'idered her

reject'ion of him in the 'light of their marriage vows U, ch. xlvii, p.

380), but if she recognizes a change in Fitzpiers, it is again a

recogn'ition of what is visible: "She had been struck with the change in

his as DE ct the extremeìy intellectual look that had always been in his

face wrought to a finer phase by thinness, and a careworn dignity had

been superadded" (l^J, Ch. xliii, pp. 349-50; italics added). The

feelings renewed by those moments, added to the feeling that she has

banished him help to rekindle a tender regard for him as she watches him

leaving her father's property for exile (hJ, Ch. xliii, p. 355).

Her reflections prepare for the emotjonuily intense meetjng at the

man-trap and Grace's eventual return to Fitzpiers. The return to

Fitzpiers rather calls into quest'ion her previous development. It
s'igna1s, in her reaffirmation of her marriage vow, the breaking of

another--the promise to vjsit GÍles'grave weekìy with Marty. It is not

to be taken light'ly that Grace fails to keep her appointment with Marty,

and that Marty keeps her promise to Giles even after waiting for Grace

two hours in the cold. That the novel closes with this scene ind'icates

an unresolved tension in Grace's ljfe, and emphasizes the comprom.ise

with which she must live. As in so many otherinstances, Grace has

reacted to what is visible, in this case the very alive and pers'istent

husband, and has let slide what js not visible, her devotion to Giles.

Grace's inadequacies are the result of the unresolved tensjons

between the romantic ideals of the woodlanders and the attraction to
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surfaces of the outsiders. It is only when she looks beneath the

surface, or is forced to look beneath it, that she begins to perceive

the truth. Yet despite her occasional insìghts, because Grace rema'ins

from beginning to end a woman with less moral fibre than Bathsheba

Everdene and less directing resolve than Eustacia Vye, she meets a more

amb'iguous end than either of them. The conflicting sensibilities lead

her through a hard existence; she marries the wrong man and remains

until his death untouchable by the right one--jf one can say at all that

G'iles is "right" for Grace or that Fitzpiers is decidedly "wrong.', The

amb'iguous end (w'i1'l Fitzpiers indeed be soon "col jng" at another's neck

or does thejr reun'ion offer a "guarded faith in human dest'iny?'r16)

offers little solace, but neither does it have a tragic strain. Grace's

tensjons between rustic simpl icity and cultured sophistication remain,

despite the maturity she achieves. We respond to Grace with a certa'in

unavoidable feel'ing that she has been swept aìong by forces stronger

than herself and by the waves of the wjll of others. One cannot he]p

feeling sorry that she can neither let Gìles in nor keep Fitzpiers out.

In her occasional gl impses of rea'lity, in being the victim of

unfortunate timing and circumstance, and in her moments of bitter

confusion it is perhaps not impossible to antjcipate in Grace another

wonìan who is sacrifjced for the social ambitions of her parents: Tess

Durbeyf i e'ld.

The parent who so strongìy influences Grace is not merely a man

dece'ived by appearances, but one actively struggling to be deceived.

George Me]bury's essential naivete, his blindness, if you w.i'l'l , is a

basic ignorance of the external social order in which he hopes to rjse

through his daughter. Like wjnterborne and Marty, and to an extent
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Grace, he has a romantic ideal which he app'l'ies to the real'ity he

perceives. And that hjs first impressions of that social order

(F'itzpiers' declaratjon of love for Me'lbury's daughter) should concur

with his desires again reflects the deceiving openness of Hintock

itself. Me]bury cannot realize that the world is not as simp'le as he

w'ishes or, i n fact, percei ves.

Melbury is jntroduced by the major conflicts of hjs life: he is

overheard (by Marty South) bemoan'ing to his wife that, while he has

promised Grace to Giles Winterborne as reparat'ion for a past wrong, he

feels that he has educated her to be suitable for a life on a much

higher social scale than the woodsman can ever hope to provide. His

romantic notions for Grace, his lack of insight into realìty, and the

foreshadowing of his failure js indicated in that scene by a short

ed'itorial intrusion:

Me'lbury was perhaps an unlucky man jn h
sentiment which could make him wander out'in
regard the ìmprint of a daughter's footstep.
carry on her government with a view to such
advancing years render the opened hearts of
them less dexterous than formerly in shuttin
blast, they must inevitabìy, l'ike little cel
'buffeting at wiì1 by rain and storm.'

avi ng the
the night to
Nature does not

feel i ngs ; and when
those that possess
g agaìnst the
and'ines, suffer

(l¡J, Ch. iii, p.50)

Like Marty, Melbury's heart is open to public vjew; like Gi'les, he is

attached to a romantic ideal , symbo'lìzed by h'is daughter's footprint
'lovingly preserved over many months. But to nature's government, and to

the poss'ibi I i ty of the emoti onal jars he w'i I 1 recei ve, he i s as

unperceiving as any bewildered child.

Melbury's motivation--and his basic fault--is to see what he wishes
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to perceìve. At the first opportunity of repudiating his vow to give

Grace to [,Jinterborne, he does so. He concludes that Felice Charmond's

cooled attitude towards Grace is the result of her attendance at Giles'

Christmas party, w'ithout considering that Mrs. Charmond may have found

Grace unsuitable by reason of a too-attractìve face: "full of this post

hoc argument Mr. Me'lbury overlooked the infinite throng of other possi-

ble reasons and unreasons for a woman changing her mind" (U, Ch. Xi, P.

113). Conversely, he leaps at the opportunity to aìign his famìly's

fortunes with Fitzpiers without consulting his daughter first. He

returns from the fir^st intervjew with the surgeon "with the eye of a man

who sees a vision before him" (t^l, Ch. xxij, p. 187). Indeed, Fìtzpiers'

occupation, social station and winning manner are to prov'ide a blinder

for Melbury for a'long time. His intense hopes and fears for Grace are

expressed, on the afternoon of Fjtzp'iers'first "courting" vis'it,

paradoxìcaì1y, as both obv'ious and hidden: "Could the real have been

beheld instead of the corporeal merely, the corner of the room'in which

he sat would have been filled with a form typical of anxjous suspense,

large-eyed, tight-ìipped, awaiting the issue" (þ'l, Ch. xxj'ii, p. 183).

Melbury's constra'ined manner, we are told, t'was natural enough," owing

to his ambitions. Yet no one in the room notices the real beyond the

corporeal, and the game js acted out, for the present at'least,

according to Mel bury's wi shes.

His anxjous wishes for Grace's happiness later undergo a reversal

jn the focus of attention but not in substance, when he looks to Gjles

as Grace's rescuer. Hhereas Meìbury had before been bl'inded to

Winterborne's virtues he allows himself to be blinded to his faults. In

doìng so he forgets the initial cause of thejr unsuitab'i'lity --Grace's
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refinement compared to Gjles' rusticìty--and "was now bl'ind to these

subtleties, which he had former'ly beheìd as in noontide'light" (l^/, Ch.

xx'ix, p.31a). Hhen he begins to realize, however, that Grace's mar-

rìage with Fitzpiers is not successful, he exercizes the "watchful
'loving-kindness" we have been told is necessary to reach the heart of

Grace. The intelìigence of Grace's situation comes to him as a

new-found vision:

The ins'ight which is bred of deep sympathy was never more
finely exempf ifjed than in this instance. Through her guarded
manner, her dignified speech, her placid countenance, he
discerned the interior of Grace's life onìy too truìy, h'idden
as were 'its incidents from every outer eye.

(hJ, Ch. xxx, p.248)

Thus he is a man capab'le of discoverjng truth; he d'iscerns that Fel ice

Charmond is the link between Fitzpiers' late-night absences and an

exhausted horse sp'lashed wìth mud wh'ich was not local. Norman Page notes

that he "is a man of limited education and imagìnatjon, but he is a

veritable Sherlock Holmes in his powers of reconstructing an incjdent

from a horse's hoof-marks or a sp'lash of unfamiliar mud."17 His watch-

'ing "pays off" wjth the discovery, through these smalI incìdents, of

Fitzpiers' betraya'l . Thus Me'lbury gains a momentary gl impse into the

truth. He perceives that his judgement has failed him, that it has,

" l i ke a f al se compan'ion unmasked, dìscl osed unexpected depths of

hypocrisy and spec'iousness where all had seemed solidìty" (l^J, Ch. xxxi,

p. 2s3-4).

The humjliations, setbacks and heartaches produce a much abashed

man. Unfortunate'ly it is on'ly after h'is will and his willful blindness

have caused grevious harm that he fjnal]y declares to Grace, "I shall
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never advise 'ee again" (U, Ch. xlv, p. 369). Notwithstanding his

doubts about her wisdom in returning to F'itzpiers and a keen embarrass-

ment at having roused his neighbours for a futile search for her, he

acquiesces easily in her decision to remain with her husband. His end

is perhaps as ambiguous as that of Grace. No dramatic death on the

heath awajts him as it awaited Mrs. Yeobright; rather, it wou'ld appear,

he is doomed to lead a life made pubfic by the rash acts he has helped

to cause and is at the same time to be made lonely by the loss of his

daughter to an undeserving man.

The surgeon who becomes this inconstant husband is one whose

perception is no less flawed than those around him. Yet as an outsider

his blindness is defined as a blindness to'inner truths, and a too keen

sense of surfaces. His vulgar sexual appetite, an insens'itivity to the

human conditions despite his position as a surgeon, and an'ingrained

snobbjshness which further cements his insensitivity are dramatized by

his way of seeing and by the way he reacts to reality. Our introduct'ion

to hjm, following several glimpses of h'is'light through the window of

Grace Meìbury's home,'is on his v'isit to the ai'ling John South:

His eyes were dark and 'impressive, and beamed w'ith the
ìight either of energy or of susceptiv'ity--'it was difficult to
say whjch; jt might have been chiefly the latter. That quìck,
glìttering, empirical eye, sharp for the surface of things if
fo
de

r nothing beneath, he had not. But whether his apparent
th of vision were real or onl an arti st'ic accident of h is

corporea mou nq. no nq u ees s cou revea

(hJ, Ch. xiv, p. 132; italics added.)

His deeds reveal that his depth of v'ision is onìy apparent. Indeed, we

are told only a few lines before of a deed whjch pìainìy reveals a

myop'ic insensitivity as he enters the room "pre-emìnentìy," because'it
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is in the house of a humble cottager. lrle see him "looking round towards

the patient with a preoccup'ied gaze which so plain'ly reveals that he has

well-nigh forgotten all about the case and the circumstances since he

dismissed them from his mind at his last exit from the same apartment"

(l^ , Ch. xiv, p. L32). This shallowness of v'ision and an insensit'ivity

to the Hintock way of life manifests itself later--to disastrous conse-

quences--when he mistakes the much more energetic horse of George

Me'lbury for his own. That horse unseats him, and in h'is shakened

condition he fails to recogn'ize George Melbury as the man in whom he

conf i des h'is mari tal woes.

Fitzpiers is one who is romantic and impuìs'ive as well as morally

obtuse. All these qualities are portrayed in his watching from the

window of his home a series of different denizens of L'ittle H'intock

approach the newly painted gate nearby. The scene tells as much about

the character of Fitzpiers as about the people he observes. Being "of a

philosophical stamp he perceived that the character of each of these

travellers exhib'ited itself in a somewhat aniusjng manner by his or her

method of handling the gate" (l,J, Ch. xvi, p. 143). It is true that in

Suke Damson he sees an unrefined and boisterous country girl, in Marty

South a preoccupied mourner, and in Grace Meìbury a "different sort of

personage" who "walked as delicately as if she had been bred ìn townn

and as f irm'ly as if she had been bred in the country" (U, Ch. xvi, p.

143). Yet Fjtzpiers does I ittle to assimilate these g'l impses into an

awareness of character. His reactions to the different peopìe, rather,

reveals his character to us. The'impression of Marty, for example, does

not goad him into action to prevent her from soi'l'ing her dress, though

he recognizes it is probably her only one and recalls that he h'imself
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was the indirect cause of her bereavement. His memory of the

recognition of Suke Damson's hoydenish character leads him later to

indulge'in a fl'irtation with her following the hot chase on Midsummer

eve, and to embark on an affair with suke which he dared not attempt

with Grace. As well, his reaction to Grace's approach to the gate is

most revea'ling of his character:

To let such a creature touch it even with the top of
g'love was to Fitzpiers almost like letting her proceeã to
tragica'l self-destruction. He jumped up ãnd looked for hi
hat, but was unable to find the right one.

her

s

( , Ch. xvi, p. L44)

The romantic, melodramatjc attraction, the desire to assist such a

beauty (where he had no such desire to assjst a mourning girl whose

s'ituation was known to him and for which he was partly respons.ible)

bespeak a man who is motivated by se'lf-interest. That he searches for
the "right" hat before running to Grace's rescue is further proof of a

sel f-centred sensibi 1 i ty.

It has been noted by J. Hill'is Miller that "the colìectively

human jzed world absorbs a person and brings what he 'is think1ng or

feeling into the light where it is access'ible to all."18 t'1i'lìer sug-

gests that the scene of Fitzpiers witnessing the people at the gate is

evidence of this human transparency. yet F'itzpiers actually sees only

what the others are ljke, not necessarily what they are. He does not

see, or foresee, that Suke is a person wjth feeljngs which will later
focus on him desp'ite her marrjage with Tjm Tarrgs, that Marty's situat.ion
js sad as welI as lonely, and that Grace is a "conjecturaì creature',

whom he cannot categorize'in such a brief gfimpse. Therefore the fact
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that elements of one's character can easily be detected by an observing

eye does not necessarily mean that it will aid the observer. F'itzp'iers

is one of those whose basic insensitivity causes him to miss what is

easily detected and to take an unrealistic view of others.

The fjrst meeting of Fitzpiers and Grace is infused with an air of

the superficiality and romantic impulse to which Fìtzp'iers is so

subject. Before she appears in his parlour he has seen her from hjs

window, as she wal ks past the pa'inted gate;, he has al so seen her at her

father's window, and been surprised at her humble origins. Now he sees

her reflected in the mjrror of his room. l,Jindows, then mirrors, add to

the feeling that Fitzpiers'views are superficial, cursory, and

therefore unreal. The wìndow both frames and distances, Yêt draws

together by 'its transparency¡ Fitzpiers, seeing her from afar, has

adm'ired her beauty and her dignìty. His response to the vjs'ion in the

m'irror contains these same elements, but emphas'izes the superf ìc'ial ity

of Fitzpiers' attractjon: the mjrror reflects surfaces. Furthermore,

the scene possesses a dream-like quality for Fitzpiers because he has

been sl eepi ng and actual ly sees helin a "waking dream. " Seei ng her

moments afterward approaching the house only heightens this dream-like

feeling. "That he saw her com'ing instead of going made him ask himself

if his first impression of her were not a dream indeed" (l,J, Ch. xviii,
p. 158).

The dream-like qua'lity of th'is first meetihg, â sense of inacces-

sibility symbolized by the distance of the mirror and Grace's sudden

departure, has a strong effect upon a sensjbility based on surface

attractions. Indeed, this superficial sensibility repeats itself later,

and signa'ls an almost unavoidable p'lunge into another romant jc
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adventure. 0n his fjrst meetjng wìth Felice Charmond, he recognizes a

familíarity with "the sentiment and essence" of the rnoment. "What could

be the cause of it? Probabìy a dream," he says to himself. That he

establ'ishes a relationsh'ip whìch breaks'his marriage on the basis of a

long-forgotten and minor past incident with the lady'indicates the same

unreal romantjc tendency.

Thus Fitzpìers d'isplays in this first meetjng a wi'llingness to act

upon his impulses triggered by what he perce'ives as a "phenomena'l gìr1."

He disregards a recogn'ition of their difference in social station as

well as h'is own motivations (l^J, Ch. xix, pp. 164-65). The importance of

these motivations returns to him when, "with a droll sort of awakening,"

he recognjzes jn their stay at the Earl of Wessex Hotel that Grace is of

the same "species" as the other woodlanders, and therefore'is of a

different species from himself. The full reality of his marriage to

Grace, and a major chord of discontent, is struck when he realizes that

"the woman of the tribe without should be standìng there beside him as

hjs wife" (U, Ch. xxv, p. 209).

His discontent with his choice is thrown into focus when he is

hailed that very evening to the sjde of the "injured" Mrs. Charmond.

The romantic attachment for Grace which fades in the cold light of

real i ty i s supp'lanted jmmediate'ly by a romantíc--and equaì ìy unreal i s-

tic--attachment to Felice Charmond. Impressed by the lady's social

station, her wealth, and the inaccessibjlity caused by his marriage to

Grace, Fitzpiers launches himself into another trouble. (Appropriately

enough, it is a revelation of the false additions to Felice's abundant

tresses whjch eventually sparks their parting argument.)

The pattern of desire, infatuation, awakening and discontent
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establ ished with Grace is actua'lly repeated 'in Fitzpiers' relationship

with Felice Charmond. And the first two elements, at least, are re-

peated again when he returns to Hintock following Mrs. Charmond's death.

He is a'ìready much chastened when he is hailed to One-Chimney Hut to

find his wife at the bedside of the dying Giles Winterborne. He is

unprepared for what he sees, and as he likens the scene to that which

saw him the patient and Felice Charmond the nurse, his feeljngs of

superiority vanjsh'in an instant:

Grace sat on the inside
holding her lover's hand, so
patient lay between herself
first, noticing Grace on1y.
discerned who the prostrate

the bed against the wal1,
at when her husband entered the
him. He stood transfixed at

owly he dropped hìs g'lance and
was.

of
rh

and
SI

man

(ld, Ch. xliii, p. 346)

This moment of awareness, and Grace's avowed confirmation of his "ex-

tremist inference" that she has been unfaithful return Grace to the

posìtion of the inaccessible. He perceives that another has come

between them emot'ionally, just as the dying hlinterborne appears betureen

them physical]y at this moment. That he eventually learns Grace did not

break the'ir marriage vow does not detract from the powerful effect of

this scene.

Grace excites Fitzpiers' desire by her hesitancy in the'ir

subsequent meetings. Her declarations, first of animosìty, then of

indifference, strengthens her appeaì. I'ioreover, the feeling of distance

and inaccessibilìty is symbolized by his declaration to Grace "I shall

come at 'least twjce a week to look at your w'indow" (hl, Ch x1vi, p.373).

In a sense, he has finaìly taken l.Jinterborne's place jn paying homage at

the tempìe of Grace Melbury. whereas before Giles had paused many a
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time to view Grace through the windows of her father's home, it is now

Fitzp'iers' turn.

Whjle the evidence does not support a view of Fitzpiers as an image
10

of death," our knowledge of the previous pattern of his ins'ight tends

to make us question the durab'ilìty of his new-found love for Grace.

Certainly he has not the moral idiocy of Francis Troy, but his

supenf icia'l way of seejng things, and his unreal istic romantic impu'lses

suggest a sensibility less than wise. George Melbury's suggestion that

he will be "coling" at another neck than Grace's a year hence may or may

not be true. But an almost impercept'ible note is struck in Fitzp'iers'

assumption on the last night that "somebody has seen me for certain" and

that they do not, therefore, need to notify Grace's parents that she is

leaving with him (!, Ch. xlvii, p. 385). The jnsensitivity hinted in

the sick-room of John South has not disappeared.

The woman who exc'ites Fitzpiers' attention is the final point of

the continuum between the naive woodlanders of Hintock who cannot see

surfaces and the outsiders who cannot see inner realities. Felice

Charmond lives in Hintock House, completeìy separated from the

vììlagers. She is motivated, l'ike Fìtzpiers, by surface attract'ions,

but has scarce'ly a trace of the knowledge of inner truths. Several

critical moments in the actjon of the novel emphasize this superficjal

nature.

Felice js first attracted to Grace as a desirable companion. Her

attractìon to the young woman, however, is quickly destroyed by a very

superficial experience: the sight of Grace's lovel jness set agajnst her

own:
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Just before Grace's departure the two chanced to pause
before a mirror which reflected their faces in immediate
juxtaposit'ion, bringing into prominence their resemblances and
their contrasts. Both looked attractive as g'lassed back by
the faithful reflector; but Grace's countenance had the effect
of mak'ing Mrs. Charmond appear more than her full age. There
are complex'ions whjch set off each other to great advantage,
and there are those which antagonize, one of such kill'ing or
damaging its neighbour unmercifuìly.

This was unhappily the case here. Mrs. Charmond fell
into a meditat'ion, and replied abstractedly to a cursory
remark of her compan'ion ' s.

(t^J, Ch. viii, p. 92)

We recall that a mjrror focused Fitzpiers' attention to Grace; jt was a

surface reflection to which he is susceptibìe. Similarìy, the mirror

image of Grace juxtaposed agaìnst her own emphasizes for Felice her own

physicaì, surface shortcomìngs. That she chooses to act upon that

superficiai impress'ion confjrms our impression of her very questionable

sens j ti vi ty.

Felice's one pretension to deep feeling'is her love for Fitzp'iers,

motivated, it must be assumed, by his novelty and attractiveness. Once

confronted by Grace's candour in the woods regarding her love for

Fitzpìers, Felice resolves to end the relationship and to reject

Fitzpiers. However, her resolve is crushed by an experience as visually

powerful as any ever presented to a Hardy character, and jt'is one which

p'lays upon her sensitìvity to the surface of reality. Moments after

Fel'ice resolves to keep apart from her lover, she is presented, jn the

dark of night, with his bloodied face at her casement. She responds to

hi s knock:

What she saw outside might have struck terror into a
heart stouter than a he'lpless woman's at midn'ight. In the
centre of the lowest pane of the wjndow, close to the gìass,
was a human face which she bare'ly recognized as the face of
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F'itzpiers. It was surrounded with the darkness of the night
wjthout, corpse-like in its pallor, and covered with blood.
As djsclosed in the square area of the pane it met her
frightened eyes like a replica of the Sudarium of St Veronica.

(U, Ch. xxxvi, p. 293)

All elements of the conflict are present in this scene, just as they

were in the closed door scene of The Return of the Native. Again Hardy

dramatizes, in a a powerful vis'ion, the central elements of the novel.

Fitzpìers' presence is the result of his burnjng desire for the woman on

the other side of the window; his condition is the result of h'is own

insensitivity to his wife and her family, an jnsensitivity indicated by

the rude confidences he gave Melbury without knowing his 'identity. The

confl'ict between Grace and Felice Charmond is evident in Felice's firm

resolve only seconds before to "shake her head at him, and keep the

casement secure'ly closed" in order to "keep fa'ith with Grace. " Moreover

the powerful visual effect of the bloody face at the window rivets our

attention. Mrs. Charmond of course opens the casement immediate'ly and

minjsters to her wounded lover. Her direct reversal of resolve, "where

were now her djscreet plans for sundering their lives for ever? To

administer to him in his pain, and trouble, and poverty, was her singìe

thought" (l^J, ch. xxxvi, p. 294), confirms her superf icia'l attentions and

the blindness associated with it.
The scene of the stricken man first discovered by the woman, then

physicalìy assisted by her in walk'ing to a comfortable place, and

subsequently nursed by her tender'ly is repeated later with Grace and

Giles. Hardy stresses the similarity, ensuring that his reader w'ill not

fail to notice. In effect, that earlier scene of Felice charmond

openìng the casenrent to a desperately wounded Fitzpiers not only
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contains the essence of the conflicts of the novel, but also serves as a

comment on later love relationsh'ips.

The scene between Giles and Grace which Hardy likens to Felice

Charmond's nursing of Fitzpiers is equal'ly powerful in its visual

impact. The earlier scene sees Felice's desire to help Fitzpiers

against his enemjes and h'is poverty as "her only thought." The trouble

precipitating the event was not at all of her making, save her romantic

involvement with Fitzpiers. The later scene, Hardy reminds us, "was yet

infinite in spirituaì difference." Indeed, Grace considers her

involvement crucial to the trouble. "That she might have been the

cause, or partìa'lly the cause, of all this, interfused misery with her

sorrow" (W, Ch. xlll, p. 342). Grace had discovered him in h'is

makeshift shelter, her sight of Giles at the moment of discovery being

not unljke Felice Charmond's shocking v'ision of F'itzpiers.

The
upon the
p i ctu red
cl othes

side
i nte
in s

and t

towards Grace h,as open, and turning the f ight
rior she beheld what her prescient fear had
natches all the way thither. Both his
he hay were saturated with rajn. His arms were

flung over his head; his face was flushed to an unnatural
crimson. His eyes had a burn'ing brightness, and, though they
met her own, she perceived that he did not recognize her.

(l'J, Ch. xl i i n pp. 340-41 )

Again, the basic elements of the scene are the same as that six months

previous: the woman has decided to repuìse the man (in thìs case Grace

has done jt twice--by not marry'ing him, and by allowing thejr current

separation) and is forced by circumstances to reverse that decision.

The difference between the scenes is a question of en'lightenment: here

Grace real'izes her error in repuìsing Gi1es, whereas in the former scene

Felice Charmond actualìy denies the enlìghtenment she had attained in
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her dec'ision to sever her relationship. Grace recogn'izes here, with a

sense not unlike C'lym Yeobright's adnlission that "it was all my fau'|t,"

that she is at least partìy responsible for Giles' condjtjon: "how

selfjshly correct I am always--too, too correct! Can it be that cruel

propriety ìs killing the dearest heart that ever woman c'lasped to her

own!" (l^J, Ch. xl ji, p. 340). She does not realize how true this 'is.

Giles no less than she has punished them with "cruel propriety."

The two scenes therefore comment upon one another and upon the

central conflicts of the novel. The psychology of the characters and

the essence of the novel are encapsulated in the scenes of visual

precision. Davjd Lodge has noted that Hardy sought to portray "scene,

gesture and image" as "a viv'id and precise imitation of actuality, as a

link in a chain of causatjon, as symbolic action and as part of a fornlal

pattern of para'llels, contrast, and correspondences."20 Indeed, the

striking vìsual power of these scenes, the pointed comparisons between

love relatjonships, the intricate involvements of husband-lover-w'ife-

lover--these elements are al'l brought together in the momentary visuai

experi ence.

The metaphors of blindness and vision, then, become in The

l^Joodl anders more cl osely intertwined with character, situation, and

environment than in previous novels. The blindness of Fancy Day,

Francis Troy, or Clym Yeobright is not tied to thejr education outside

the bounds of their sìmple homes; yet for Fitzpiers, Felice and even

Grace, the fact that they have come from or been educated outside

becomes part of their particular perspective. Similarily, it is in The

Woodlanders where the opposite situation, rustic s'impì'icìty, becomes a

hindrance to the perspective of the natives. Giles is beaten by the
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surfaces of reality which he cannot comprehend; Felice is beaten by

inner emotions which she cannot control. And Grace is confused by both

the inner emotions and the surfaces.

The subtle associations of character, env'ironment and perspective

p roduce in The Woodlanders a frustrated feeling of inadequacy over the

human ability to discover truth. Truth, in many ways like Little

Hintock itself and like Grace, is "a shape in the gloom, whose true

qua'lity could only be approximated by putt'ing together a movement now

and a glance then, in that patient attent'ion whjch nothing but watchful

'lov'ing-kìndness ever troubles itsel f to give" (þl, Ch. V, p. 69). 0ne

might add that some of us are watchful, some have deep loving-kindness;

few have both.



Conclusion

As to pessìmism. My motto js, first correctly diagnose
the compl ai nt--j n thi s case human i I I s--and ascertai n the
cause: then set about finding a remedy if one exists. The
motto or pract'ice of the optim'ists is: Blind the eyes to the
real malady, and use emp'irica'l panaceas to suppress the
symptoms.

(Later Years, p.183)

Appropriately enough, th'is assessment Hardy makes in a 1918 diary note

can also serve as a comment upon the role of the narrators and the

characters in the novels we have examined. The narratoris the

pess'imist: he recognizes the human il ls and points to causes a'long the

way to "diagnose the comp'laint. " He seldom f inds a remedy. The

characters for the most part act the optimists: they ljterally and

figuratìvely blind the'ir eyes to the real malady, either within or

wjthout, and attempt to force experience to conform to des'ire.

Hardy's techniques in v'isual scene-making and exploring the motif

of vis'ion offer the reader an interesting perspective on thjs concept of

optimists and pessimìsts. The reader is provided with empericaì ev'i-

dence and the larger point of view of the narrator; therefore we know

the "complaint." Yet we see experience through the eyes of the differ-

ent characters, who have bljnded themselves (or been bljnded by larger

forces) and have suppressed the symptoms of the malady. In the face of

strong evidence to the contrary, Eustacia pìaces her hopes for an

elegant future life in the hands of Clym; Grace places her

future--twice--in the hands of Fitzpiers; Bathsheba rests her future
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with Troy, Boldwood his w'ith Bathsheba. The list is long; it may even

be seen to include the comp'lex Jude Fawley, whose boyhood vision of

Christminsteris a mirage in the distance.

Hardy's visual techniques 'inform us of these maladies. hle see what

the character sees, yet we also oftentimes see what is inv.isible to

them. But Hardy does not, from novel to novel, present hjs characters,

psychoìogical and moral blindness as a static problem of percept.ion; he

exp'lores all facets of insight, and dramatizes different influences and

external conditions in expressing the nature of perceptjon. His

treatment of the visual experience shows a decided growth in his

artjstic development from the young eager novelist to the comp'lex sage

of literature. In Under the Greenwood Tree the f ramed scenes and visual

effects reflect character and the fact that vision is limited and

experience miscellaneous, but the visual effects tell little more than

that a visualìy oriented writer will natural]y have his characters use

thejr eyes to judge one another and experience. However, Hardy,s

potential is cìear; Fancy witnessing her two lovers approach in the

rain marshalls the vjsual experience into an emotional one of such power

that the scene changes the entire tone of the novel. Far From the

Madd i n Crowd takes the visual experience and builds the character

around it: Farmer Boldwood's abstraction from and utter defencelessness

in the face of Bathsheba's fl'irtatiousness is suggested at the moment he

recejves the valentine, his eyes rjveted upon it. Character becomes

more complex in thjs novel, and the vjsual experience defjnes it. The

Return of the Native int roduces, or perhaps emphasizes, chance in human

experience. The visual experience focuses the conflicts of character

and ci rcumstance: the closed door scene, for example, is a stark'ly
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visual drama of misgu'ided purposes, self-deceit, and a liberal does of

"crass casualty" ("Hap," gl, p. 9). And rhe woodlanders explores all
facets of human perception within the context of the social order as

well as of the indifferent universe. Grace's difficulties are centred

upon an inherent difficulty between the romantjc and simple environment

of her home and the superficial, appearance-based influence of her

experience in society. indeed, it is as if Hardy wished to examine

experience in these novels through as many different eyes as possible

merely to ensure that, as he notes jn h'is dìary in lgg4,,,Experience

unteaches--(what one at first thinks to be the rule in events)', (Early

Ljfe, p. 23L).

It 'is interesting to note that the later main novels, The Mayor of

Casterbridge, Tess of the d'UrberviII es, and Jude the 0bscure rely 'less

for their emotional impact on the vjsual experience than on larger

concerns of the human condit'ions. Indeed, David Lodge has noted that

"Hardy's bitterest, most pessimistic, most depressing novel, Jude the

Obscure, is also the least descriptive and the least 'cinemati..,,,1 The

protagonists of those novels as well achieve some limited recognition of

the events of our lives. Tess resigns herself to the thought that,,it
is as it should be" (T, ch. lviii, p. 441), Michael Henchard to a belief
that "my punishment is not greater than I can bear" (re, ch. xl ji j, p.

334). However, as J. Hillis Miller notes of these tragjc fjgures:

. The i,nsr'ght is on'ly partia'l . Though the characters now
understand themselves far better than wñen they stilì hopedfor happiness, the reader is aware of some irónic .incongruity
between the protagonist's understanding"of his life and [he
superior understanding of the narrator..

The same "ironic incongruity" between the characters' understand.ing of
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experience and the narrator's understanding, then, spans the body of

Hardy's fìction. Experience is a troublesome th'ing.0n one hand jt is

universal, part of the "great web" of human doings; on the other jt is

utterly personal and private, part of indivjdual personality and the

person experìencing.

As I have mentioned, Hardy himself maintains that his "philosophy,'

is "a confused heap of impressions, like those of a bewildered child at

a conjuring show." That very visual image, so naturally expressed,

becomes a recurring motif in the novels, and confirms Hardy's own

expressed attitudes toward experience and a "philosophy" of Ijfe. It 'is

not difficujt to recognize Hardy's awareness of the conflict between the

real and the visible in h'is personal statements. In his 1892 preface to

Tess of the d'Urbervilles he maintains "the novel was in tended to be

neither didactic nor agressive, but in the scenic parts to be represen-

tative sìmply, and in the contemplative to be oftener charged with

impressions than w'ith convictions. Let me repeat, the novel is an

ìmpression, not an argument."3 In 1902 he reiterates the point that

"unadjusted impressions have their value, and the road to a true phiìos,

ophy of life seems to lie in humbly recording diverse readings of its
phenomena" (cP, p. 84). It would appear that this idea is based upon an

argument put fon'rard in Hardy's genera'l preface to the !'lessex tdition of

1912:

Positive vievls on the Whence and Wherefore of
never been advanced by this pen as a consistent ph
Nor is it likely, indeed, that imaginative wrìting
would exhibit a coherent scjentifjc theory of the
even jf it had been attempted--of that universe co
which Spencer owns to the I paraiyzing thought' tha
there exists no com rehension of it a ere. But

t

thÍngs have
i'l osophy.
S.
un i verse
nce rn Í ng
t poss'it¡ly

s uch
nd theJec ess cons s ncy never as en attempted, a
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mere

iments in the followin
l res ions of the mo

g pages have been stated truly to be
ment, and not convictions or

arguments.

"Possib]y there exjsts no comprehension of it anywhere." It is remark-

able that a man can feel so strong'ly those disparate notjons of the

inadequacy of human vision and yet be so great a seer that he can

delineate those inadequacies so accurately ìn fictjon.

"The Scheme of Th'ings is, indeed, incomprehensible;" Hardy writes

to Alfred Noyes'in 1920, "and there I suppose we must leave it--perhaps

for the best. Knowledge migh t be terrible" (Later Years , p. 2I8).

Hardy in the final analysis agrees not to know. H'is characters never

rea'l]y know either, although one feels that somehow they should have

known. Clym should have seen Eustacia's mot'ives. Dick should have seen

that Fancy coquetted with h'im. Grace should have seen beneath

Fitzpiers' "veneer of affectatjon." Giles should have seen the way to

win Grace. Bathsheba should have seen Troy as a rake. All the informa-

tion was there; but they, as we, fall short because of the djstortions

caused by their own personalities.

Life's experiences affect, confuse and ruín us; events happen

seemingly without warning, and even in retrospect they can be understood

but dimìy. And each experience, unless we are numbered among a lucky

few, does little to prepare us for the next. Aìways there is an uncer-

tainty, a misunderstanding of what we see. yet we are bound to make

what deduct'ions we can from the distorted impressions we receive. Those

distorted ìmpressions are all we have to e4tract meaning from what we

experience. Most often we construct meaning, not accordÍng to actual

reality, but to what we wjsh to see as reality. Impressions jn line
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with our wishes produce confidence. But just as we confidently raise a

te]escope to our eyes expecting the entertainment of a faraway specta-

cle, a figure in wh'ite fustian drops before our eyes and we are alone on

the heath with a hanged man.
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